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There is a justifiable need to abolish the borders between nations, societies, cultures and whatever else sepa
rates and defines us. In order that this process does not lead to the formation of new borders or other types of 
segregation, like those established by elitist institutions such as the EU, NATO or UN, it has to be done from 
below, by the people. There is an enduring need to immediately abolish all states, governments and authoritarian 
institutions so that communities based on common values such as freedom, respect, cooperation and solidarity 
can be formed. These communities in turn can lead to the transformation of the world order into one based on the 
above mentioned values. In order to push that process forward with support for the development of the anarchist 
movement over the borders we have created ...

“ABOLISHING THE BORDERS FROM BELOW”
AN ANARCHIST JOURNAL FROM EASTERN EUROPE

There are many reasons why it is necessary to put out this type of publication on a regular basis. There are a 
large number of anarchist groups in EE which could operate much more effectively with a continual exchange of 
ideas, tactics, experiences and materials with similarly minded groups from all over Europe and the World. It is 
clear that many western activists are also interested in the ideas and actions of the "eastern anarchists". We belie
ve it to be necessary to tighten the cooperation between east and west in resisting Fortress Europe, the globali
zation of the world economy, and above all capitalism and it's effects on our life. A mutual exchange of inspira
tions, motivations, and cooperation from anarchist communities all over Europe is needed on a day to day basis 
not only in times of international protests like the ones in Prague, Gothenburg and Genoa. The intent of this paper 
is to set up a better network of communication between groups and individuals from different parts of this conti
nent. It is also a platform for regular presentation and exchange for various anarchist groups from EE itself, as 
well as helping to strengthen contacts between them and will hopefully lead to mutual inspiration. It also gives an 
opportunity for effectively organizing common campaigns and struggles. The process of creating an editorial team 
for AbolishingBB was a great step toward this so we appeal to everyone to make the most of the information here 
as effectively as possible. Finally this paper can be seen also as a mirror of our movement so every positive deve
lopment in EE is coming back to us in form of motivation for further work on this magazine ...

AN ANARCHST JOURNAL 
“AbolishingBB” is a bi-monthly magazine with infor
mation on different political and cultural processes and 
activities in Eastern Europe seen, commented on and 
analysised from an anarchist perspective.

EDITORIAL TEAM & ABB COLLECTIVE 
ABB is an international collective of migrant anarchist 
activists living in Berlin. The collective was formed in 
Autumn 2001 by a group of east-european migrant acti
vists and was later joined by other migrant activists 
from other parts of the world. As well as this publica
tion the collective also organizes a radio-show, a liber
tarian library, various solidarity actions, informative 
meetings and cultural events. We also cooperate with 
other anarchist groups, projects and campaigns (mostly 
in EE but not only) and support local and global strug
gles against all kinds of oppression and for a free-socie- 
ty:-

CORRESPONDENTS
Our work would not be possible without the great con
tributions of our corespondents from around EE. The

work is based on a relativly stable network of core
spondents from different regions of EE which cover the 
most current, important and interesting issues. All peo
ple involved in AbolishingBB work on a non-profit 
basis.

EXECUTORS
Publishing, editing, text treatment, translation, photos & 
graphics treatment, layout, cover concept, english- 
proof, distribution to the local distributors, website 
design ... all done by ABB Collective, Print: 
DreiGroschenDruck & ABB

COOPERATION
If you operate in Eastern Europe you can send to us info 
about protests, manifestations and other actions going 
on in your region... you can present activities of groups, 
collectives and projects working in your neighbourhood 
... you can inform us about up-comming political and 
cultural events ... you can present statements of your 
group on local or global issues, you can express your 
ideas, opinions or criticism ... everything from anarchist 
perspective. You can join our redaction collective as a 
corespondent sending regular reports covering different 
forms of activities in your region.
If you operate in other parts of the world you can help 
with distribution. You can spread information about this 
publication or just make the most of the information 
here as effectivly as possible.

FREE COPIES / PRINT RUN
Free copies go to prisoners, all info-shops and libertari
an librarys in Eastern Europe (who get in touch with us) 
as well as to our correspondents. At the moment we 
print by ourselves 1500 copies of each issue, and there 
are some local groups which make more copies by 
themselves after our agreement on that.

FINANCES
Unfortunately until now we were not able to cover our 
costs only through selling the newspaper so we would 
appreciate, if possible, benefits from outside

BAD ENGLISH REPUTATION
As you probably noticed THE ENGLISH which is used 
in this newspaper is very far from its gramatical and sty
listic ideals. It is mostly because this is ENGLISH in 
which most of our corespondents, big part of our rea
ders and most of us (as the editors) are communicating. 
So obviously we choose to use ENGLISH which is 
understandable for ourslves. Secondly, we decided to be 
rather “BAD ENGLISH REPUTATION” newspaper as 
to rise a level of language and this way eliminate pro
bably 30-60% of our regular readers, especialy in south 
and eastern Europe.

ABOLISHINGBB ONLINE

www.abb.hardcore.lt

This website is from one side a source of information 
about our collective but basicly - an archieve of texts 
which appeared in our newspaper in the past. Check it 
out (some chapters are still under construction).

NOT 100%
We do not necessarily agree 100% with all opinions 
expressed in the journal, but all here we found worth 
printing (for various reasons)!! I
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communities to survive and grow 
again. Supposedly the long years of so- 
called Real Socialism in after-war 
Eastern Europe gave the society col
lective structures. Unfortunately most 
forms of organization in these times set 
was conducted by state structures and 
have to be seen as forced collectivisa
tion. And even if these processes are 
finished and almost forgotten now, 
many people in this region have defor
med understanding of the term collec
tive, which is very far of what anar
chists, and anarcho-syndicalists mean. 
On the contrary, collectives (under
stood as free associations of people 
based on mutual support and solidari
ty) brings a connotation with authorita
rianism, forced forms of organization 
and state interference in social rela
tions. At the same time the tendencies 
of creating free associations are still 
very visible on the different terrains of 
social relation, coming as usual from 
the very natural desire of people to 
unite for the profit of everyone and all 
together. Some of these free associa
tions even take the shape of anarchist 
structures; some are made by anar
chists themselves. So ABB recently 
decided to give more focus on these 
structures.

However, the very inspiration to 
deal with the issue of collectives and 
free forms of organizing came actually 
from a very close perspective. It star
ted with the continuous process of self
reflection and self-criticism towards 
our own structure and relations within 
the collective. From the very begin
ning of our existence we have been 
facing a number of internal problems, 
starting with failures on internal com
munication, meetings structure and 
way of discussing things, problems 
with autonomy of the individual 
towards the group, turbulences on the 
line of responsibility I self-initiative I 
informal hierarchy, problems with 
fluctuation of the members of the 
group, etc. We realised that during pro
pagation of the libertarian ideas we are 
internally creating too many contradic
tions to it. We asked ourselves from

The human, as a social being, ever 
formed spontaneously into herds and 
groups, and built communities. Over 
time we began to take care about our 
circumstances and ways of forming 
these environments about how they 
influence him/herself. Some were 
doing it in a spirit of welfare for every
body, some for their own profit. The 
last made the creation of free associa
tions more and more difficult, till 
impossible. Some societies never allo
wed the authoritarian relations to take 
over. Those are today in an extreme 
minority. The rest began the struggle 
and everywhere where it was success
ful free forms of non-hierarchical orga
nization were setup immediately (or 
they had already been set during the 
struggle). Here we could bring the best 
known examples of the Paris 
Commune, Black Kronstadt, the 
Makhnovshchina or the Spanish 
Revolution. Everywhere where under
taking the struggle was temporarily 
impossible, people went ahead with 
propagating the idea or with experi
menting with free communities under 
the authoritarian conditions, which in 
both cases was difficult and dangerous 
and often ended in some deformations 
but at least kept the ideas alive. Here 
we could mention the writings of 
Thomas Morus and Peter Kropotkin, 
experiments of Charles Fourier, or 
even today's land-communes, urban 
libertarian squats and social centres or 
workers cooperatives.

As you probably know, some of the 
moments of free/anarchist organizing 
took place in the region of eastern 
Europe, on the land of the Ukraine, in 
the cities of Russia, and for sure many 
other places and times which have 
been squeezed by the roller of history. 
In the last moths for example appeared 
documents giving a final proof on 
anarchist and anarcho-syndicalist 
structures during anti-fascist resistance 
in two Warsaw uprisings, in 1943 (in 
Warsaw Ghetto) and 1944 ("Warsaw 
Uprising").

But the fascist and Bolshevik 
machineries did not allowed these

time to time where the sources of these 
difficulties and contradictions are. Is it 
the uncontrolled appearance of the atti
tudes deeply rooted in us from the peri
od of growing up and education in the 
authoritarian environment? Is it an 
effect of the omnipresent state mecha
nisms interference in our lives? Or are 
these just our weaknesses that we refu
se to deal with seriously enough? Or is 
it all ONE and THE SAME THING?

From this point we realise that next 
to our own analyses of the problem we 
would like to see how other groups 
deal with these problems and what 
ways of dealing with these contradic
tions they use. This brought us then to 
the question how the east European 
anarchists are organizing themselves 
in general, in what structures, what 
form of groups, collectives, affinity 
groups, associations, communities, 
networks and federations. How are 
they realising in practice the task of 
organisation in anarchist terms. 
Looking deeper in the issue we reach 
finally the point of the specific modern 
post-Bolshevik history of the east 
European societies and related to it 
problems with the contemporary deve
loping of collective structures. That is 
why we started this editorial with a 
short historical excurse. So this wide 
theme we presented to our correspon
dents and comrades around the region 
with a request to participate in exchan
ge. We have already got the first inter
esting responses, which you can read 
in this issue and we hope that in the 
upcoming editions more materials will 
come.

Next words in this editorial are 
related to the text that we printed in the 
last edition of ABB, the text on the 
Rroma situation in Slovenia. As we 
have expected we got some polemics 
on it, which mostly brought the points 
of criticism, which we presented our
selves in our comment printed right 
under the controversial article. This is 
the reason why we decided not to print 
the polemics sent to us in this issue. 
Even if we agree with most of them, 
they mostly did not bring any new

ORGANIZING FOR BREAKFAST, STRUGGLE FOR 
LUNCH, AND SOLIDARITY FOR SUPPER. 

ANARCHISTS' DAILY BREAD
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AbolishingBB

Solidarity to all 
imprisoned anarchists! 

Fire to the state 
and capitalism! 

Forward towards 
the free society!

rades involved in AbolishingBB as 
correspondents or distributors got 
imprisoned. Some of our east- 
European correspondents which have 
joined the struggles in different places 
have already been released; some of 
the distributors remain still in the state 
prisons facing serious charges. But 
even if our full solidarity goes to them 
as well as to all prisoners and comra
des around the world we are not prin
ting in ABB the specific reports and 
calls for solidarity. As you know our 
modest project is focusing consciously 
on supporting the eastern European 
movements and comrades, because 
this is the very specific idea of the pro
ject, which might seem curious but is 
very important to us and seems to be 
accepted widely by the borderless 
anarchist movement. Therefore, we are 
just calling in this exclusive place of 
our journal for intensive support to all 
recently imprisoned comrades in 
Copenhagen, Thessalonica, Athens, as

well as those already locked since 
months in the prisons of Barcelona and 
Italy and anywhere else. The last 
weeks showed the growing meaning of 
anarchists within the social tensions, as 
well as the growth of borderless coo
peration, and who knows if this 
moment is not a turning point in our 
struggle. Who knows ...

arguments into the topic. Exception 
is the text by another Slovenian corre
spondent, a text that gives interesting 
and more background information on 
the social tensions within the 
Slovenian society in recent years. This 
text you will find in the issue. The 
author of the controversial article is a 
correspondent and comrade of the col
lective and friend of some of us, so at 
the same time we lead a dialogue as we 
believe that this is the best way to cla
rify the differences in understanding 
and in analyses of this very sensible 
issue.

Then we would like to inform you 
that after a long dead period our web
site is coming back soon with a fresh 
outlook and original concept of fre
quent actualizations. It still may take 
some days but check it out soon, it 
might be worth something again ... as 
it was supposed to be from the begin
ning.

And one more structural news, 
however not as good as the pre
vious one. We are again in the 
financial dead point that seems to 
be an almost permanent situation 
since years. For now we cannot 
do anything more than sit down 
again and discuss the whole 
financial concept of ABB from 
the very beginning, and in the 
meanwhile to ask those groups 
and projects which are able to 
support us with some benefits 
making it possible to distribute 
this and print next issues of the 
journal. However, before you 
send some benefit to us ... read 
the last lines of this editorial, ple
ase.

In last weeks we have witnes
sed intensive struggles in some 
cities of Europe, struggles of 
which anarchists were in the front 
line. We mean here, among 
others, the radical and massive 
protests of the youth in Greece 
against the education reforms and 
the resistance against state attack 
on the libertarian structures in 
Denmark. In all places, 
Copenhagen, Athens and 
Thessalonica many comrades 
have been arrested and impriso
ned. During these last struggles 
our project was as well hit in 
some points as some of our com-
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FOR TEXTS AND CONTACT: 
abolishingbb@riseup.net

SEND PICTURES ONLY TO: 
abolishingbbphotos@hotmail.com

DISTRIBUTION: 
wielkowitsch@hotmail.com

SUBSCRIPTION: 
abolishingbb_subs@riseup.net

HUNGAKX
★ goantik@freemail.hu

★ AK57 - ak57@indyme-

PHILIPINES buyno-
thingstealsumthing@yah

oo.com

POLAND
Oficyna Wydawnicza

Bractwo Trojka
os. Czecha

17/8 61-287 Poznan 
www.bractwotrojka.prv.pl 

bractwo_trojka@wp.plITALY
★ Central & South

INELAND
clogadhspud@yahoo.ie

138squat@paranoici.org
www.tmcrew.org/ 
laurentinokkupato

★ North 
crash@riseup.net

LATVIA
Green Liberty Riga 

a232@inbox.lv

NONWAY
kaosborgen@ 
hotmail.com

PENU
ateneo_rebelde@

ARGENTINA
Ediciones Anarquistas 

edic_insumisos@ 
yahoo.com

AUSTRALIA
outetheos@yahoo.com.au

AUSTNIA
Infoladen Epizentrum 
Lasserstr.10 Salzburg 

infoladen.sbg@subnet.at

BELANUS
distro@375crew.org 

Minsk

BELGIUM
Anarchistische Infotheek

Annonciadenstraat 16
9000 Gent

bnitish isles
★ Active Distro

www.activedistribution.org
★ AK Press

www.akuk.com

BULGARIA
Anarho Sprotiva

Collective

CKOATIA
suncanfema@yahoo.com 

“sto citas?” Zagreb 
Preradoviceva 32 
www.stocitas.org

denmank
pappaitalia@ 
hotmail.com
Kopenhagen

EX-SOVIET
UNION

ftw@tao.ca

EINLAND
★ info@muutosvoima.net

www.muutosvoima.net
★ Morgue-Distro/Emma-

Kollektiv 
morguedistro@ 

yahoo.com

ENANCE
★ East

ffabb@no-log.org
★ West stonehenge@liber-

tysurf.fr

GENMANY
★ wielkowitsch@ 

hotmail.com
Berlin

GKEECE
Lily Collective 

polbleibt@yahoo.com

HOLLAND
International Bookshop 

Amsterdam 
sjakoo@xs4all.nl

PORTUGAL
janaxana@hotmail.com

NOMANIA
Aactiv-ist Distro 

pinkpanthers@k.ro
Timisoara

SENBIA
distro@inicijativa.org

www.inicijativa.org

SLOVAKIA
CSAF 

poste Restante 850 07 
Bratislava 57 

csaf-trencin@arachne.cz

SLOVENIA
kultura_kontra@ 

yahoo.com
Ljubljana

SOUTH AENICA
zababooks@zabalaza.net

SPAIN
★ SQL Distro

Libreria Rosa de Foe 
Calle: Joaquin Costa, 34 

08001 Barcelona 
winanar@wp.pl

CM Bilbao- crimental- 
punx 

@paginaslibres.com
SWEDEN

bockhandel info 
Stockholm 

bokhandeln.info@ 
gmx.net

SWITZERLAND
★ cafe_kabul@ 

immerda.ch
* Infoladen Kasama

Zurich 
info@kasama.ch

TUNKEY
abcankara@yahoo.com 

Ankara

UKNAINE
Infoshop Kiev 

infoshop@gmail.com 
http://infoshop.zaraz.org/

USA
★ Czolgosz 

jvertigo@juno.com
★ AK Press

www.akpress.org
★ Santa Cruz 

quiver@hush.com
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reform was stopped fro some time, but will 
definitely be introduced though in minor 
steps. The government and their officials 
want to stay in power, so they will not risk 
drastic measures in their first mandate.

This neo-liberal reform is going hand in 
hand with conservative reform and broad 
conservative sentiment. In November 2006, 
women were affected; there was a move 
towards slow illegalisation of abortion - they 
tried to wrap it up that women will have to 
pay for abortion, but we all know this is just 
the first step. All marginalised groups are 
under attack. The issue of erased is still not 
resolved. The Constitutional Court deman
ded from the government to give everyone 
back their right for the permanent residence, 
but it is not even on their agenda! What is 
even more concerning is that European 
Commission, in the beginning of February,

Unquestionably, also Liberal-democratic 
Party started taking neo-liberal initiative 
though its internal splits prevented it to 
embrace it fully. First privatisation was mar
ked with large "de-nationalisation" process, 
where the major beneficiary was Catholic 
Church and some remains of old bourgeois 
class that returned from Argentine (etc.) or 
was still in Slovenia. Private business slow
ly began to flourish and class differences 
started to grow steadily.

Now situation is more crystallized. 
Economic and financial reforms are impor
tant part of the new government. After 
installing new bosses they started selling the 
state-assets in big state-corporations. There 
are reforms that are planned for health, pen
sioner and tax-systems. Especially when 
they wanted to introduce flat-tax, massive 
opposition of syndicates that were joined by 
student, anarchist and other initiatives took 
place a year ago (it was the largest demon
stration after Slovenian independence). The

with extreme conservative Frattini, said that 
it will not do anything for erased and that 
Slovenia has to deal with the breaching of 
human rights on its own. So, what can we 
make of this? They know that there is some
thing utterly wrong, but they won't do any
thing... hmm, what about all this proud sta
tements about Europe respecting human 
rights and minorities? Here, the utilitarian 
and economist logic of major European 
institution was openly demystified. It is 
important to add that there is still one group 
that is very active in Ljubljana and has advo
cated for this cause as well as for construc
tion of antiracist network that is called 
Dostje! (www.dostje.org)

As you may already know, after more than a decade of Liberal-democratic reign, Slovenia ’'finally" got a Right-wing government 
(2004). Though it is a broader coalition of parties, the main agenda is set by the famous anti-communist fighter Janez Jan§a and his 
Slovene Democrats. As they always tend to legitimize their policies by criticizing the communist past, Democrat staff learnt many 
important lessons from the authoritarian regimes. We could say that their methods are more Stalinist than measures of the Yugoslav 
Communist party ever were in the former Yugoslavia.

Anti-Communist government or
New Stalinists in power?

Right from the start Slovene Democrats 
launched extremely authoritarian policies. 
We could name these policies in different 
terms. They have obtained a form of "post
modern" purges, where many former 
governmental employees were immediately 
fired. Many jobs, not just high-rank posts, 
but also middle or low-ranked bureaucrats, 
are assigned according to the ultimate loyal
ty to the Slovene Democrat Party. One of the 
most important accelerations of their 
employment policy" is that they changed 

all heads of state-owned companies. 
Simultaneously, they cleansed all editorial 
boards of public radios, televisions and new
spapers. Many persons from companies' 
boards are now present also in boards of the 
mainstream media. So, the control is com
plete.

One cannot be surprised that "commerci
al" (American-owned) television, POP TV, 
is being more critical than public television. 
Well, to be sure, this "critique" remains at a 
democratic" level - nothing else. But at 

least it functions as a democratic check of 
the government.

After these major shifts in the media, eco
nomic and political spheres, the government 
started with the second wave of privatisa
tion. But let us look further back in the histo
ry, to the first wave of privatisation. After 
the break-up of Yugoslavia Slovenia took 
the "conservative" model of the re-installa
tion of capitalism, it did not adopt neoliberal 
policies and did not attract foreign invest
ments that proofed to have disastrous effects 
in the majority of East-European countries. 
This model allowed a peaceful social transi
tion and conservation of all fundamental 
welfare rights in the beginning.

*

FASCIST AND NEO LIBERAL TENDENCIES IN CON 
TEMPORARY SLOVENIA

Gypsy drama
Apart from the constant problems with the 

immigration policies and the "police" treat
ment of immigrants, Slovenia became infa
mous at the end of year 2006 with its fiasco 
with gypsies (*it is also a question of what 
kind of political expression we are using in 
Slovenia we would usually employ the term 
Roma people, though one has to be aware of 
the political correctness and its limits). This 
fiasco that was transformed to a massive 
scandal with the help of media was used as a 
platform for the articulation of fascist 
discourses and practices. In one little village 
in Southern Slovenia there were constant 
hostilities between Roma people and "true 
Slovenians" that were a dominant group, 
well organized and backed-up by the whole 
political and repressive apparatus. Members 
of this Roma family (Strojan family) are 
Slovenian citizens and one night "true 
Slovenians" decided that they should not be 
living there, they make too much trouble. 
So, they took politics in their hands and 
evicted them from their home. Later they 
were deported by the state to some other 
town, where condition of living resembled a
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Even though this problem is now temporary 
solved, we can detect the symptom of new 
politics. When the Slovenian Ombudsman 
and other activist initiatives protested 
against the Government and against racism 
against gypsies, Government demanded a 
public apology form Ombudsman. This is 
surely not an absence of political culture, as 
some European experts in political theory, 
would qualify the phenomenon. This is a 
symptom of fascist politic in its purest form. 
Deportation, neutralisation of critical voices, 
passive attitude towards grassroots fascist 
organizing - all these moments show in the 
direction of the rise of extreme right wing 
tendencies.

Even though the situation seems rather 
pessimist, it gives even bigger chance for 
new articulation of the "leftist" movement 
for global justice. Different groups and col
lectives were scattered or stagnated ever 
since the arrival of Slovenia in NATO and 
EU. Slovenia recently entered EURO zone 
and prices and services have of course risen 
dramatically. With the new government in 
power and with the 
living conditions not 
exactly improving, 
there is a great chan
ce of the rise of new 
political realities.
At this time collec
tives are slowly 
gathering their 
momentum,
Cultural activism 
from the autono
mous centre 
Metelkova 
(www.metelko-
va.org) and 
squatted facto
ry Rog 
(http://tovar-
na.org/) 
might beco
me more lin
ked to direct 
political
actions in 
the near 
future.

prison and not a home. When they wanted to 
come back to their real home, countrymen 
from their original village organized what 
we call "village guards" (*same expression 
was in use for the fascist collaborators in the 
2.WW). In other words they welcomed them 
with guns. Of course, gypsies did not return. 
Local guards were even checking police cars 
and this escalated in fighting between police 
and true "guards" of Slovenian soil... The 
government remained moderate in their tre
atment with fascist; they tried to find "final 
solution" for the gypsy issue and tried to 
provide alternative home-stays. Everywhere 
Strojan family was met with anger and 
armed guards. For Christmas, the president 
of Slovenia, Janez DmovSek, made a brave 
attempt to persuade true Slovenians as true 
Christians to show some humanity and 
accept gypsies. He even tried to present 
them a story of Jesus' parents that did not 
find a place to sleep in Bethlehem. Very 
smart and well prepared move that almost 
ended tragically. People started screaming 
and spitting around the president and police 
had watch out all the time. Thus, local 
guards did not let them pass into the village 
and all cars with food supplies had to turn 
home. After some time they finally got the 
provisional place at outskirts of Ljubljana.
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WHY WE. ARE NOT 
AN AFFINITY GROUP

/

text from

Idea of affinity group 
called with othe<r names (such 
as a troyka, "triangle") has 
been around in Russian revo
lutionary movement since the 
nihilists. But I think stressing 
importance of mutual friend
ship and trust in affinity group 
context is a more recent phe
nomenon, dating from 
Western anti-war, ecological 
and feminist movements of 
60's and 70's. In this sense 
affinity concept is antagonist 
to a concept of an organiza
tion based on formal structure 
and agreed platform. In some 
sense purpose of platform is 
to override personal relations 
between members, which are 
often considered as a hin
drance, as they may create 
conflicts which are not of 
political nature, thus not 
"real".

Perhaps back in the days 
people were less alienated 
from each other, and revolu
tionaries did not have to take 
any special measures to cre
ate solidarity, friendship and

trust. I do not know. 
However, when anarchist 
movement began to re- 
emerge in Soviet Union in 
1980's, it was not building on 
experience of Western New 
left, but on written accounts 
of movement of late 19th and 
early 20th centuries (4 sur
vivors of the old movement 
could still be found in the 
80's, but they were not any
more in a fit to give much 
oral advice). Thus Russian 
anarchist movement is still 
working more in context of 
organizations and platforms 
than in context of affinity 
groups.

My group (Autonomous 
Action of Moscow) has been 
around in a way or another 
last 7 years. Some time ago I 
felt uneasy due to fact that 
most of these comrades I only 
see in our regular meetings. 
Then I realized that many of 
them are just too different to 
be anything more than good 
acquaintances to me. And this 
state of affairs is a rather log
ical consequence from our 
way of operation - we wel
come anyone who passes our 
security scanning against infil
trators. And they are not so 
easy to single out - only case 
when we caught one was 
solely due to his stupidity. 
Whoever who may fit our type 
of operation is welcome to 
stay. If someone was a total 
shithead we would probably 
kick him out, but we do not 
demand anyone to be friends 
with the rest. Thus we are not 
an affinity group.

Any affinity is always 
about exclusion, creation of 
insider humour and codes no- 
one else may understand. 
Whoever claims she/he may 
be good friends with anyone, 
is either a hypocrite, or a 
superficial moron who does 
not even understand what a 
true friendship is about. I 
detest tendency of groups 
turning to closed cliques, but 
it is also something deeply 
human, and for many even 
more necessary than activity 
itself - I do not think we may * 
ever get rid of it by writing 
platforms.

Our approach dates back 
from times when anarchist 
movement here was in a crisis 
even deeper than the current 
(permanent?) one, when 
there simply was no chance to 
be too picky. It has alienated 
plenty of people from us, but 
our way has also some bene
fits. Some people just do not 
fit anywhere else, but with us 
it is shit you do which deter
mines the respect, not (only?) 
your scene popularity.

By S2W
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Together we are stronger!
from Croatia

If we work together in harmony, 
we can work on things that 
require more time & effort then 
doing it individually (I'm not 
underestimating the strength of 
individual, some things ARE bet
ter when done by individual - as 
for some direct actions - and 
some are better for affinity 
groups. It depends of situation 
and what you want to do). The 
point of anarchist struggle is, 
despite of mainstream prejudice, 
to be organized, in a different 
ways then this society is: non- 
hierarchical. But often, the bur
den that we carry with us from 
this society's mentality is too 
strong, and the way society func
tion is reflecting on the way of 
the work of group and also inner 
relationships. That's the enor
mous paradox which most, if not 
all anarchist/affinity groups 
have/had. I think that most of 
people involved in such groups, 
which exist and work continuous
ly through longer period of time, 
can confirm that. By promoting 
anarchist ideas, we found our
selves in big discordance 
between theory and practise. 
That's the issue, which is much 
more important then we think,

In Croatia we have 2 
form of organizing collectively - 
one is informal collective which 
gathers around when there is a 
need for it, like when organizing 
some event, or demos. This kind 
of group gathers around mostly 
few times a year, with mostly 
same people, and with some new 
also. This group also don't have 
a name, but taking different 
names, depending of situation 
(like Network of social solidarity, 
Antifascist front, Zagreb's anar
chist movement, etc.) This kind 
of group have its own problems, 
but also not so different from the 
other form of group - which is 
affinity group who is working 
continuously during year, having 
meetings and some permanent 
projects, and others periodical. 
But the aims of those groups 
are, in my opinion, different. For 
the first kind of group the aim is 
to accomplish successfully the 
cause they are gathering around 
for - like to bring attention of 
people on the current situation, 
for example, what are disadvan
tages and reasons why Croatia 
should not enter NATO or bring
ing attention on politics of EU, 
which politicians unconditionally 

want to join so much. 
This group split after 
demos or public event 
they gathered around
for. Generally prob
lems of those groups 
are not solved, 
because there's not 
discussion about mis
takes and problems 
and functioning of a 
group after the event 
is over. Becoming 
aware of this, there 
were attempts of hav

ing meetings afterwards, but 
that's wasn't very successful 
(with some exceptions, like on 
the last year's Anarchist

and also a problem on which not 
enough attention is brought. So 
I'm glad that this topic occurred 
in ABB!

Bookfair).
The other form of group 

is, unfortunately, very rare in 
Croatia - I can remember only 
Anfema, and FNB collective from 
Zagreb, which is starting with 
serious work of informing people 
about reasons against entering 
NATO while spreading food and 
cloths for free, and explaining 
through leaflets why are they 
doing that. I see improvement in 
that, because there was some 
period when NGO organizations 
called FNB to cook on some 
events they organized, consider
ing it primarily as free food, and 
not political initiative. That's the 
group which, if want to spread 
this information around, have to 
work continuously, and it's start
ing to happen!

Although, I want to write 
here mostly about this other 
group, Anfema (AnarchaFeminst 
Action), cause I have the most 
practical experience with this 
group, since being in it from the 
very beginning in 1999. I don't 
want to write here about history 
(herstoryJ) of a group, because 
I've already done this in ABB 
#17, #23, and there's also a web 
site to check if you're interested 
(www.anfema.tk). I want to write 
about current situation / prob
lems. In a moment there's 8 
people in a group, we have 
meetings once a week, cause 
we're working on organizing 1st 
Anarchafeminist Festival in 
Zagreb which will take place on
13^,14^ and 15^ of April this 
year (www.anfemafest.tk).

2 years ago, when new 
people joined, there were only 2 
of us in a group (the other per
son is not anymore, but support
ing our work). Some new girls 
were much younger then me, 16 
years old, with no practical expe
rience in activism, but with a big 
wish to contribute. I spent a lot 
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of time getting to know them, 
talking with them, seeing what 
they want to do, what are their 
opinions about anarchist and 
feminist ideas. People reacted on 
that, well... not supporting. I 
heard reactions like: "You can't 
make someone an anarchist, if 
he/she already isn't" "I'm giving 
them 2 years top" and "Are you 
giving lectures to your pupils?" 
That disturbed me a lot, cause 
then we can throw up the term 
of anarchist education and self
education. The lack of support to 
those girls disappointed me very 
much, cause I realized that anar
chist core here become very 
ghettoized, not giving a chance 
to new people to join, and with
out new people it's the matter of 
time when those ideas will die. I 
didn't know what's the best way 
to approach those girls, so I 
wrote to A-sisters all around the 
world, asking them for their 
opinions, advices and experi
ences. Answers I received helped 
me a lot, encouraged me, and 
this way I'm thanking them a 
lotJ. Later few more people 
joined, so now we're mixed by 
age and gender. The character of 
problems which we have from 
the beginning is

1) different level of expe
rience,

2) taking over responsibil
ity in a different measure

3) inequality in involve
ment into the group

4) bad communication 
inside of the group.
These are problems that came 
out from the fact that we are all 
very different, we don't take 
things equally serious, and we 
have different background/expe- 
rience when it comes to practical 
activism and theoretical points of 
views.

Don't get me wrong, it's 
not a problem that we have 
(some) different thoughts on 
some issues, but it is a problem 
when one or two persons are 
doing the most of the job, and 
the rest of them are doing some
thing from time to time, or skip
ping meetings (some more, 
some less), or getting late, or

when attempts of communication 
about that comes only from one 
side... and the worst problem is 
that nobody detects all that as a 
big problem. The thing is in tak
ing over responsibility - that's 
why some sort of hierarchy 
developed. Since few months 
back, we had an attempt of dis
cussing about those problems, 
and we did it partially - it wasn't 
enough time to solve those big 
problems in just few meetings. 
But one good thing happened - 
organizing this festival, which is 
the biggest thing Anfema ever 
did (and it's important cause 
that's the way, among others, we 
want to spread and promote 
ideas of collective among the 
society and to connect group 
with other similar groups/individ- 
uals), and it requires a lot of 
organization, effort, energy, and
- common work! This will be like 
a big test for us - if people don't 
take their share of work serious
ly, we will fail. That's why we did 
a small internal QUESTIONERY 
about personal responsibilities 
considering festival, way of the 
group functions, purpose of doing 
what we do, etc. I see here a big 
gap between theory and practice
- you can say what you want 
about anarchism in theory, hav
ing great thinking about some 
issues, but it all falls down into 
water when you don't self initia- 
tively do something, but only if 
somebody else ask you to do 
some part of the job. That's the 
problem, which can't be solved 
by one person, but both/all of 
them. Two practical examples of 
problems here:
1) People from the group were 
complaining that they don't know 
all the details about the fest, 
while skipping meetings in the 
same time, and not asking/call- 
ing anybody to ask for news. And 
answering questionnaire about 
responsibility, the general conclu
sion was that "we could all be 
more regular in going on meet
ings, but who am I to preach 
when I'm also doing that?!" So, 
it's not that people are totally 
unaware of existing problems. 
Unfortunately, it takes much 

more effort to solve those prob
lems but to give it up or ignore 
it. And again, it takes all sides to 
solve it!
2) We agreed to organize cocktail 
party in order to collect money 
for the fest. But opposite to 
agreement, all people were late 
to cleaning and preparation the 
place for it, because of their per
sonal reasons! We talked about 
that later, and next time we did 
it, it was better.

I see asking and answer
ing on those questions as a 
small, but important step to bet
ter communication. Maybe we 
don't have as much time as we 
used to, because we deal mostly 
with things about the fest, but it 
also rushed some problems to be 
solved. What doesn't kill us, it 
will make us stronger! We also 
discussed about what if.... some 
new local people want to join 
after the fest cause they liked 
the idea, and I can see others 
from the group in the same 
doubts as I was when they 
joinedJ But now it's more of us, 
with more experience, and I 
think with those conditions things 
can only be better...

For me personally, being 
a part of this group is playing a 
very important part in my life, 
and I definitely think that it's 
worth of committing myself to 
this group, no matter to such 
problems for which I think that 
CAN be solved, cause I think 
that's the best way to oppose to 
isolation and dehumanization 
which today's society is pushing 
us into. Just making that this 
kind of group works / exists for 
years, means that resistance 
exists and also people who still 
care, passing this resistance on, 
and on... f|

Isolation is the weapon 
of powerful, 

and unity is revolutionary!
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organization, dcci$ion-n^aking 
and it$ problems

Interview with member of A^C'®H 5\o$g®w

The following interview with mem
ber of Autonomous Action from 
Moscow was made by Swedish 
comrades preparing these days a 
larger publication on anarchist 
organising where various present as 
well as historical types of anarchist 
networking and organising will be 
presented and discussed. From the 
letter of one of the comrades: "It 
will be about different views and 
ways of how to organize. We want 
to show in different ways that whole 
idea of anarchism is about organiza
tion and the total opposite of 
chaos". This publication should be 
ready in May and we are awaiting it 
with big interest (while we hope it 
will be translated into English too). 
At the same time the activist giving 
this interview pass it to us assuming 
that ABB might be interested in 
publishing it too, especially in con
text of this issue. So this is how it 
landed on our pages. We believe 
that by publishing it here we are not 
only serving you some more back
ground information about ways of 
organising by Russian anarchists 
but as well making sort of adver
tisement for the publication being 
prepared in Sweden. AbolishingBB

General. What is your stance or 
view on anarchism?

I think it is important to make clear 
both opinions of Autonomous 
Action, and my personal opinion.

not priorized working out theoretical 
positions too much, which tends to 
be is favourite sport of these marx- 
ist types. Now we have few people 
who prefer to call themselves rather 
autonomes than anarchists in order 
to distance themselves from rest of 
the anarchist movement, but vast 
majority of our 100 or so members 
call themselves anarchists, and we 
do not bother to censorship anar
chist cliche style from our publica
tions.

Personally, I consider myself anar
chist and communist, without any 
further attributes. But lack of attrib
utes is not because of escaping crit
ical take on current state of our 
movemet, in contrary I think anar
chists should continuously reach for 
something new.

Organisation. How are you 
organized? Why have you 
organized yourselves this way?

To answer this question, you should 
understand history of our move
ment. Although Autonomous Action 
was founded in January of 2002, 
process began two years more 
early. In my personal opinion, win
ter of 1999-2000 was the deepest 
point of the crisis which anarchist 
movement faced after flourishing in 
time of perestroika. Anarchism is 
certainly not synonymous with lib
eral market reforms, but destiny of 
the movement which was born in 

their shit together to do anything.

Autonomous Action was founded to 
take ex-USSR anarchist movement 
out from this deepest crisis. From 
theoretical point of view, it was 
founded totally wrong way - from 
top to bottom, superstructure was 
being discussed before any real 
Local groups even existed. In reali
ty, it is much more right to set up 
structures from bottom to top - first 
establish working local groups, and 
then start coordination between 
them when they reach a critical 
mass. But in 1999-2000, something 
had to be made to make it out from 
nothingness. Thus Autonomous 
Action was formed, an international 
organisation from the onset, 
although it was just 3 persons from 
3 different cities taking part to initial 
discussions, and during following 
years it was not much more.

World was much different in 2000- 
2002, most notably very few had 
internet in
Russia. For a person in some 
peripherical city without any 
groups, it was very difficult to get 
into contact with anarchists. 
Actually, it was almost impossible to 
find anarchists even in Moscow. 
Point of Autonomous Action was to 
create some minimal visibility and a 
rallying point for a very weak and 
dispersed anarchist movement in 
the former Soviet Union. For an iso
lated person in an isolated city, it 

Autonomous Action is exactly 
speaking not an anarchist, but a lib
ertarian communist organisation. It 
was intended to become a common 
front of all libertarian communists - 
both anarchist and anti-authoritari
an marxists. Latter are not much in 
former Soviet Union, probably not 
more than two dozen active, but 
they have a high theoretical level. 
But for some reasons existing liber
tarian marxists have not joined us, 
perhaps because our organisation 
has an image of a youth organisa
tion (although we have many 30+ 
people are around), and we have 

1980's was still so strongly con
nected to democratic movement, 
that general disillusionment with 
democracy also hit hard anar
chism. What worked out in 1980's 
did not worked in 1990's, fall of 
anarchist movement was a|so 
accompanied with heavy infight
ing when people made most dif
ferent kind of analysis on which 
went wrong.

In autumn of 1999, nothing was 
happening, and only 3 months 
after new war in Chechnya had 
began, anarchists in Moscow got 
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would be much more meaningful to 
act as part f something bigger. This 
primary function is still the main 
influence in the current organisa
tional structure of Autonomous 
Action - but due to huge spreading 
of internet during last 5 years, this 
function has largely become outdat
ed, and thus perhaps the concept of 
the organisation as well.

In practice, the concept of network
ing isolated anarchists is realized by 
accepting both individual members 
and collective members, and that 
people have often been accepted to 
organisation even if nobody has 
met them in real life, especially if 
they are from very distant locations. 
Also, not too much questions have 
been asked about opinions of peo
ple, affirmation that they agree with 
manifesto and rules has been 
enough.

We do not limit our activity geo
graphically, but personally I would 
be reluctant to accept groups with 
many non Russian speaking mem
bers, as translations would create 
bureaucratical overhead. Currently 
we have active groups only in 
Belarus and Russia and individual 
members and supporters in 
Lithuania, Moldavia and Ukraine. In 
past, we also had people in 
Kazakhstan. Our group in Armenia 
was repressed and many of our 
Armenian members are currently in 
exile.

Decision-making. How do you 
make decisions? Do you use 
consensus? Why, or - why not? 
Does everybody participate in 
all decisions?

We have a rather complicated deci
sion-making structure, because we 
wanted to have flexible ways for dif
ferent kinds of situations. Backside 
of this is that our rules are rather 
complicated, and apparently many 
of our members are not really 
aware of them and actually may 
even feel alienated from them.

There are five different ways to 
make collective decisions of federa
tive level. Three of these structures 
are "highest decision-making mech
anisms" of the organisation with 
unlimited powers, two have just 
limited powers.

Highest decisionmaking mecha
nisms are:

1) General meeting. Must take place 
"offline", but people may pass their- 
vote by mandate or by e-mail if 
they may not attend.
2) A consensus between groups. 
Any decision may be passed by any 
time frame, if all the groups have 
announced their agreement, even if 
there were some disagreements 
inside the groups (groups may 
decide themselves if they are mak
ing decisions by veto or by majority 
if consensus fails). Opinion of indi
vidual members who have no group 
does not count. This is the quickest 
decision-making mechanism, but 
requires a high level of consensus. 
This far it has never been used.
3) A general referendum. Votes are 
passed by various means of com
munication in a certain time phase. 
For a situation when consensus 
decision between group fails, but 
decisions have to be made before 
next general meeting may be 
called. This method has also never 
been used.

Decision-making mechanism with 
limited powers:

4) A conference. Is like general 
meeting, but has less strict require
ments in regards of quorum and a 
right of calling for one. May only 
make decisions which are recom
mendations, or to which it has a 
mandate from three highest level 
decision-making mechanism (for 
example, a general meeting may 
give conference a mandate to spend 
10 000 rubbles for some cam
paigns, and conference may specify 
how to spend this money). Often 
conferences have been organised in 
winter, when it is more difficult to 
reach quorum for a general meet
ing, and general meetings have 
been organised in summer when 
people are able to travel more.
5) Coordinatory council. This is a 
body which makes decisions on e- 
mail list between any meetings and 
referendums. It has very limited 
powers - it has right to accept only 
individual members, not groups to 
organisation, and it may only make 
decisions on finances in framework 
specially set by some decision-mak
ing mechanism with stronger pow

ers, for exam
ple to spend a 
certain amount 
of money to 
specified pur
pose during a 
year. It may 
make resolu
tions, but they 
will be sub
scribed as reso
lutions of coor
dinatory council,
organisation. In practice, coordina
tory council is more for doing 
organisational tasks than making 
decisions.
Presentation in organisational coun
cil is based on delegation by groups. 
Each group has one vote, but it may 
have as many delegates as it likes, 
and split the vote among them as it 
likes. Any member of Autonomous 
Action (individual member of mem
ber of a group) has a right to join e- 
mail list of coordinatory council, and 
to have a voice but not vote, also in 
case if not delegated by groups. 
Decision-making period of a coordi
natory council is 2 weeks, so during 
this period any local group may call 
a meeting, and make a decision 
about their vote by imperative man
ner.

Unfortunately, for most of time of 5 
years existence of Autonomous 
Action, Coordinatory council has 
either not worked at all, or just few 
of the delegates have actively taken 
part to the discussion. Only merits 
of council this far has been publish
ing internal bulletin during first few 
years of organisation, and organis
ing general meetings and confer
ences - it has not really managed to 
coordinate any campaign activity.

Problems of decision-making raising 
from having both individual and col
lective members have been solved 
so that every individual has one 
vote in a general meeting, confer
ence and referendum - whether 
she/he is an individual member of 
federation or member of some col
lective member. However individual 
members of federation have a bit 
less rights than members of groups 
- they may not influence to consen
sus decisions between groups, and 
they have no way to influence to 
work of coordinatory council except 
voicing their opinion. Also, whereas

not resolutions of
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groups have a responsibility to keep 
their members on course of current 
affairs of the organisation, federa
tion has not such responsibility in 
before individual members, with 
exception of a call to referendum, 
conference or general meeting.

But it is not meant that individual 
members of the federation should 
be individual members forever - 
purpose is that soon after their join
ing as individual members, they 
would find comrades in their area in

sure they stick hard.

Problems. What problems have 
you encountered? How have 
you handled them? How and 
what do you do to accive active 
participation?

Well, much of the problems were 
already explained above. Also, the 
original function of the organisation 
required an open structure, but as 
during last year we have become 
known for our uncompromising mil-

long-term collective struggle and 
commitment. We may criticize 
these tendencies but there is little 
we may do against the tidal wave 
but to adapt to it. I think these days 
none of us in Autonomous 
Anarchists pretends to organise all 
of the anarchists or even "social 
anarchists" or libertarian commu
nists, but rather a small share which 
more or less shares our approach 
and ways of working. Ways to inter
act and coordinate the best way 
with all the rest of the movement 
are yet to be developed.

Given the easiness with which we 
have accepted new people to organ
isation, getting them to participate 
actively is for sure a huge headache. 
The original purpose of the organi
sation being first of all information 
network and encouragement, quo
rum demands are rather weak - with 
conferences and general meetings it 
is only about number of groups rep
resented with at least one vote, not 
about total number of votes. In 
coordinatory council and general 
referendum there is no any quorum 
whatsoever. We decided in the 
beginning, that if someone wants to 
be with us but not to do with us, it is 
ok as long as these people are gen
uine libertarian communists. And 
really, the realities in some peripher
ical and downtrodden cities with 2 
anarchists are so different that it is 
not surprising that these people may 
feel isolated during electronic dis
cussions on small nuances of some 
decision-making mechanisms.

But for sure, with the time it gets 
really frustrating if there are groups 
from which we hear once a year or 
even more seldom. In future, I 
would like to see more strict selec
tion just to keep up my own motiva
tion. ijS

Anything else you would like to 
add?

Well, I am afraid this was too much 
already! We wish you luck in your 
war against your rotten social
democrat regime. Slap anyone 
defending left unity with Stalin and 
GULAG - they deserve it!

Questions were answered by S2 LV 
from Moscow group of 

Autonomous Action

order to create a real functioning intant anti-fascist position (unfortu
nately only among nazis, no amonggroup. Sparsely distributed but pas

sive individual sympathizers are not 
much of use for the organisation, 
thus organisation has less responsi
bilities in front of them.

All of the five aforementioned struc
tures make decisions by consensus. 
However in case of general meet
ing, referendum, conference and 
coordinatory council decision, a 
backdoor of 2/3 vote has been 
reserved. This has antagonized 
many anarchists here against us, 
which consider anything but a con
sensus decision-making as authori
tarian. However practice has 
shown, that what is for these people 
consensus in theory, is veto in prac
tice. In my opinion, veto decision
making, where any single person 
has a right to halt decision, is hard
ly more anarchistic than majority 
vote, and veto has just as little to do 
with consensus as majority vote. 
Often in practice consensus does 
not work, and it is just two back
door alternatives - veto or a major
ity vote. We have decided, that 
(2/3) majority vote is much better.

Of course, often it is not about the 
result but about the process, and 
certainly a lot could be done by 
improving facilitation in our meet
ings. Although we reject veto, it is 
clear for me that in many respects 
there is much we may learn in 
regards of facilitation from consen
sus school of decision-making. 
Unfortunately, from the very begin
ning we have slipped to very stub
born kinds of ways, where number 
of people have seldom made com
promises, unless it is clear to them 
that majority would vote against 
them. Hopefully we may get rid of 
this kind of mechanistical, quantita
tive decision-making ways, but for

public), we have been forced to 
make organisation much more 
closed - but our organisational 
structure lacks behind these devel
opments. Level of complexity our 
organisational structure has right 
now would make sense if we had 
1000 people and rather open struc
ture, in which many people do not 
know each other personally, but it 
hardly makes sense with organisa
tion of 100 people grouped to rather 
close-knit and underground groups.

In my personal opinion, internet has 
made much of the traditional con
cept of anarchist organisation out
dated. As long as governments will 
not take internet over (something 
which will certainly happen in 
moments of upheaval) we do not 
need organisations to share infor
mation between each other.

More cohesive organisations, with 
more strictly defined common posi
tions and projects and a higher level 
of mutual trust and agreement still 
make sense in my sense. But this 
far Autonomous Action has never
managed to initiate campaigns to 
which even half of the groups would 
have participated, nor have we 
developed very sophisticated collec
tive analysis of anything.

In former Soviet Union, it is still a 
bigger share of the anarchist move
ment joining formal organisations 
than in any Western country (here 
up to 50% whereas in the West it is 
usually less than 5%, at least where
major anarcho-syndicalist or revo
lutionary syndicalist unions are
missing). •ut the inevitable tenden
cy here is also towards more indi
viduality and focus on lifestyle and 
temporary projects rather than 
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Principles of the A^apchi$t Federation (FA)
There are various ways of anarchist organizing or organising of 
the anarchist movement. One of the most popular and traditio

nal way is the federative structure. Some Eastern European 
anarchist movements, for instance in Poland, are using such 

structures. It definitely does not mean that all active anarchists 
and anarchist groups there belong to the structure of the FA but 

this is the biggest anarchist organisational structure in Poland 
for now. We have decided to present the FRAGMENTS of its 

structure agreement as an interesting comparison with the one 
of Autonomous Action network in ex-Soviets which you can find 
in the interview next to this text. For more detailed information 

you would have to contact the groups of FA directly. Contact 
addresses you can find in our Communities in Struggle chapter 

at the end of the issue. AbolishingBB

Sections in the FA
A section is an autonomous group of 
people who joined the Federation. 
They are an organizing unit and 
they take resolutions themself in 
the group. A section joins the FA 
during the FA meeting.

Meeting
- The meeting of the Federation 
takes place two times a year.
- Each section send its representati
ve or a group of representatives for 
the meeting. They are to relay the 
decisions of the section.They are 
not allowed to vote differently from 
their section's arrangement.
- On the meeting the time (the 
month) of the next meeing is set up. 
One section is chosen as the coordi
nating section of the next conven
tion, they must give the exact date 
of the meeting three months in 
advance.
- Sections of the FA should discuss 
all the issues on their meetings and 
2 weeks before the convention they 
are obliged to send their decisions 
on paper to the coordinating section
- After the FA meeting all the groups 
become a bulletin, prepared by the 
coordinating section, with all the 
resolutions taken during the con
vention.

Issues
There are four kinds of issues to be 
discussed:
- private issues of each section - all 
the initiatives of the sections, most
ly local initiatives
- external issues of the FA - all the 
initiatives which the Federation 
addresses to the public
- internal issues of the FA - resolu

tions, principles of the Federation
- accepting and excluding of the FA 
sections

Voting
There are three wazs of taking 

resolutions in the Federation: 
within every section

during the FA convention
- within the coordinating section
- Voting on the private issues takes 
place within a section
- Voting on the internal issues and 
on the accepting and exluding of the 
FA sections takes place during the 
FA meeting
- Voting on the external issues takes 
place on the meeting or within the 
coordinating section
- The majority system is used for 
voting on the internal issues
- The consensus system with veto 
opportunity is used for voting on the 
external issues
- Only the FA sections are allowed to 
vote on the FA meeting and within 
the coordinating section
- Every section has one ballot
- The categories of the discussed 
issues are esatblished during the FA

- If a section can not send its repre
sentative for the FA convention their 
decisions sent for the meeting paper 
reckon as a ballet only during voting 
on the internal issues.

Coordinating section
- During the time between conven
tions all decisions on the external 
issues are taken by proxy of the 
coordinating section
- Duties of the coordinating section

- coordination of the information 
flow between all the FA section

- updating of the contacts list and 
handing it on to the next coordina- 
tiong section
- linking all the sections
- accepting resolutions' projects 
from the sections and spreading 
them among the other sections

Working meetings
Decisions taken during working 
meetings are not obligatory for the 
FA sections.

Special meeting
- There is a possibility of organizing 
the special meeting
- Information about the willingness 
of ogranizing the special meeting 
should be passed on to the coordi
nating section or directly to all the 
sections

Accepting and exluding 
from the FA

- Any group who would like to beco
me a member of the FA must apply 
during the FA convention.
- The recognizance bz some other 
FA section is obligatory.
- Information about such group 
must be published in the pre-con- 
vention bulletin.
- New groups can be accepted only 
during the FA meeting and only by 
using the consensus system with 
veto opportunity for voting on it.
- If any section wants to leave the 
Federation it is allowed to do this 
anytime.
- If the coordinating section could 
not contact with one particular sec
tion before two conventions on end, 
the section can be excluded from 
the Federation.
- Every section has the right to 
apply for
section 
during 
the FA
meeting.
Voting
on such
issue
uses the 
consen-
s u s 
system 
with
veto
opportu
nity.

excusion of some other

the bosses need us

we don't need them
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RECYCLED ESTATE
"THE VUKOMERK GROUP"

text fron, Groat’3

The Recycled Estate project started in the 
year 2000, and was truly enlivened in 2001. It 
is a group of young people, known as The 
Vukomeric Group, mostly belonging to the 
non-governmental organization Z.M.A.G. 
(Green Network of Alternative Groups). 
Young people, born in urban centers, with 
average an age of 22 at the time the project 
started, both sexes equally represented, 
decided to focus their energy to the Recycled 
Estate project as the open educational center. 
On a disused piece of land of around 1,820 
acres in a Vukomeric village near Zagreb, they 
decided to create a permacultural, ecological 
agricultural husbandry, an area for the infor
mation exchange and knowledge transmission, 
a home to people involved in the project and a 
place to support other sustainable projects.

Around thirty people in the headquarters, 
and the same number of friends and support
ers who have always been ready to help, were 
all given a possibility to realize their dreams 
when they were donated an old, moveable, 
wooden house, characteristic for the Croatian 
Turopolje region. Everybody participated in the 
transfer and worked on the new roof, and the 
recycled estate gradually acquired the intend
ed appearance. In the 2001-2003 period, the 
group learned about the permaculture (a sys

tem of designing the human environment with 
purpose of creating sustainable communities) 
and the ecological architecture, developing 
their own vision of the recycled estate as the 
open educational center, which, apart from the 
house, should also include gardens, a green
house, a solar collector and a windmill energy 
system, liquid waste clearance system, ponds, 
and ensure enough space for friendly and 
other kind of visits, parking space for vans 
and other vehicles transformed into moveable 
homes, etc. During those two years, members 
of the Vukomeric Group were acquiring and 
exchanging experiences and connecting to 
other similar groups abroad; they were work
ing on the farm, planting seedlings, preparing 
compost bins and hot beds, carting soil for the 
ecological growth of food. After two years, 
they felt ready to organize workshops for 
other people, and, in accordance with their 
principles, to distribute knowledge and skills 
free of charge.

Thus, workshops on creation of permacul
tural gardens in towns were held on the roof 
of one building in Zagreb. Furthermore, they 
organized a workshop entitled "How to make 
the eco-soap"; another workshop where par
ticipants learned how to create a solar cooker; 
bio diesel workshops and yet another one 
teaching the creation of a solar collector. Also 
free workshops in the town or on some other 
locations (Zumberak) for the town people 
were organized. The Vukomeric Group mem
bers were demonstrating a strong wish to 
fight marginalisation even before the creation 
of the Recycled Estate project. Many partici
pants were active in projects and activities of 
non-governmental organizations like Attack or 
Zelena akcija (Green Action). Furthermore, a 
considerable number of them started their 
own activism on scenes inspired by move
ments in music (punk, reggae etc.) and inde
pendent fanzines, promoting values of "new 
social movements" (peace, ecological, femi
nist, squatter...) from the mid-eighties of the 
past century, which were renewed in Croatia 
on the mentioned scenes in the mid- nineties. 
The Vukomeric Group is not a protagonist that 
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simply escapes the town and goes to the 
country, it is a considerably more complex, 
interactive model of redefining the urban and 
the rural in Croatia, where people wish to be 
outside the town, but close enough, in order 
to help the town heal the wounds caused by 
the violent urbanization. Trying to resolve the 
trap of marginalisation of sub- cultural groups 
in town, the Vukomeric Group, with their own 
activity and activism directed towards the 
active ecological consciousness materialized in 
the work on a recycled farm, also became a 
significant protagonist in one already margin
alized milieu (Vukomeric), where young people 
do not stay but aim at the town. For that rea
son this represents an example of sponta
neous actions of young people against margin
alisation, consequently resulting in a double 
profit -for the town scene of sub-cultural 
groups and the example of the "do it yourself 
" activism, as well as for the marginalized 
rural environment, in which the Vukomeric 
Group started presenting a new model and

direction of development. It is a kind of devel
opment returning to the rural, but on the eco
logically based principles, with values and 
main beliefs like the consensus in making 
decisions, gender equality, cooperation with 
nature and others, in contrast to the existing 
competition and destruction of nature.

The project is growing more and more, with 
new people involved. Another house was 
bought a few years ago, and last year a straw 
bale was built on the estate. There are many 
plans, which involve finishing all the projects 
that are started, and also to do a lot of other 
different things to make our dream come true. 
Unfortunately, our funds are very low. This is 
our call for help; if you have the possibility to 
make benefit shows, or to collect money in 
any other way, your help would be more than 
appreciated!

Thank you in advance,

The Vukomeric crew

A MULTIPLE, STRKE
• ■ t

How the organized immigrants hit the
System in different p1ace$ at the same time

By Veronika (AbclijbinsBB)

Don't forget about the immigrants

Focusing on different forms of contemporary 
free associations and collective networks one 
should not forget about immigrants who are 
also organizing themselves. The challenges 
they take and the social processes involeved in 
these attempts are specific and interesting at 
the same time. I could start from the analysis 
of the structure I am involved myself, I mean 
the AbolishingBB collective as the collective is 
still based on anarchist immigrants. It might be 
quite an interesting material but forgive me, I 
will not do it in our own publication! Those who 
are interested I can just send to our website 
where some of the specifics can be found in 
the text "A short history of the anarchist collec
tive from Berlin" as well as in some parts of 
the interview we gave 2 years ago for some

Slovenian anarchist magazine ("Interview with 
anarchist collective ABB"). In this article I 
would like to take a closer look on the very 
interesting processes going
on among the community
which will probably come to
the history under the name
"Ireland Exodus". This is
about the 1,5 or 2 million
of Polish
immigrants
who have moved to
Ireland and the
Great
Britain in
last few
years.

» 
. J
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Ireland Exodus - rather good or bad news 
for the Polish and Irish ruling classes?

Just to remind some facts: the processes of 
economical liberalisation, the robbery politics of 
the entire Polish political class aimed against 
the population (mostly against the workers and 
the young generation) ended up in massive 
unemployment, pauperisation, lack of hope and 
frustration. Millions of people were forced to 
leave the country. About two millions headed to 
Ireland and England after their local labour 
market opened its borders for cheap labour 
force. Two millions of cheap workers moving to 
the local industry was in this case much cheap
er option for the capital as moving the industry 
to the places of cheap labour market - espe
cially when the labour forces defraid the costs 
of their relocation themselves. The Polish gov
ernment was encouraged to proudly announce 
the amazing results of its politics - decreasing 
unemployment, poverty and criminality in the 
country but forgetting to add that it had been 
gained by the massive (partly desperate) exo
dus from the country and by drastic increase of 
the repressive apparatus of the polish state. 

We can observe the first interesting effects 
of the decrease of unemployment in Poland - 
the growing power of those workers who 
remained (in misery) in this country. Strikes 
and protests have suddenly got a different 
dimension when there is no cheap labour on 
the spot to scary with. This used to be the 
common tactic of the recent Polish govern
ments to stop any resistance before it is born. 
The strikes of the last months show that the 
elites are showing less and less arrogant face. 
From the anarchist perspective it doesn't seem 
to be spectacular news but on the other hand it 
might also change the face of the working class 
- for the more arrogant one, what in turn 
would be optimistic news for everyone wishing 
to bring this system into the revolutionary dis
aster. Together with the interesting tendency of 
growing interaction between workers and anar
chist structures in Poland one could ask if the 
ruling class did not announce its victory too 
early (not having mentioned its international 
isolation and minor electoral support...).

Trouble makers and criminals - working 
immigrants organizing themselves

"Ireland Exodus" seems to be a sword cut
ting off two heads at once - using the martial 
arts terminology we would call it a multiple 
strike. One year ago some of the conservative 
British media started an infamous debate about 
"Poland exporting its criminals and trouble

makers to Ireland in order to solve its internal 
problems" spreading the theory that the rate of 
crimes is falling in Poland while growing in 
Great Britain and Ireland. The local leftist 
reacted with "this is racists' insinuation without 
any reasonable arguments, the Polish workers 
are very polite and they are saving Irish econo
my so stop blaming them!" Well, as an anar
chist I would like to congratulate both of them 
- the rightwing for his/her smart observation 
and the leftwing for his/her smart reaction, 
however,all of this is a bullshit.

Let me explain this in this way - the right 
was right: the trouble makers and "barbarians" 
have recently landed in the "Irish" and 
"British" neighbourhoods! And the wave of 
crime in fact has risen ... The first acts of crime 
hit the TESCO company. Some Polish workers 
provoked quite an intensive unrest in the facto
ry when they refused to work under condition 
of the permanent intensification of their work. 
Many Irish workers spontaneously supported 
the protest what in turn awaked even some 
Irish unionist structures. Everything ended up 
in an international campaign against the com
pany. This was just the beginning of the wave 
of crime. In 2006 the Polish immigrant work
ers, among them some of the "trouble makers 
from TESCO" founded in Dublin their section of 
Independent Workers Union (IWU). This section 
gathered mostly the Polish but also other immi
grant workers around in the struggle against 
the precarious system of temporal contracts for 
workers. Already the founding declaration of 
this Polish criminal section of the IWU is as 
interesting as sympathetic. You will find there 
the words saying "We want to stress that we 
are independent! It means in practice that we 
do not have absolutely any links with govern
ment or any worker-unions linked to the gov
ernment (it does not matter what government 
is in power, we are against it)". What is also 
interesting is the fact that according to my 
researches such a radical position towards the 
state you will not find on the pages of the 
English/Irish version of IWU declaration. Just a 
little criminal contribution into the ways of 
workers organizing. This criminal association 
was born out of the wild unrest in the TESCO 
managed to bring some Irish bosses into trou
bles and it gathered more and more members 
of a different origin (international criminal plot 
against law and order?). In January 2007 they 
brought they own bulletin called "Kiszona 
Kapusta" - "Sauerkraut". Criminals stress 
there the need of the self-initiative and self- 
determination in the workers' resistance, while 
they as the association are ready to offer the 
workshops on organizing the strikes and 
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harassing the bosses. "Who doesn't fight - 
doesn't win" is the Sauerkraut-motto. Some of 
these criminals were known from their radical 
attitudes already in Poland so one could think 
that the Polish elites might be extra glad of 
having them out of the region. Well, not really, 
the first international contacts which criminals 
made was the one with the polish anarcho-syn- 
dicalistic union IP (Workers Initiative) and 
except for that activities of the Polish workers 
in Ireland echo in their homeland providing a 
sort of inspiration for the local workers. This is 
how the sword transformed into a wild 

puts some unexpected processes in motion - 
thousands of migrants taking streets of Genua 
2001, burning cars on the suburbs of Paris, 
migrant kids attacking the police during the 
Mayday riots on the streets of Berlin, storm on 
the European Fortress, tensions around hun
dreds of refugee and deportation centres, 
unrests in the Irish factories started by immi
grant workers, the growing international soli
darity against any state oppression ... east 
European anarchists printing anarchist maga
zines in Germany ...

boomerang.

Trouble makers and criminals - anarchist 
immigrants organizing

Watch out - the second wave is coming - the 
real trouble makers are getting organised in 
the neighbourhoods of the Irish and British 
cities. Among the hundreds of thousands of the 
Polish immigrants there must be many anar
chists, too. Already 2 years ago there was 
some rumour about an anarchist group in 
London communicating in a Slavic dialect of 
cockney and taking the Polish Embassy as their 
favourite aim of actions. Recently the wave has 
reached Dublin. On the last Poland-wide meet
ing of the FA (Anarchist Federation) in Szczecin 
(short report from this event you will find in 
this issue) among a few new local sections 
which have joined the federation structure, the 
FA-Dublin was announced and welcomed. FA- 
Dublin, a group of the Polish anarchists living 
in Dublin, cooperates closely with the Irish 
anarchists of WSM (Workers Solidarity
Movement) and already translates many texts 
written by this group into Polish and distributes 
it together with its own materials among the 
Polish communities in Ireland. In the beginning 
on March they actively participated in the 
annual Anarchist Bookfair in Dublin. What sort 
of troubles will come out of this spectrum and 
how far this imported wave of criminals and 
trouble makers will infect the Irish society the 
future will show. One seems to be obvious 
already now: in the long term perspective not 
the best news for both the Polish and the Irish 
elites.

Migration is anarchism in progress

Migration, together with the natural instinct 
of human being to freely move around, is 
nowadays the result of capitalistic relations 
conducted with the help of the state structures. 
However, this forced migration is also a multi
ple strike against this system and a wave that 

Immigrants - organize, 
your determination brings 

hope to the world!

Anarchists - support and join 
the immigrant structures!

If migration is a struggle against structural 
oppression and anarchism is a struggle for 
society of free and self-determined people, 
than migration is anarchism in progress!

"Through the creation of the self-organized 
movement of migrants and refugees we strug
gle to entirely abolish the injustice which we 
face and to take back the rights which have 

been taken away from us. On a long-term basis 
we fight for a model of society which replaces 
capitalism and hierarchical relationships with 
freedom, justice and solidarity: a society with 
dignity and free from borders, racism, patri

archy and oppression"

(from PLATAFORMA, the paper of 
immigrants' network)
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INTERVIEW WITH 
ACTIVISTS FROM
THS “AUTONOMISTS COtUKTlVE” 
FROM TORUN IN POLAND

ABB: We have published 
your texts or reports from 
your actions many times but 
so far our readers haven't had 
any occasion to read some
thing about you as a group. 
Could you shortly tell us 
about the origins of the 
group?

AC: The association 
"Autonomists' Collective" was 
set in 1995. Of course, before 
the fact there was already an 
informal group of activists. 
The first years of our acti
vism,already as a collective, 
concerned mainly such issues 
like animals' rights and nature 
preservation. Anti-racism has 
also always been an important 
aspect of our activism. Like 
many other groups, our col
lective is also characterized by 
people's rotation. Many people

from the first „crew" have 
left. Nevertheless there are 
still many persons who want 
to act in the association 
according to its aims, trying 
to gain the aims.

ABB: Do you agree with 
us that the years of state- 
controlled socialism and failed 
resistance in Polen have led to 
some concepts' deformation in 
the social conciousness? We 
mean the concepts of "Solida
rity" or „collectivism"that are 
very important for anarchism 
but it is difficult to use the 
terms in Polen without being 
accused of bolshevism. Can 
you think of any other con
cepts like this? Have you ever 
thought about this „social- 
semantic" problem?

AC: That's true, it has happe

nents, fot instance by some 
fascist groups, to accuse us of 
communism or bolshevism. It 
also happens to be problema
tic when we have to cope with 
some official institutions in 
Polen. In fact the most people 
of our group are anarchists. 
Answering the second part of 
your question, we can observe 
some similarities in the situa
tion of the „young socialists". 
Most commonly they are seen 
as bolsheviks which is not 
true. We think that such sem
antics' deformations are 

undoubtedly the left-overs of 
the communist indoctrination.

ABB: We would like to 
focus on the second part of 
your name. As far as we know 
you were one of the first 
openly acting group that, 
after the changes of the year 
89/90, decided to use the 
word "COLLECTIVE" in its 
name. Was it a concious choi
ce? Why exactly "Collective", 
not „group" or something 
else? Was it really important 
for you? What did it mean for 
you in those times?

AC: The name "Autonomists' 
Collective" and the word "Col
lective" were used to charact
erize the group and our activi
ty. We wanted to underline 
the fact that we were a group 
of people with libertine ideas 
trying to get our aims being 
organized and acting collecti
vely. The word "Collective" 
seemed also a bit provocative 
then. Only after some years 
we see that the word is actu
ally more suitable to our pre
sent group than to that from 
the beginnings. We've mana
ged to get rid of many bad 
habits that can discredit the 
word "Collective".

ABB: After all these years 
of your activity, many internal 
processes problems you've 
got through, what can you 
say about „being a collective" 
and "Collective experience"?

AC: As we mentioned before,

ned already many times that 
using the word "Collective" 
automatically makes leftists 
from us. This semantics is 
also often used by our oppo
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there was some rotation of 
people in our group and in 
spite of the fact that we gene
rally don't want any leaders, 
we have to admit that there 
are people that, according to 
their commitment and more 
activity, play "important" role 
in the group. ( In Polish we 
call such people dobry wujek, 
„a good uncle",how you des
cribe a more experienced and 
more ,,clever" person, some
body that can always give you 
advice, but also somebody 
who thinks that he/she is 
more important than the 
others). We really try to avoid 
any kind of domination but it 
happens that ,,new" people 
can sometimes feel uncomfor
table or mixed. This is a sign 

pie from other groups 
(Indymedia, „Empatia") 
to also take part in the 
meetings. Now all the 
groups meet together 
planning common 
actions, trying to gain 
some common aims. 
Often members of the 
AC take part and also 
organize some actions 

of „Empatia§ or Indymedia 
and the other way round. It 
seems we are a collective in a 
collective :-). We think that it 
is just much easier to gain 
something together so we try 
to keep our autonomy using 
the potential of all the groups 
at the same time.

ABB: How would "Collecti
ve structures" look like in the 
society you fight for? What is 
the relation between "Collecti
vity" and such: issues as free
dom of an individual, "Collecti
vization" (of goods, work pro
cesses, social relations etc) 
and "Socialization" (of 
goods,work processes, social 
relations etc)?

for us that we still need to 
work a lot to create a totally 
non-hierarchical collective and 
also work like this. There are 
15 people in the group, 
around 10 come for our mee
tings. However, there are 
many more people that take 
part in the meetings and 
actions but they don't belong 
to the "Autonomists'
Collective". This is the result 

' i of the past 
crisis in our 
group when 
only 2-3 
people 
engaged 
themselves 
in the AC 
activities.

* In that situ
ation we 
decided to 

< invite peo- 

AC: The society we fight for 
would be organized among 
the rules of collectivity, com
munity. We want the decen
tralize the power so such 
items like a borough, a settle
ment or a district to decide. 
This would be a very long 
process and our activity can 
actually only build the founda
tions for the work of others 
who would like to continue. 
We strongly believe in free- 
groups/communes/associa- 
tions who work as collectives. 
In Poland there are many 
groups like ours acting in 
other cities. Most of them 
have anarchistic background, 
there is still too little collect- 
ves from other circles. We 
think that collectivism doesn't 
mistreat the freedom of an 
individual in any way.

Collectivism consists of indivi
duals living consciously in a 
group, feeling responsible for 
it. Mutual cooperation of auto
nomists builds a good collecti
ve.

ABB: How popular are col
lective structures in the Polish 
society nowadays?

AC: They are not popular. 
There are only living commu
nities and single initiatives of 
some groups trying to solve 
their single problems.

ABB: Do you want to pro
mote them then? How?

AC: The best way to promote 
such structures is to show the 
society that it is possible with 
some concrete examples. If 
we ourselves organize our 
activities and everyday life 
collectively we promote such 
structures at the same time.

ABB: Thank you very 
much for the interview.

AC: Thank you for the oppor
tunity you gave us to introdu
ce our collective in your 
magazine.
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On the 17th of February there was a cama- escrort of a few police cars who were careful-
val-protest "Who is crazy?". The people gathe
red to protest against the destruction of the 
environment and against the decision to extre
mely lower the percentage of territories, which 
are going to be in the "Natura 2000" network 
and therefore will have at least a little bit of 
protection against the greedy capitalist inter
ests. Once more the Rulers showed that for 
them their own personal gains, which they will 
get with building up and the destruction of our 
home Earth, are more important and the peo
ple who are struggling for the protection for 

ly watching us.
When we reached "San Stefano" we 

encountered the "order keepers" once again. 
This time though the boys in blue were deter
mined to stop us. They told us that we did not 
have permission to protest and that we had to 
leave quietly. Of course no one liked the idea 
and we went on playing, singing and dancing, 
trying to reach BNT. At this moment the poli
ce uncovered their true face. They showed that 
they serve the people, but not ordinary people, 
and only the people with money. They started 

our valuable nature were presented as though 
they were crazy.

The protestors gathered at 15:30 in front of 
NDK. (National Cultural Palace) in Sofia. Lots 
of the people were wearing pyjamas (as if they 
had escaped from the madhouse) and many 
others different colourful outfits. There were a 
lot of musicians, playing tarambukas (doum- 
beks), drums, kavals and other whistles. There 
were juggling clowns and skiers skiing on the 
asphalt-paved streets. After a considerable 
crowd gathered, around 150-200 people, the 
march started. The first policemen appeared, 
but they did not try to stop us, because proba
bly they did not know that there was no per
mission for the protest.

Down on the 'Vitosha' there was a lot of 
music, songs, dances and slogans like "the 
Earth is not for sale!" and "Capitalism kills the 
Earth!". The demo turned towards presidency. 
There everyone stopped and the musicians 
started to play very loud. Police officers star
ted to ask around "who is the organizer", "why 
are you protesting". Police tried to stop the 
players, but they went on playing. Now the 
cops understood that the protest was without 

to push us away, but we refused and we stay
ed where we were. That made them furious 
and they decided to show us their power and 
started to arrest people, probably provoking 
them with their colourful and beautiful out
look and good mood. The pigs arrested four 
people in an extremely aggressive manner, 
they were pushing, hitting and dragging peo- 
pie. eH JHT

To show solidarity we all gathered and star
ted shouting the names of the arrested, insi
sting that they be set free. The cops got very 
angry and started to kick and push some of us 
as hard as they could. One cop pulled one of 
our friends, who kept on telling them to let the 
arrested girls free as well as not to be so brutal 
and aggressive to us. But in the big mess that 
was all around we managed to pull our friend 
back out of the cop's clutches. We had to step 
back a little and we went on playing and shou
ting towards the pigs. Then a police officer 
came and took the papers of three people. At 
this time there were threats that the arrested 
will be free when they stain the sheets red (one 
of the arrested girls was dressed in a white 
sheet). This brilliant police thought was from 

permision and the fact that we were self-orga
nized confused them and they could not stop 
us. Then we continued the march through the 
"yellow stones" (the centre of Sofia is paved 
with yellow stones), towards the Parliament. 
And there were few police cars blocking our 
way and trying to stop us. After some argu
ments with the police they let us go, but stop

someone who said he was "Sergeant 
Zhechev". There was a series of similar threats 
and insults. They decided to scare us with tik- 
kets, arrests and police brutality. During the 
clash with the police there was one cop who 
was filming the faces of the protestors. After 
half an hour they were thinking what kind of 
tickets to write to the boys, whose papers they 

ped three of our friends. We waited for them 
and when they came we understood that they 
only had to sign a warning. We went on and 
reached the Parliament. And there songs, dan
ces and slogans. Great euphoria had grabbed 
everyone. We stood about ten minutes and 
decided to go on towards BNT (Bulgarian 
National Television). We already had a strong 

had taken. In the end they wrote a ticket for 
violation of order in society, because they 
were playing musical instruments. After that 
the protestors started to walk away, but some 
went to make noise in front of the police sta
tion where the arrested people were held. 
They were set free soon after that. The arrested 
people were harassed and offended by the 

cops. They also got tickets for not obeying 
police orders to step back.

The whole demo went very well. There was 
a lot of noise and the protestors were able to 
grab lots of attention. We have to fight to the 
end for the things we love and value, no mat
ter that we will be called crazy or terrorists or 
of the police terror against us. We do not need 
permission for this. We will show no compro
mise in defending Mother Earth. She is not for 
sale and no one can own her! Nature belongs 
to everyone - humans and animals!

The struggle goes on!
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Impel commonly breaks the workers
rights. In 2002 the bodyguards of Impel-
Secunty pacified brutally the famous pro
test of Telefonika crew at the cable factory 
in Ozarow Mazowiecki (near Warsaw)*.
Workers had been defending their factory 
from liquidation in order to maintain work
places in the city. On 26 of November 
2002, by order of the Telefonika owner
Boguslaw Ciupial, Impels armed profes
sional guards smashed a legal demonstra
tion in front of the factory’s gate, attacking 
the workers heavily. Impel boasts of this 
repressive action among the employers 
advertising themselves as a firm success
fully suppressing workers protests.

In the last issue we reported on
postal workers wildcat strike sup
ported by anarchists in Poland...

wor-
the

in
2006.

POLISH POST USES REPRES
SION AGAINST STRIKERS

After the strikes by
postal workers
November, the authorities
of Polish Post (Poczta
Polska) are repressing the
participants of the protest
and a so trade union
activists. Bartosz
Kantorczyk, one of the
people that had started
the strike, was moved to
work in another post offi-

Inicjatywa Pracownicza has closely coope
rated with the Protest Committee of
Ozarow and our activists have been active
ly participating in workers blockades of the 
factory gates, blockades meant to make 
impossible the carrying out of installations 
and machines. We never forgot what hap
pened in 2002 in Ozarow and we have alre
ady announced many times that the day 
will come when Impel will pay for those
actions.

In March 2006 in Kostrzyn, city on the
Odra River next to the German border,
Jacek Rosolowski was dismissed from
Impel-Tom as he wanted to found a local 
group of Inicjatywa Pracownicza in his

Rosolowskifirm.
won the first case in
the labour court. The
court stated that the
reason of dismissal
was in fact unionist
activity. The manage
ment of Impel then
took revenge on three

other members of OZZ lnicjatywa
Pracownicza, dismissing them as they 
were openly talking in the court about
Impels repressive practices towards mem
bers of the unions. That is why lnicjatywa
Pracownicza and KPiORP Komitet
Pomocy i Obrony Represjonowanych
Pracownikow are calling for the demon
stration on 19 of April 2007 in the city of
Wroclaw (south-west Poland).

administrated byImpel Group.
Wroclaw’s company Impel SA, is the big
gest holding in Poland specializing in secu
rity, cleaning and catering service for firms.
Impel Group employs over 30,000 workers 
including around 5,500 handicapped per
sons.

employers are illegal. This case is absolu
tely a sign of repression. Bartosz
Kantorczyk is a well-know trade union 
activist who has demanded respect for wor
kers and unionists rights. He was of great

importance when
there was a dispute
between the
kers and
employer
November
He was a member
of the strike com
mittee and was cho
sen by the work

There wascrew.
wide publicity in
ocal and national

his actions. Also 
other activists 
were threatened by
the management of
Polish Post. They were 
threatened with firings, and that was 
because of the fact that they were suppor
ting the previous protest and were deman
ding respect for workers rights and the 
employers meeting the demands of the stri
ke.

Trade Union Worker’s’ Initiative 
demands an immediate action of the Polish 
Post management to move Bartosz 
Kantorczyk back to the post office he wor
ked in and we are announcing that we will 
make protest pickets in Gadansk, Poznan, 
Warsaw and other towns.

Workers’ Initiative
February 2007

PAMIETAMY OZAROW MEANS
WE REMEMBER OZAROW!

THE CAMPAIGN AGAINST IMPEL FIRM STARTS
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ANTIFASCISM IN RUSSIA
One more anti-fascist stab

bed in St. Petersburg

Street war between anti-fascists and fascists 
in St. Petersburg continues. On the 14th of 
January 2007, Vanya, 21 year old anti-fascist 
activist was stabbed on his way home. A group 
of about 7 young boneheads attacked him with 
knives, and made 20 wounds all over his body. 
Passers-by took him to hospital, and he was 
operated on immediately. Today (16th of 
January) Vanya is still in hospital in serious 
condition, having his diaphragm and liver 
injured and lacking blood.

Analogically as it was with our comrade, 
anarchist and anti-fascist Timur Kacharava, 
killed by Nazis in November 2005, this time 
Nazis also attacked after the weekly action of 
Food Not Bombs. Around 7 boneheads where 
hanging around nearby the square, where acti
vists served food to homeless people and kee
ping an eye on activists. Vanya left the action 
before others and went home alone. 
Obviously, the Nazis followed him until he 
was away from the city center and attacked 
him near his house at one of the suburbs. 
Prosecutor has started an investigation of this 
case as a murder.

Internet.
Some activists find no solution, except vio

lence, attacks and fights against Nazi scum. 
Another's prefer rather quit all activities, than 
continue the endless violence. Those, who are 
still organizing some other kinds of activities, 
are living in permanent stress of new attacks 
by Nazis. And nobody is either shocked or sur
prised of what is happening anymore. 
Everything just fits well on the picture of the 
sick society, surrounding us.

16.1.2007
Marta

★ ★ ★

Neonazi Terror in Russia 
Apparent Bomb Attack 

Against Food Not Bombs in
St. Petersburg

On February 4th a small bomb supplied 
with a timing device exploded at 4.20 p.m. in 

Vladimirskaya square in St. Petersburg city 
centre where Food Not Bombs actions are 
organised every Sunday by different rotating 

groups for last 2 years. 
The bomb was hid

den under a kiosk sel
ling flowers. The devi
ce was small, but it 
damaged the kiosk, the 
woman selling flowers 
was wounded and had 
to be brought to hospi
tal, two homeless peo
ple also suffered from 
the blast. Obviously, 
the purpose of the 
bomb was not so much 
to kill but to terrorise. 

Luckily, that day 
Food Not Bombs ser
ving was happening 
later than scheduled

HAUWCTbl. (PAUlMCTbl
M nPOHAH MPA3b

CJlEliyMTE 3A J1MJ1EP0M!
Today in St. Petersburg, participating in any 

kind of public political action, hardcore con
cert or so on means a huge risk to all of its par
ticipants. Nazis are aware of almost all actions 
made by anti-fascists, anarchists or punk- and 
hardcore youngsters. Instead of storming the 
actions, Nazis gather nearby it, observe acti
vists and wait until they split in different direc
tions. Attacks are made by group of Nazis on 
1-2 anti-fascists. Many anti-fascists full 
names, faces, home addresses are well-known 
and wildly spread through Nazi forums on the

and the activists sho
wed up on Vladimirskaya a few minutes after 
the explosion. The food was given to the 
homeless without any problems. Usually 4.20 
p.m. would be the moment when most people 
gather in the square for food.

At the time of the action, activists did not 
pay much attention to the incident - it could 
have been some conflict between organised 
crime for example. But later that day it was 
revealed that the bomb had a timing device, 
people considered that Food Not Bombs may 
have been targeted on purpose - by neonazis.

The use of explosives is nothing new for rus- 
sian nazis. In Moscow on December 22, 2006 
a bomb set up against local anti-fascist activist 
wounded a dog and several police officers 
who attempted to neutralise it. Last August in 
Moscow a bomb set up by nazis killed eleven 
people in Cherkizovski marketplace where 
lots of migrants have been working.

This is not the first attack against Food Not 
Bombs activists in St. Petersburg either. On 
November 13, 2005 local activist and musici
an Timur Kacharava was stabbed to death by a 
gang of nazis in the very centre of the city a 
few hours after action. On December 10, 2006 
a group of anarchists was attacked by nazis 
after the FNB action - two people got knife 
wounds. A week before that there was a fight 
between neonazis and activists of Antiwar 
Committee who have been organising a wee
kly picket against the war in Chechnya I North 
Caucasus for 7 years already; the fight happe
ned a few blocks away from Vladimirskaya. 
On January 14, 2007 Food Not Bombs activist 
Ivan Yelin was followed by nazis and attacke 
near his house in South-West St. Petersburg. 
Ivan was stabbed over twenty times but fortu
nately he survived and is recovering now.

Some people from the local activist commu
nity decided that they will continue to distri
bute free food on Sundays on Vladimirskaya 
square anyway, others are organising Food 
Not Bombs in other parts of the city. Also anti
fascist actions are being planned for March, 
when European week against racist discrimi
nation takes place.

★ ★ ★

From knives to explosives. 
The new wave of Nazi terror 

in Russia '
An article by Vlad Tupikin about 

the murders of anti-fascists.

Last Wednesday, Dec. 27, 2006, the case 
about the murder of 20 year old (after nine 
days he would be twenty) anti-fascist 
Alexander Ryuchin was taken to court. On 
16th of April 2006 he has been attacked with a 
knife in the suburbs of Moscow, on the way to 
a punk-rock concert, popular among young 
Moscow anti-fascists. A few skinheads attak- 
ked Sasha and his friend Egor. Actually there 
was no fight - there was a murder.
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Three attackers have been detained, Nazi 
attributes and literature have been found in 
their home apartment. Another three of them 
went into hiding. It may seem that everything 
is clear? But don't hurry to make your judge
ments. The case has been brought to court not 
under the murder clause. The detainees, two 
members of Slavonic Union - Vasily Reutov 
and Andrey Anziferov, as well as the member 
of the group "Format 18" Alexander Shitov 
are to be charged of "hooliganism", conduc
ted by the group of individuals through a 
deliberate collusion or organized group" (Art. 
213.2 CC RF), "Wilfull infliction of the light 
damage to a health" (Art. 115 CC RF) and for 
"beatings" (??. 116?? ??). And the case about 
the murder has been given to separate proce
dure, those accused under it are Alexander 
Parinov and Nikita Tikhonov who have gone 
into hiding and one unidentified person.

The attorney Stanislav Markelov, represen
ting the mother of the killed, Tatyanan 
Petrovna Ryukhina, has informed the reporter 
of REGNUM agency: "Everything is being 
done, in order to decrease the level of social 
danger of Reutov's, Anziferov's and Shitov's 
actions. There is a pretty cynical, but working 
rule: if there is a corpse there is a case of 
'Murder". And I'm very concerned, that the 
case about the murder of anti-fascist by the

activists of right wing radicals became an 
exclusion from this rule".

Another strange thing of a similar kind is 
that the case about the murder of another 20 
years old young anti-fascist form Saint 
Petersburg Timur Kacharava hasn't been 
given to the court up to this moment. He was 
also murdered by the followers of right wing 
radical views, who had attacked him and his 
friend Maxim on 13th of November 2005 in 
the city centre of Saint Petersburg, near the 
shop "Bukvoed", on Ligovsky Avenue. It's a 
busy place; the parking place of tourist buses, 
leaving for Finland, next to it is the Moscow 
train station. There was no fight either. They 
rushed upon him, stabbed him several times 
with a knife. One of them went into the neck 
of Timur that became fatal.

The attackers of this widely spoken crime 
of the last year has been detained already in 
December 2005. The governor Valentina 
Matvienko and the speaker of the Federation 
Council Sergey Mironov were making decla
rations about the Nazi character of the mur
der and about the need to combat the display 
of xenophobia in the Northern capital of 
Russia. However the case is being hanged 
heavy, and the Petersburg anti-fascists begin 
believing, that this case will also be smothe
red, by charging the detainees on hooliga
nism, and by limiting the charge to an insig
nificant, if not even - suspended period.

And finally one more event, completely 
fresh. On Friday 22 December, in the south
eastern part of Moscow, in Lyublino, there 
was an explosion of a self-made bomb in the 
entrance of an apartment house. Near the 
bomb on the wall there was a picture of a 
swastika, the can with explosives itself was 
hidden beneath a heating radiator, and appa

rently it has been activated by the 
wire, that was connecting the bomb 
and the tablet with an offensive 
nationalist inscription: "The resi
dents of the flat ... are black..."

The bomb, and rather the tablet, 
was detected in the entrance in the 
day time by 20 year old Tigran, 
who was living in the flat. He could 
have touched the bomb, but saw the 
wires in time. He wasn't able to see 
the bomb, but decided to call the 
police. The police arrived at the 
place with a cynologist and a dog 
after a while. During the clearing of 
the device it exploded.

This event was mentioned in 
press as the next attack of nationa
lists on non-Slavonic residents of 
Moscow. Saying that, another 
young Armenian man was able to 
escape becoming a victim of right 
wing radicals - a banal story for the 
modern Moscow, no matter how terrible it 
may seem. Quite banally the Office of Public 
Prosecutor initiated a criminal case on hooli
ganism - no murder assault ...Tigran has 
been interrogated as a witness (not as a vic
tim!).

However this event is not simple. Tigran - 
who was born in Moscow is a son of 
Moscower-parents (in the press there has 
been already an absurd and false version in 
circulation, that he is living in Moscow with 
the family only some ten years). He is not 
merely "a young man from Caucasus". He is 
a - Moscow Anti-fascist, in the past one of 
the workers of www.antifa.ru web site. 
Besides that, he, the same as his dead comra
des Timur Kacharava and Alexander 
Ryukhin, - is an admirer of punk/hardcore 
music.

To all appearances, Tigran should have 
been the third in the list of killed young anti- 
fa. His photograph has been posted on Nazi 
web sites, he has been threatened several 
times, on the walls of the construction site in 
front of his house one could see a Swastika, 
with writings: "Tigran, say hello to Timur". 
Several times he has been attacked in con
certs, several times he was bumping into peo
ple with bonehead outlook (boneheads, in 
Russian bons, - are named by antifa which 
are Nazi-skinheads, to avoid confusion with 
the anti-fascist skinheads who exists). The 
guy is quite tough, Tigran was always the 
winner in any skirmish.

And now there was a bomb
The politics, which is being ignored by the 

Office of Public Prosecutor, through initia
tion of the criminal case on relatively slight 
clauses in Tigran's case, is being followed by 
the Federal Defence Service of RF. While 
police ware interrogating him as a witness, 
the members of FSB visited his mother at 
home (the door has been damaged by the 
explosion, it wasn't closing) and, using 
woman's emotional shock, they took some 
things like: badges with the crossed out swa

stika, stripes, but most importantly - the com
puter, said Tigran.

Tigran has even a certificate of impress
ments of the computer from FSB members - 
all materials for the term papers before exa
minations are not available now, something 
has to be answered in the Institute.

I would like to emphasize: as far as I know, 
neither Timur Kacharava, nor Alexander 
Ryukhin were members of any anti-fascist 
organisations, they Were just following their 
own anti-fascist views and were people, of 
quite active living positions. Timur was play
ing in an anti-fascist hardcore group, on 
Sundays he was feeding the homeless people 
with hot food (homeless, or, according to old 
militia terminology, bums, if anybody doesn't 
know yet - they are another object of hatred 
from young Nazis, along with non-Slavs and 
representatives of several youth subcultures - 
punks, rappers). Sasha was carrying out pro
paganda on his own: he was designing on 
computer and distributing self-made anti
fascist stickers (some of such stickers were 
found in his pocket after his murder). Tigran 
was also not a member of any organisation, 
but was helping an anti-fascist web site, 
when he was not busy with education.

To my question, whether Tigran was taking 
part in fights with Nazis, he answered with 
affirmation: "Of course, if they are attacking? 
Should we give up then?".

"Nazis made us anti-fascists, - a former 
member of antifa.ru continues - We all 
belong to some subcultures, to some groups, 
whose representatives were clashing with 
fascist violence, and thus becoming a target 
for their attacks. In one particular moment 
you stop respecting yourself if you are not 
responding to the strike with a strike. 
Especially, if police and the state as a whole 
don't do anything in general, in order to stop 
the street fascist danger".

"We, young anti-fascists, are sometimes 
being accused, - Tigran continues, - that, if 
we were not present, Nazis would already 
calm down. Saying that we are acting as a 
teasing red flag to them. If there would be no
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anti-fascists, say those who accuse us, - the 
street Nazi violence would come to naught. 
Everything is completely opposite. Antifa 
was not present and obvious long enough and 
finally they appeared, owing to the Nazi vio
lence not stopping, but rather increasing. And 
everybody knows that at first Nazis were 
attacking people of non-Slavonic outlook and 
normal representatives of youth subcultures, 
that were weaker. Antifa appeared later - as a 
reaction, as a response by informal anti
fascists youth ".

"Look, - Tigran says, - fascists, when 
attacking, often pursue an objective of muti
lating or killing their victim, they use knives 
and even guns. Antifas, when fighting with 
fascists, do not pursue an objective of physi
cal elimination or disabling. Fascists should 
just understand that they are also not eternal, 
they are not immortal, and they have to 
understand the value of human life, the value 
of every individual on their own example. 
Maybe, small, underage Nazis, teens, who 
shaved their heads because its cool, because 
now everybody will be afraid of them, after 
getting it several times in the neck from nor
mal guys, will understand that there is

that my door is just about 
to be blown up ".

Isn't he afraid that the 
unexpected guests will 
come again? "They were 
already here - in the 
night after explosion, 
when the door was not 
closing. At four o'clock a 
ring on the remote ent
rance phone - a young 
cheeky voice, saying a 
telegram. Later on, wal
king in the entrance 
some of them were 
hiding their faces under a 
scarf or hood, poking by 
the door, up along the 
staircase and down. The 
cat in my flat pricked up 
its ears, I looked into the 
peephole, and I saw - 
"guests". I called the 
sister to call the police 
again, and rushed to the 
staircase to chase them. 
But in home slippers you

nothing cool in it, to be a fascist, - no. can't run fast, I could-

sion, w
by referring to it as a 
raging of the young 
blood desire to kick up a 
row and team fight, is get- 
ting harder for me personal-
ly. Knives were already in w 
use. Now explosives are in ’ 
use.

It's absolutely obvious, that 
the question requires not only 
the consideration of the police, but

Maybe at least some of them would stop ".
Tigran thinks, however, Nazis in gene- . 

ral - as a violent street movement - could- • 
n't be stopped by just fights. This is just 
containment, the defence of youth subcul
tures against Nazis. "If they wouldn't be put 
into jail, Nazi idiots following their sense of 
impunity will begin doing much worse 
things. In their closed forums on internet 
they are already discussing the preparation of 
terrorist acts on markets and even 
in state departments, but 
haven't decided yet -
whether to make the new-
comers guilty of it or al

are reference 
books on prepa- 

ring and using self- 
made explosives, same 

^HBB as the one that exploded in 
the entrance of his apartment 

house.
"How do you feel after that event?" - I 

asked him. "Its ok. Friends helped me to 
repair the door, they gathered some money. 
Now we need money for a good attorney, we 
got to search for them. Now we have some
thing to be busy with. But somehow it seems

whether to take the responsibili
ty on themselves". "How do you 
know?" - I ask Tigran. - "Our 
antifa hackers have broken 
such forums several times 
", - he answers.
According to him, 
on the same 
forums there

n't catch them up. And the police too, 
even if they came with automatic-guns 
quite quickly, apparently they were 

guarding somewhere close".
All this phantasmagoria is really 

taking place now in Moscow before 
New Year. And crowding 
it out of comprehen-

WHEN THEY WISH

of the politics, and pedagogy too. Is the offi
cial initiative of "Nashy"that declared them
selves as a democratic anti-fascist movement 
enough? Obviously, not.

Politicians that don't want to give up the 
anti-fascist theme to kremlin and its political 
agents, must think about how to react to new 
circumstances avoiding standardized 
methods.

Fascism and xenophobia - it's not merely 
another trump-card in election campaign in 
the marked pack of cards of authorities, it's a 
social reality. Those who were not brought to 
reason by the "Russian March" should have 
been brought to reason by the street Nazi ter
ror. But, apparently, opposition politicians, 
coming in their cars to carry out discussions 
or joint demonstrations with nationalists 
(which they think, to be "moderate") don't 
take the streets into account in general. Even 
given the fact that these streets are being bos
sed by Nazi.

Often this is being ignored by mass media 
too. In one of the respected newspapers I 
have been told, that the statement of some 
antifa.ru out there, regarding the murder of 
Sasha Ryukhin - is not yet an informational 
cause. "Moreover, they should be certainly 
registered", - said the editor looking strictly 
into my eyes. I don't' know, whether they are 
registered or not. I know that in order to take 
a knife and make a bomb, there is no need for 
registration. And Nazis know it very well.

30 December 2006, 09:29 
Vlad Tupikin

Original text on Russian: 
www.polit.ru/analytics/2006/ 

12/30/antifa.html
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ANTIFA NEWS FROM CZECH
NS straight edge?

The Czech nazis discovered the straight 
edge scene... Some time ago they organized a 
big international festival in the country. It did
n't really succeed due to the mistakes of the 
organizers. Although a lot of nazis from 
Germany, Poland and the rest of Europe sho
wed up, the local nazis generally didn't come 
and after all the organizers seemed to lose 
some money... There played a famous NS 
straight edge band "Tear Down" from the USA 
so the biggest nazishop in Czech 
republic "Hatecore" started 
to stock T-shirts with 
straight edge 
designs... Is 
seems that it is 
their newest 
attempt to get 
out from their 
small ghetto
and get some 
attention from 
other subcultu
res. But proba
bly it will fail also 
this time as the 
straight edges from the
hardcore (not hatecore)

scene have already reacted and some articles 
about this pitiful nazi trial appeared on hard
core websites.

★ ★ ★

Otrokovice remained anti
fascist... Again!

Once again, nazis tried to march through the 
-called antifascist stronghold in the Eastern 
Czechia, a small town of Otrokovice. Even 

though they managed to gather around 
300 people around the same num

ber of (not only local) antifa
scists were fully prepared to 

stop their march. And antifas 
succeeded again... Due to 
the constant attack from the 
antifas (and to the fact that 
the nazis were stupid 
enough to respond to the 
antifas' provocations), the 

police stopped the march and 
sent the nazis back to the train 

station. They managed to read 
their speech there and then went 

back from where they came from...

so

★ ★ ★

Odpor.org down again

Antifa fights in the cyberspace as well. The 
Czech biggest nazi web, odpor.org, was hak- 
ked on the Holocaust Memorial Day and stay
ed down for four days.

★ ★ ★
I

The Czech Red Watch star
ted

Some scattered nazis groups joined in an 
effort to create a "dignified answer to ANTIFA 
monitoring" - the Czech Red Watch. The result 
is actually a one big joke. They identified just 
two notoriously known people but they didn't 
managed to get their addresses that were made 
public several times before... The most funny 
is the fact that they copied a list of employees 
of Jewish museum and Communist party. It 
seems the Czech nazis already know how to 
use the ctrl+c and ctrl+v commands!

ANTIFA BIALYSTOK (POLAND) REPORTS
Last two months proved to be very busy for 

Bialystok Antifa.
The level of violence on the streets is incre

asing again as some prominent nazis were 
released from jail (they were on remand for 
taking part in assault on football hooligans of 
Jagiellonia Bialystok with whom they have a 
"holy war").

In the beginning of February about 7 Nazis 
appeared at the last alternative festival 
"Zgrzyty". Apparently one metal band, called 
Othermind has many nazi friends as their 
vocalist is the step-brother of a well known 
Bialystok nazi skinhead. Antifa was quickly 
alerted to the presence of unwanted guests at 
the concert, drinking beer and sieg hailing as if 
they were at their own party. Some Antifa’s 
quickly arrived at the concert but a fight was 
stopped by security guards. Antifascists 
promptly left the concert and waited till the 
nazis would leave the venue. After that, a 
quick "political dialogue" ensued, in which 
Antifa’s explained to the nazi scum the error 
of their ways. Whoever wasn’t fast enough 
and didn’t manage to avoid the "discussion" 
quickly ended on the floor, meeting with argu
ments of boots, fists and pepper spray. This 
was not the best day for Bialystok's nazis... 
Even more funny is the fact that the vocalist of 
the above mentioned metal band was also bea
ten up by somebody and nobody knows by 
who... Antifa is watching you nazi scum!!!

★ ★ ★

Bialystok's fascists 
unlucky again

Few months ago we received information 
about a chapter of the fascist organization 
NOP appearing in our beautiful city. 
Antifascists quickly gathered intelligence on 
these scum, including pictures etc. In the 
meantime fascists were showing off on the 
internet, publis
hing reports of 
their "actions" 
(such as sticking
100 stickers and
50 posters in the
city) and in
general feeling
more and more 
brave, on their 
net forums com
menting "Antifa 
ha ha ha",
"Antifa is not
existing apart 
from putting 
stickers" etc. to

their unpleasant surprise they met one evening 
with antifa patrol and the quick encounter 
ended up with three of them bleeding and run
ning for their lives. Even more unpleasant was 
that within next hour they met Antifa’s two 
more times, ending up with one of them with a 
quick knock out. Two days later on their inter
net website information appeared, which reads 
"Bialystok's chapter of NOP suspends all its 
activities". Victory for Antifa and warning for 
fascists - dont bite off more that you can 
chew... playing politics can be a very dange
rous game...

-4
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DESERTER DAY IN RUSSIA
I I

I 
I 
I 
I

I 
I 
I 
I

ANARCHIST ACTIONS IN RUSSIA - 23rd OF FEBRUARY 2007
I
I

! In 2004 "Day of defender of the father- 
■ land", formerly "Day of the red army", got the 
} status of an official holiday - this marked it as 
J an anarchist day of protest if it had not alrea- 
[ dy been before. States are celebrating many 
! doubtful issues, but a state holiday on a day of 
! ethnic cleaning, that of Chechens and 
i Ingushetians in 1944, was too much.
; In Moscow in 2004, 50 anarchists prompt- 
[ ly marched without permission down 
J Tverskaya, then by Kuznetskiy, most went to 
I Lyubyanka square, where a brief meeting was 
! held before police showed up. Next year they 
i were to come up with a more ambitious plan 
[ - "Deserter day festival", a weekful of anti- 
[ militarist events.
I

I
] During the first festival, in 2005, most 
J events were open, which resulted in the hol- 
! ders of all premises receiving phone calls 
! from various secret services. Most events
■ were halted before planned time, some were 
[ cancelled altogether. March by new and old 
[ Arbat streets resulted in some arrests.
] In 2006, due to experience of previous 
! year, festival was more low key in Moscow 
! due to repressions the previous year, but 
• actions were spread more widely around 
; Russia than in the previous year. In Irkutsk of 
[ Siberia, anarchists staged up a "play war", in 
j Tyumen anarchists organised action "Do not 
! serve monsters". Beginning of that year was 
! marked by the hideous fate of private Sychev, 
i who had his feet and parts of testicles ampu-
■ tated after first being tortured in army and 
] then denied medical care for days.
j In Moscow, OMON trashed cartoon tanks 
] of anarchist deserter platoon next to State 
! library, just a few hundred meters from 
! Kremlin.
I 
I

; So what about 2007?
! The previous evening, movies were shown 
i in both Moscow and Tyumen. In Moscow, a 
; short clip of anti-militarist disruption by 
[ Clandestine Insurrectional Rebel Clown 
j Army was shown, after which Andreas Speck 
J from War Resisters International spoke on 
! theme "Global resistance against militarism", 
! case examples were anti-recruitment cam-
■ paigns in USA, refusniks in Israel and anar- 
[ chist organising against militarization of

Venezuela. With around 60 participators, 
Moscow event was a big success.

In Tyumen, first a short documentary "A 
letter to home" about mobbing in army was 
shown, then Tin Drum of Volker Schlondorff. 
During the following discussion, the symbo
lism of "Tin Drum" got many different inter
pretations, but there was not much discussion 
about 23rd of February as no-one among 
audience had positive feelings towards milita
rism.

The following night saw some activity as 
well; it is told that in Tyumen military call up 
centres were covered with graffiti "No sol
diers - no wars" and "Soldiers home - gene
rals to barracks". In Moscow, at least three 
military call up centres were targeted - in 
Lefortovo region of Moscow and Moscow 
region - graffiti included "If you do not want 
to serve - do not serve" and "Army is slave
ry". Some windows were trashed as well.

In Voronezh, revolutionary anarchist group 
"Black Bloc" made graffiti at Voronezh 
Military Institute of Aerial Engineering, anar
chists painted "I was bom to live, not to serve 
in army!", "Army is slavery", "Bring soldiers 
home - send Putin to Chechnya!", "No sol
diers - no wars!", "An armed people will 
defend itself' and others. It was -20C (-4F), 
but everything went fine, besides the fact that 
anarchists had to gnaw beer, which they were 
carrying not in order to booze but in order to 
deceive authorities, as it was frozen.

In Krasnoyarsk, anarchists painted to call
up centres "Deserter is a hero of Russia", 
"Call-up - army - morgue", "Call-up is slave
ry", "No to war", "I want to live, not to serve" 
and "One is not born to be a soldier, but one 
does die as a soldier".

Next day in Blagoveschensk of Russian Far 
East, local call up centre got some extra graf
fiti although the previous ones were also not 
cleaned yet. Stickers and leaflets "Lads! 
There is nothing to do in army!" and "Hero is 
not one who killed, but one who refused!" and 
"If you do not want to serve, do not serve!" 
were also distributed, and more paintings 
were made with stencils.

23rd of February, it was time for action in 
Moscow. It was a clear but cool winter day 
with -14 C (7 F), most of the people preferred 
to stay inside, so streets were almost empty. 
People formed small groups in first gathering 
point and regrouped in Patriarch Ponds, our 
"Down with the police state" banner was too 
big for narrow Maloy Bronnoy street, so just 
banners "Our fatherland is the whole humani
ty", "No war but the class war" and "Peace to 
people, war to powers" were carried. Besides 
traditional slogans ("No to war in Iraq and 
Chechnya!", "Our enemy is not in Chechnya, 
our enemy is in Kremlin!", "Freedom, equali
ty, anarcho-communism!", "Raise the black 
flag higher, state is the main enemy!"), I also

heard some new ones (such as "Aty-baty - ' 
trash the call up centers!" and "Peace to peo- j 
pie, war to powers!"). [

The march turned up Tverskoy Boulevard [ 
and crossed Nikitskaya, in New Arbat a poli- [ 
ce car cut the march, but people oriented ! 
quickly and nobody was arrested. March went ' 
down Gogol boulevard to Kropotkin metro < 
station, as OMON was still nowhere around, ■ 
it was decided that march would go on to Park [ 
Kultury metro station. But in a minute two J 
busloads of astronauts showed up and people j 
went legging - around 15 of 110 participants ! 
were arrested, some brutally, many of them i 
because they attempted to hide in a trolley ■ 
bus. By 6 PM, everyone was released, those { 
over 18 were given fines of 500 roubles in [ 
courts, nobody is considering paying the J 
fines. !

In Vladivostok, activists of Vladivostok ! 
Autonomous Action and others made a small • 
action without flags and banners. They car- ; 
ried a big red box, a coffin of a conscript, } 
along central street to main call-up centre of { 
the region. This way organisers of action ! 
wanted to show that many people do not ! 
return from army at all, or remain disabled for i 

the rest of their lives. On the way to the call- ■ 
up centre, participators shouted "Soldiers J 
home, generals to prisons!, "Army is slavery, [ 
down with the state!" and other slogans. J 
Police were already waiting for them at the ! 
call-up centre, and those who could not esca- ! 

. . I
pe were rounded up. They were giving court > 
orders for misdemeanour charge of participa- j 
ting in an illegal demonstration, and everyone [ 
was released within a few hours. [

In Kazan, there was a picket in main pede- ! • * /W • V Istrian street from 11 to 12 AM. People carried i 

banners "Freedom, equality, internationa- i 
lism", "Down with the conscription slavery", ■ 
"Make love not war", "No races, no nations, [ 
no borders", "No Nazism - no problem", and [ 
had red and black, black and pacifist orange J 
flags. There were around 20 people altoget- ! 
her. Some 200 leaflets written in St. !

Our fatherland is the whole of Humanity |
I 
I 

Petersburg last year were distributed. There [ 
was no harassment from the side of the autho- [ 
rities, besides usual monitoring with video [ 
cameras. !
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! After the picket, participants moved to the 
i premises provided by a local religious organi- 
[ sation to continue the program. Actually it 
[ came up as an illegal march. After some 20 
[ minutes cops showed up, but people managed 
! to speak themselves out of the problems.
i Inside, a recorded TV program on anti- 
i fascist actions and Soviet classic anti-fascist 
[ movement "Everyday fascism" were scree-

No War but the Class War
I
I

; ned. The space was cold but atmosphere was 
! friendly. Besides people from Kazan, there 
i were people from nearby cities, Germany and 
! Cameroon. During the day, anti-fascist stik- 
; kers and a new local anarchist paper Derzay 
J ("Hold on", http://www.derzaj.ru) were distri- 
{ buted.
! At 5 PM a concert with punk and other 
! alternative groups began, and it went on 
! without any problems. Derevyanniy 
! Macintosh, RISK, Spory?, N.T. Lie, Branch 
; (Tolyatti), Indikator (Izhevsk), Frenzied Kids 
J (Perm) and Vitamin Rosta (Nizhnekamsk, 
] their last concert ever) were supposed to play.
I There was also a picket in Yekaterinburg on 
! the 23rd of February; in a comic scene two 
i police districts almost went physically

I Peace to People, War to Powers
I
I
[ against each other, settling the issue where 
J action should take place. As a rule, 
! Yekaterinburg anti-war actions have taken 
! place at headquarters of Military District of 
! Volga and Ural, which is also close to the 
• crossing of Kirov and Oktyabrskiy districts of 
[ the city. Soon after picketers showed up, 
[ plain clothes officers, lead by Sergey 
[ Vasilyevich Evdokimov showed up, asking 
! why activists were this time on the side of 
! Oktyabrskiy district, as usually they are in the 
i side of Kirov district. As a response, activists 
; showed a letter, subscribed by vice-mayor of 
J Yekaterinburg Kulik, where vice-mayor pro- 
[ posed to move action by 50 meters, due to 
I
I

"danger of terrorist assaults".
But police chief Evdokimov was not afraid 

of terrorists! He noted, that in his opinion it 
would be better to move action 50 meters 
back to its usual place, which is on Kirov 
district side, and which is also where organi
sers had originally appealed to have the 
action.

This turn of events was welcomed by the 
organisers, and they moved 50 meters - also 
demanding security guarantees from 
Evdokimov, in case police of Kirov district 
would not like this. They supposed this would 
be necessary, as on another side of the street 
there were more and more police officers of 
Kirov district gathering. Thus participators 
moved to the other side of the street, accom
panied by police from Okyabrskiy district.

When they had crossed the street, a short 
but very heated discussion between police 
representatives of two districts followed. 
Seldom may one see police taking issue of 
free speech of the people so close to heart. 
Eventually, conflict between the two police 
districts was settled by a representative of the 
city police department, and police of 
Oktyabrskiy district crossed the road back to 
their area, victorious.

The picket was organised by Yekaterinburg 
Movement Against Violence and joined by 
local anarchists from Autonomous Action 
and Chechen and Ingushetian cultural centre 
"Vainakh". Participators carried placards 
"23rd of February - date of deportation of 
Chechens and Ingushetians", "23rd of 
February - a day of anti-war actions", "For 
your and our freedom", "Army is a school of 
slavery and violence", "Army in Russia is 
murder, harassment, sadism", "Down with 
conscription slavery", "War in Chechnya is a 
crime, shame on Russia" and others, and ban
ners "Afghanistan, Chechnya... what next? 
Enough!" and "No to war, dictatorship, cons
cription". Altogether there were 17 partici
pants.

In Kaliningrad it was not warm either, -15 
C, but 30-40 people gathered for a "Drink not 
bombs" against big liquor business at statue 
of Schiller. Anarchists distributed leaflets to 
people passing by, and also collected signatu
res for a petition against the development 
project around the square, which is supposed 
to destroy all the green areas. When the paper 
was full of signatures, a delegation visited the 
mayor's office to hand it over.

On Saturday 24th of September, Deserter 
festival continued in Moscow with closed 
sections, where campaigns against Sochi 
Olympic candidature of 2014 and against 
elections of 2007-2008 were planned. In the 
evening, there was a concert, which turned 
out to be very big although it was secret - up 
to 200 people were packed into the club. 
Crowd Control, and Kranshtein from St. 
Petersburg, Vo Ves Golos from Nizhniy 
Novgorod, and Working boys, Ruki Na 
Odeyalo, Penicill, Reu49 and Politzek from 
Moscow were playing.

Of St. Petersburg, no-one has written

accounts yet but apparently on the 23rd, anar
chists and human rights activists organised a 
common anti-war action and on the 24th 
there was non-violence training with guests 
from War Resisters' International. On Sunday 
the 25th, there was also a concert in Nizhniy 
Novgorod, and a major police provocation 
against Food Not Bombs in St. Petersburg - 
15 people, both organisers and homeless, 
were arrested at the place of the action, under 
the false pretext of investigations of a recent 
bomb attack against McDonald's in St. 
Petersburg (apparently made by a mentally 
unbalanced man), and interrogated them up to 
4 hours - asking questions "very much in 
topic", such as "do you know what does 
14/88 mean?" and "who is your leader?".

Ok, this was about all about Deserter day 
this year - hope to see you around here next 
year!
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THE U.S. RADAR BASE IN CZECH REPUBLIC
bomb in the pre-election time... You can ima
gine how risky it is to talk about hosting anot
her country's military base in a country that 
has been occupied for forty years by the 
USSR army.

bilateral and many experts on politics think 
that it actually serves as a way to destroy the 
arising anti-american unity in Europe.

There are yet many "details" that stay 
unclear and nobody wants to clarify them. 
Who would finance the base? Which law 
would be applied on the base? Would the 
American soldiers be protected with the legal 
immune against the Czech law? What kind of 
source is going to energize the base (there are 
some rumours it would be a small nuclear 
reactor)?

Cheat on public
The new right-wing government eagerly 

accepted the US request. Without any attempt 
to play the democratic game, they simply 
said they were going to do everything they 
could to comply to the request. They denied 
any petitions about referendum on this issue
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Seventeen years after the last USSR soldier 
left the Czech territory, the politicians are 
again ready to "invite" an army of another 
"friends and allies" to the country. Of course 
it is much different this and generally one 
can't compare the situations... That time it 
was the evil and un-legitime Bolshevik 
government that invited the army... This time 
it's., ehr., of course the legitime government 
who is going to invite them. The SSSR was 
bad but the USA is the good one!

The whole situation is not only the clear 
example how the state and global capitalism 
works. It is also the issue that may 
influence the whole world and in the 
same time it creates a unique chance 
to show our resistance and internatio
nal solidarity (as some other part of 
the system,a missile base, is going to 
be built in Poland).

The US military machine is just 
going to make a new step in the glo
bal army contest and the planned 
radar and missile bases in Europe are 
the crucial part of its missile defense 
system. The European bases are offi
cially presented as the defense against 
a possible attack from the Middle East but 
many experts claim that such an argument 
has no sense due to the actual position of the 
US and they say that in fact it is aimed 
against Russia. The official reaction of the 
Russian authorities is also clear: they think 
this base is a threat on them. It is quite easy 
to guess what follows: both sides would 
invest more and more money into their missi
le and missile defense systems. Many experts 
see that as the beginning of the new cold war.

What next?
What should be done now? The 

opposition against the base exists and 
they already got the attention of the 
mainstream media. However, it is also 
clear that they won't gain anything by 
petitions and speeches. We need some 
direct action.... The anarchist and radi
cal movement in the Czech Republic 
may be too weak to organize anything.

The case of the bases though is not only the 
Czechs or Polish issue. It creates the interna
tional danger so what about some internatio
nal action or mobilisation? It is just my per
sonal opinion but I would see the mobilisa
tion against the bases as more important than 
to do crowds during international capitalists' 
summits...

A small island of truth
It's clear that this base is going to put the 

Czech Republic into danger. Firstly, the 
Czechs would become complice on all USA 
crimes and aggressions. If the US would ever 
attack any state from its missile base (as there 
is just a small difference among "defence" 
and "offence" missiles), the Czech Republic 
and Poland would be responsible for this, 
according to the international law. It is also 
clear that the bases (particularly the radar 
one) would likely become the first target of 
aggression if anybody would like to attack 

the US (to disable the defence first and 
then launch the missiles).

Globally this bases would help the 
USA to become the world policeman 
and to strengthen their global domina
tion. We have already seen how the 
USA authorities use their domination 
and force.

The local opposition against the 
base is growing. There were several 
demonstrations called by the umbrella 
group "Initiative No to the Bases". 
This group is consist of various refor
mist and Bolshevik groups and their

demos are generally hopeless (my favorite 
speech during one of them was the one chee
ring that both the anarchists and the nazis 
attended the demo - according to the speaker 
it was the proof that resistance against the 
base is apolitical and that it unites different 
groups...). On the other hand, they managed 
to gather several thousands people on the 
demos, which is a big success in the general
ly unpolitical Czech Republic.

According to the group it was not surpri
sing that anarchists didn't participate in the 

demos. Although a lot of anarchists 
individually (not as any group) atten
ded the demos with flags and banners.

Cheat on voters
The attitude of the Czech authori

ties show is typical. There has been 
no government in Czech Republic for 
about half a year. In the result of the 
last elections around 100 places in the 
parliament got the right-wing politici
ans and another 100 the so-called left
wing politicians and they spent seve
ral months on arguing who was going 
to govern. Finally, the right-wing 
ones managed somehow to convince 
two of the left-wing MPs to vote for 
their government. The very same day
that the government was elected (it was 
Friday afternoon!!) the USA officially asked 
them for a permission to build the radar base. 
Of course it must have been a coincidence...

Some alternative journalists hit on some 
secret document about preparatory talks bet
ween the Czech and the American authorities 
on missile and radar base that took place 
before the election. It was categorically 
demented by all the authorities however it 
was quite clear that they simply lied. Nobody 
cared anymore... it was already after the elec
tion, wasn't it? It would have been a really big

(it was requested by many people opposing 
the base), as it was "the issue of national 
security". The never ending stream of the 
government's lies has begun...

The government maintains this base is 
going to protect us. But it's a lie.. The only 
intention of the base is to protect the USA. 
The Polish government maintains the same 
and asked the US government to install a few 
batteries of Patriot missiles to protect its ter
ritory.. They say the base is an EU issue. But 
it is a lie again. The discussions are strictly
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EMANCYPUNX NEWS -JANUARY 2007

★ ★ ★

★ ★ ★

NEW

*

★ ★ ★

★ ★ ★
is involved in the 
called Kvir Sfera. 

to organize several

RELEASE ON EMANCY
PUNX: THE RAZOR

BURNS CD OUT NOW!

We are happy to announce that the 
CD record of THE RAZORBURNS is 
out! We are proud that The 
Razorburns decided to release their 
debut release on Emancypunx. The 
Razorburns are from San Francisco, 
USA and their music is pop laden, 
punk based, and brainwashing.

Ram me
Po box 145 
02 -792 Warszawa 78
Poland

we registered a foundation which 
aim is to promote art & culture. 
More details soon!!!!

The zine library exists for a few 
years already and is based in a book 
library of the women organization 
OSKA that is based in the centre of 
Warsaw. A lot of people are visiting 
the library and some of the visitors 
inspired by the collection even star
ted their own zines later. If you edit 
a zine that is related to queer, femi
nist or women issues, we would love 
to present it in our collection. Please 
send a copy to:

OTHER UPCOMING 
RELEASES ON 

EMANCYPUNX ARE:

Check out our web-site: 
www.emancypunx.com or 

www.myspace.com/ 
emancypunx

Emancypunx
new collective 
Our plans are 
events this year related to feminist
and queer issues (concerts, perfor
mances, film screenings, exhibi
tions). Also based on that collective

EMANCYPUNX ZINE 
LIBRARY

A CALL FOR ZINE DONA
TIONS!

* First pressing of TRUST 
"Hardcore girls" 7" is almost sold 
out. Only very few copies are left!
* We deal direct. Check our full mai

lorder list online! Except our all
releases, we distribute much 
more cd's, vinyls, tapes, zines 
etc.
* Labels/Distros: If you're 
interested in distributing our 
releases in your area, don't hesi
tate to write for wholesale list

or possible trades.

Contact:
emancypunx@gmail.com

★ BRUISE VIOLET 7"EP: debut 7" 
of all-female raging feminist politi
cal hc/punk band from California. 
Bruise Violet are known already 
from their demo cd-r. Also some of 
their songs appeared on compila
tions released by On The Rag 
Records.
★ BEYOND PINK new 7"EP: fol
lowing their great full length LP on 
Emancypunx, Beyond Pink are 
coming with recordings on a new 7". 
It's gonna be a co-release between 
Emancypunx and Contraszt! 
Records from Germany. It's not eve
rything yet, as all these girls from 
Malmo are planning to record in 
summer another full length for 
Emancypunx Records!
★ FABULOUS DISASTER/BAM- 
BIX split LP/CD: it's gonna be a kil
ler split release from both veterans 
of melodic female fronted punk! 
More details on it later!

Emancypunx Distribution was 
started as a collective project of the 
first polish anarcha-feminist group 
called KDP (Women Against 
Discrimination and Violence). The 
distro started in the beginning of 
1996, then after a while 
Emancypunx became also the name 
of an all-girl anarcha-feminist group.

The idea of the group was to orga
nize more radical actions than KDP 
and oppose any hierarchies & lea
ders (also among the group mem
bers). Through these years 
Emancypunx was struggling against 
oppression (through organizing 
demonstrations, street actions, per
formances, conference, publishing 
zines and newsletters, shows, mee
tings...) and motivating other women 
to self-expression. As we, our 
visions, activity, opinions were invi
sible, ignored or even absent in the 
scene and world outside - there was 
no other way than to create our own 
positive reality.

Cultivating & spreading "indepen
dent women culture" is the aim of 
Emancypunx. That's why the distri
bution & record label was formed - 
to give access to the results of our 
creativity and also to spread infor
mation (at this time music, literature 
or zine's done by women and for 
women where hardly available in 
Poland). Not to forget: Emancypunx 
were involved in many DIY 
Hardcore/punk shows and also festi
vals like "Walpurgis night" (focu
sed on a pro feminist and pro 
queer message) and HC and sXe 
festivals. At the same time there 
is more activities signed as 
Emancypunx with many other 
girls involved like Radical 
Cheerleaders or Performance 
Group.

For the end some lines about the 
name ''Emancypunx''. It's a word 
game (with the word emancipa- 
tion/suffragette and punk). It means 
emancipation in punk. Hardcore, 
straight edge, women rights and a 
general political consciousness are a 
part of that emancipation.

4
JI
1 ■

4
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i ANARCHA FEMINIST FESTIVAL IN
ZAGREBi ■

J You're invited to actively participate in the 

I first Anarcha-feminist festival in Zagreb
(Croatia) that will be held on the 13th, 14th 

I and 15th of April, 2007. The program is ima
gined to contain a number of lessons, discus- 

Isions, video projections, workshops, exhibi
tions, presentations and performances that 

I introduce, describe, fulfill, expand and define 
the term and the idea of anarcha-feminism. 

j The festival will last for three days (Friday, 
I Saturday, Sunday) while we're preparing a 
J d.i.y. harcore punk gig on the first and second 
I day. We also hope to attract as much guests 
J from abroad so we could have a richer and 
I more diverse program. However, groups and 
* individuals from the former Eastern 
I Block/Eastern Europe are given the advanta

ge because we want to connect and get to 
know each other better so that, by coopera
ting, we could talk about the problems we 
believe we share. Since the Croatian policy 
hopes to integrate in the EU, it is in the same 
position as, for instance, Czech Republic and 
Poland were so we can learn about the upco
ming problems from their experience and 
share the experience and models of solutions 
with countries in the similar situation. We 
hope that Zagreb will attract guests from 
many different places thanks to its location 
between Poland and Romania and become a 
meeting point for anarcha-feminists every 
year. Hoping to create a diverse program, 
we're inviting guests from abroad, but since 
some of them come from countries with

I
■ 

lower life standards, we are fully aware of j 

the financial problem and are actively wor- ■ 
king on collecting money for travel expenses ■ 
to make it possible for a bigger number of ■ 
participants to come. Since we're an anarcha- I 
feminist group of affinities that believes in ■ 
self-sufficiency, solidarity and d.i.y. princi- I 
pies of organization, by this we appeal for I 
solidarity in organizing benefit gigs or col- I 
lecting donations. If you want to contribute, j 
contact us on anfemafest@gmail.com and I 
come to support! For further information see J 
www.anfemafest.tk I

AnFemA j
www.anfema.tk ■■

WHAT IS ANARCHA FEMINISM?
■

I ■
I ■
I ■
I■
I 
■

I ■
I■
I■
I■
I
■

I■
I
■

I■
I■
I
■

I■
I■
I

Difficult question: That's why it's the best 
to start from the beginning. In the beginning 
of the story of anarcha feminism, anarchism 
and feminism were basically different 
expressions, although they were always a 
tight connection between them. (E.g. one of 
the oldest anarchist newspapers of the world 
"freedom", was founded by the woman and 
feminist Charlotte Wilson among others). In 
the end of the 19th and at the beginning of 
the 20th century feminist and anarchist were 
very active and noticed, for example

Mary Wollstonecraft, Lucy Parsons, 
Voltairine de Clayre and Emma Goldman, 
who made the connection between anarchism 
and feminism a very popular idea. Maybe

kind of system learn, from the father to the 
leader, from the boss to god, is to OBEY. 
Feminism is fighting against those dogmas of 
the patriarchy that has always been there, 
against the systematical domination of the 
man over the woman within all the structures 
of the society, against the culture of rape and 
against all the stereotypes of the woman life 
as a saint, mother or whore, woman as a 
sexual object or as a passive individual.

Feminism is fighting for the equal rights of 
women and men, complete realization of 
male and female potentials, and it's aiming to 
change the "man's world" towards a "world 
for all people", without caring about gender, 
age, race, sexual choice. Anarchism gives

The system that still holds this fetish of fema
le inferiority does this because most’ of all it 
hates when its authority is touched, when it is 
provocated. That characterizes for all autho
rities, regardless if it is authority of masters 
over their slaves or men over women. 
Anyway the people escape from their cages 
with big free steps.

Anarchofeminism is a challenge to this 
system for both women and men, but also a 
personal challenge in itself, after all the first 
necessary change is in oneself, and then 
around oneself. Human passion and need of 
freedom exists from the very beginning of 
human kind and the thing is not just in eman
cipation of women but in emancipation of

■

I 
■

I 
■

I 
■

I
■

I
■

I
■

I
■

I
they could even be called the pioneers of the 
fight for the freedom for women and by that 
for the society in general. In the 20th century 
the idea and the movement developed their

this opportunity to feminism. And this is the 
point where anarchism and feminism connect 
themselves to anarchofeminism. 
Anarchofeminism recognizes patriarchy as

society, all people. We don't want to be able • 
to do the same as men we want all together to | 
be able to do much more.And when we sue- * 
ceed, Anarchofeminism will reach its goal. |

ways of organizing, especially independent 
groups. They are masked by decentralism, 
non-structure, non-dogmatism, refusing of 
one ideology or line and complete despise 
towards hierarchy as a structure inside the 
group but also inside the whole society.

Such a way organizing & acting stayed 
until today. Why were the anarchist ideas 
always so important for the feminist move
ment?

Anarchism is fighting in its bases with 
every kind of authorities and their authorita
rian systems, also against the authority of the 
man over the woman and against patriarchy. 
Authoritarian systems consider the family as 
a base for their existence. This is what chil
dren, and especially female children, in this

the essential weapon of modern capitalistic 
and hierarchical society, which decides about 
human everyday life through institutions and 
family as one of the institutions. That is why 
I consider that anarchofeminism is a more 
complete solution than feminism alone, 
because it doesn't focus on changing situa
tion for only women, but on changing for all 
people in society, like a total change in 
society. The problem of women as 
second (third?) citizens in society is not a 
separate problem but is part of the whole 
problematic society of non-equality 
and authoritarity. And non-equality 
among people, same as among
women and men will exist as long as the 
relation of superior and inferior is rolled out.

It'll be free to erase itself.
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“INFO@POLICE”
NEU7INFOSHOP IN BRATISLAVA/Slovakla

The first Infoshop ever in Bratislava has 
opened its door on Saturday, 21st of October
2006. Run by an independent collective, the 
library is a part of the libraries within 13m3.

Info-@-Police is currently more of a library 
and a reading room focusing on the anti-autho- 
ritarian movement in Slovakia and elsewhere. 
It also contains the Red and black distribution 
and a part of the Priama akeia (IWA-Slovakia) 
archive, where you can find publications from 
IWA sections (e.g., from Germany, UK, Spain, 
Czech Republic...) and other anarchist organi
zations.

If you come over, you'll find material usual

ly not available in traditional libraries. It could 
be anything from a leaflet to an academic 
paper, but that doesn't matter that much - the 
content is important: social movements, eco
nomic globalisation, antifascism, ecology, 
feminism. Thinkers such as Chomsky, 
Bookchin, Goldman, Malatesta, or Foucault 
meet on our shelves ('police' in Slovak), spea
king different languages (we offer literature in 
Slovak, Czech, English, German, Spanish, 
Russian and other languages).

For your internet convenience, we've prepa
red an on-line catalogue. Currently it holds 
more than 200 titles - and growing! As for 

now, the Info-@-police space opens only 
Fridays, from 3 pm to 6 pm. If you publish 
some interesting material, we would welcome 
it in our library, so please get in touch!

Besides that we also want to start with info
cafes where we'll be showing movies and invi
ting people to give lectures and talks on anti
authoritarian topics. The events will be 
announced on the webpage.

If you have any questions, feel free to drop 
us an e-mail - info@infoapolice.sk

, , • ..t atk A" is out now. For the 1 st time we also have English texts
meanwhile 5th edition of the eastem-europe/ex-eastblock magazine who read the paper understand both languages anyway,

in the magazine. This decision was made, because most of t e peop new edition includes texts about murder the of Politkowskaja,
and it will open at least a bit more access for tht’™ma about nat,onalist government-organized Nestor Makhno-eelebra-
the illegal (Biedaszyby) coalmmmg tn Stlesta-regton tn Bolano ano P

In the

tion in Ukraine.

o o
o

GREETINGS FROM AN
UNDERDOG!

The underdog film-festival 2007 will take place from Wednesday 25 April until 
Sunday 29 April at different places of culture and art initiatives in Vienna. 

The film program 2006 consisted of contributions of all categories and gen
res. 2007 we will again show all films sent in in time. Only films contributed 
with racist, sexist or homophobe contents will be defeated.

The main idea of the festival is still to offer film-creatives the possibility 
to step out of anonymity. In underdog film-fest there is no competition to 
wjn and therefore no price. But it creates the possibility to show own works, 
to exchange about possibilities of independent film making, to create net
works and to get ideas and encouragement.

Like in 2006 there will be a frame program, which will impart knowledge 
and experiments on the basis of lectures, workshops and discussions.

The underdog film-fest will again organise screenings as "Cinema in
motion" at different places and cities in co-operation with local projects. 
Because it does not only understand itself as festival, but also as an "Open sour
ce" acting and interacting while the rest of the year.

Whoever feels like contributing to the festival, who wants to organise a festival 
themselves, or wants to spread the idea of the underdog film-fest, please contact us: 
info@underdogfilmfest.org

o
o
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A bicycle demonstration from Budapest (Hungary) to the G8-summit 
in Heiligendamm/Rostock (Germany)

From 6th to 8th June 2007 the so called lea
ders of the 8 most powerful nations of the 
world will meet in Heiligendamm/Rostock 
(Germoney). A lot of creative actions have 
been (and will be) prepared as a protest against 
the inhuman and destructive politics of the the 
G8-nations. As part of the dissent!-mobilisa
tion groups from the radical left, anarchists 
and autonomous groups launched the idea of a 
bicycle caravan from Budapest/Hungary to the 
summit in Heiligendamm in north-eastern 
Germoney. The route that is now more or less 
fixed looks like this:

We'll start from Budapest/HU (1.4.) and 
then on to Gyor/HU (8.4.), Bratislava/SLO 
(10.4.), Brno/CZ (14.4.), Hradec Kralove/CZ 
(20.4.), Wroclaw/PL (28.4.), Poznan/PL (5.5.), 
Gorzow Wilkopolski/PL (11.5.), 
Schwedt/GER (16.5.) to Wittstock/GER 
(24.5.). In Wittstock we are going to meet with 
the bicycle caravan that comes from Western

Europe to cycle the last part in a

people about and fight against the politics of 
the G8 and the effects of global (neoliberal) 
capitalism. For this we plan information acti
vities and creative direct actions along the way 
through countries heavily affected in a negati
ve way by global capitalism. During our trip 
we try to connect with local struggles and rela
te them to the G8-politics.

Why against G8?
The politics of the G8 stand for exploitation 

of human beings and nature, oppression and 
war. Because of the plundering of the so called 
"Third World"-countries people from the glo
bal south (and east) are forced to leave their 
countries and the few who are succeed in ente
ring "Fortress Europe" are forced to live in 
deportation camps under inhuman conditions 
or without any papers which means without 
any basic human rights. That’s why we plan 
some direct actions at deportation camps that 
we are going to pass on our way.

During the official summit the topic of 
access to energy resources will be on the agen
da. We will bring this topic on the agenda alre
ady before the start of the official summit for 
example with actions and information activi
ties at nuclear power plants.

But these are only two topics from a wide 
range of topics that we are planning actions 
and protests around. There will be space for 
many more political activities.

The caravan as an experiment of an 
existing alternative

We see the caravan as an experiment in 
which we can put our ideals and ideas into 
practice (if only for a limited period of time). 
We want to live together in a non-hierarchical 
way in which we learn and act politically in a 
self-organised manner. We try to make it pos
sible for everybody to come along with us, no 
matter of his/her financial resources, physical 
condition or visa needs. We would like to use 
the time we spent together to connect our 
struggles as well as to connect with local 
struggles of the people we pass on our route.

And you?
If you have time in spring/summer 2007 

(one single day or two months) and if you like 
self-organised political action you are the right 
person to join the caravan either from 
Budapest or anywhere else. If you don’t feel 
like cycling with the caravan maybe your city 
lies on our route and you feel like organising 
something when the caravan passes by? 
Beforehand there are still lots of things that 
have to be organised... interested?

contact: 
fahrradkarawane07@lists.riseup.net

for more information visit: 
www.g8-bikerides.net

tear down the borders - 
abolish capitalism

INVITATION TO INTERNATIONAL
ANTI HOMOPHOBIA MEETING 2007

Ankara, TURKEY-May 17-20
Day for activism and resistance against all physical, ethical and symbolic violence regarding gender 

identity or sexual orientation
Through coordination and cooperation, the 

aim is to inspire and support all initiatives that 
struggle for equality. As KAOS GL, we orga
nized the first International Anti - 
Homophobia Meeting 17-21 May 2006. The 
2007 Anti-Homophobia meeting will take 
place 17-20 May (Thursday to Sunday). We 
are in the process of making preparations for 
Anti-Homophobia 2007, and we would like to 
share the provisional headlines for the meeting 
with you. We hope to hear from you regarding 
your suggestions, contributions or direct parti
cipation both from LGBT organisations, aca

demia and anyone else who would like to con
tribute.

The Anti-homophobia meeting will consist 
of a variety of activities; workshops, panels, 
conferences, parties and film showings. The 
activities will take place in different locations 
and in different formats, on three university 
campuses. Some activities will be open to will 
only be open to registered and invited partici
pants. Some of activities will be open to the 
press and media, while others will be closed.

The main subject of the 2007 meeting will 
be "THE MEDIA". In addition to this, a great

number of other subjects of relevance to lesbi
an, gay, bisexual or transsexual persons will be 
touched upon.

★ MEDIA FORUM AGAINST ★ 
HOMOPHOBIA

We expect participation from international 
LGBT organisations. We invite participants 
(1-2 participants from each organisation) from 
LGTB magazines and newspapers, and LGBT 
organisations who run websites or any other 
form of media, to Turkey.
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Since September 1994, we are publishing 
the first and only LGBT magazine in Turkey 
called KAOS GL. We would like to hear the 
experiences of LGBT publications from other 
countries and regions. How do you create awa
reness around discrimination and homophobia 
in your newspapers, web sites or magazines? 
How do you use your media organs in the batt
le against homophobia? In the battle against 
homophobia, how and in which areas can we 
share our ideas? Is the idea of creating a 
"LGBT Media Network Against 
Homophobia" a dream? How could we make 
this dream come true? We would like to share 
our experiences, and also ensure ways to keep 
in contact and cooperate with you for the futu
re. Alternative Media: In this panel, the alter- 
native/independent media and homophobia in 
Turkey will be discussed. Mainstream Media: 
Media and homophobia will be discussed with 
journalists from Turkey and outside of Turkey.

★ CAMPUS FORUMS ★
AGAINST HOMOPHOBIA

Within the framework of "Anti-homophobia 
campus forums" there will be a series of acti
vities in the Middle East Technical University 
(METU), Ankara University Cebeci Campus, 
and Hacettepe Campus between 14-18 may
2007.

★ FEMINIST FORUM ★
AGAINST HOMOPHOBIA

Homophobia and heteronormativity among 
feminists, and the possibility of a joint strug
gle against homophobia. The forum will be 
open to all women.

★ FORUM FOR LESBIAN ★ 
AND BISEXUAL WOMENS 

FORUM

Homophobia against lesbian and bisexual 
women. Lesbian and bisexual womens' strate
gies against homophobia. The forum will be 
open to lesbian and bisexual women only.

★ RAINBOW ★
FORUM 

AGAINST
HOMOPHOBIA

Participants from LGBT 
associations and groups present 
the situation in their own 
regions in terms of the presence 
of LGBT persons, their expe
riences and their struggle 
against homophobia, focusing 
particularly on the period of 
2006.

★ FORUM AGAINST* 
TRANSPHOBIA

Transvestite, transgender and 
transsexual persons share their 
experiences with transphobia in 
their working environment, and 
share strategies they have deve
loped to deal with transphobia.

★ FILM SCREENINGS ★

We will show films in the Anti-homophobia 
week. We are anticipating short films with les
bian, gay, bisexual or transgender themes...

★ AWARENESS WORKSHOP
★ ANTI-HOMOPHOBIA VIDEO WORKS
HOP
★ THE DIFFERENT MODALITIES OF 
THE BODY
★ INTERNALIZED HOMOPHOBIA 
WORKSHOP
★ THE LABELING OF KAOS GL MAGA
ZINE AND LGBT MAGAZINES AS "POR
NOGRAPHIC"

Why A Meeting Against
Homophobia?

We encounter homophobic attitudes and 
behaviours in all areas of our daily lives. We 
are exposed to discrimination because of our 
sexual orientation. When • we cannot resist 
homophobia, we foster our worries and anger, 
directing them towards ourselves and the peo

ple around us. But that is the last thing to 
be desired! We would like to make it 
known that homophobia is not only an 
issue concerning gays & lesbians but also 
heterosexual women and men. We would 
like to exchange our ideas about the issue 
of how homosexuals and heterosexuals 
can be liberated together. We are well 
aware of the fact that homophobia is a 

global affair. Based on this fact, we would 
like to learn and share the anti-homopho- 

bic experiences of gays and lesbians

from the Balkans, the Middle East, Europe, 
and all other parts of the world. We are loo
king for solutions to our problems. We would 
like to share the solutions we have found as 
well as to create the material and intellectual 
means for acting together when necessary. We 
would like to do these together and in an inter
active way. We would also like to meet new 
people, share our thoughts, lessen our anxie
ties and feel more relaxed.

Not a crime, not a sin, 
not a disorder; Cheers 

for gay and lesbian love!
Kaos GL*

Kaos Gay and Lesbian Cultural 
Research and Solidarity Association

Communication: Burcu Ersoy & Ali Erol 
Address: Gazi Mustafa Kemal Bulvari 

29/12, 
Demirtepe/Kizilay-Ankara, 

Turkey

Phone: +90 312. 230 0358 Fax : +90 312. 
230 6282

E-mail: kaosgl@kaosgl.org 
oyaburcu@kaosgl.org

www.kaosgl.org

■ * Kaos GL is an anti-sexist, anti-authoritarian, anti-capitalist group of gay & lesbians which is active since Sep. 1994: [
I "There is no leader, chairman or an administrative board in the group. The group refuses hierarchy and prefers a horizontal organiza- ! 
j tion model. Every individual in the group fulfils his/her responsibilities undertaken voluntarily." !
I_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ '
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NEW ARMENIAN ANARCHIST WEBSITE
About Us

Over the years we have met many Armenian anarchists and like-min
ded intellectuals. It was also exciting to find out that there is an organi
zed "Autonom" movement in Yerevan (Proryv - "Breakthrough"), 
though their website has been discontinued. And we have recently 
found out that the group has been violently crushed in our beloved 
"Democratic" Republic. We have also met many socialists and com
munists, who adopt a critical view of dictatorial communism; we have 
met many like-minded intellectuals, many Greens, many feminists, 
many left-wing activists, many avant-garde artists and intellectuals. 
The only thing is that they are not only in Armenia, but also spread 
across the globe - "the Greater Armenia".

In short, we are starting this website with knowledge that there are 
many people out there sympathetic to our ideas. We want to create this 
website as a sort of convergence point - a Cyber-HQ and as a focal point 

f&s&ss'

to help us come together, discuss and develop our politics, first as a 
cyber-commune and then, hopefully, gradually grow into a political 
force. r

For now, we are just testing the ground. So if you are an anarchist, a 
libertarian socialist, an anti-Fascist, a supporter of Direct Democracy, a 
democratic-communist who believes that communism doesn't have to 
be a Stalinist dictatorship and can be democratic; if you're a feminist, 
Green or an intellectual, or just a left-bank individual who is simply 
interested and who believes that the existing political parties both in 
Diaspora and the Republic, are a thing of the past, - then contact us (or 
just post a comment).. Tell us about your views and concerns in 
Armenian politics (both Diasporan and Republican).

We would want to say from the outset that we are not interested to 
hear from fascists, racists, nationalist socialists, blood-worshipers, 
"tseghakron" race-worshipers or other intellectually impoverished per
sons.

About this blog
In this blog we will present the Anarchist and Libertarian-Socialist 

review and analysis of political developments that take place in 
Armenia, Caucasus and around the world.

Who are we
We are a circle of intellectuals (socialist, anarchist, democratic-soci

alist, libertarian; patriotic, but not nationalist) who have met in random 
locations of the globe and agreed that a serious "3rd Way" radical 
movement is needed in Armenian politics. We believe that neither the 

• Liberal Capitalism nor a Bolshevik-style Dicratorial Communism, nor 
the pretentious Social Democracy, provide any plausible answers to 
Armenia's requirements, The 3rd republic has failed. The problem is the 
structure encoded in the Republican constitution! We propose to move 
in the direction of the Swiss model of Federalism and Co-operative 
Communally controlled mode of production, whereby the power of 
decision making is with the people in their communes (Hamainq). We 
say: Power to the People

azat.wordpress.com

THIRD ANARCHIST BOOKFAIR IN ZAGREB
March 30th to April 1st, 2007

The Third Anarchist Bookfair in Zagreb will take place on March 30th to April 1st, 2007.
Anarchist Bookfair in Zagreb (ASK - 

Anarhisticki sajam knjiga) is annual anarchist 
event that aims to become a long-term, deve
loping project. First (March 18th to 22nd 
2005) and second bookfair (March 31st to 
April 2nd 2006) went well, and we hope to 
bring in more and more people every year as 
participants, publishers, groups, projects - 
whoever is interested in what the bookfair has 
to offer.

ASK will take place in Zagreb every spring, 
as a local resource for anarchist and libertarian 
books and other publications. We also aim to 
open discussion on subjects that are important 
for the anarchist movement, or for our local 
community.

The idea for such a bookfair is not new, but 
is based on the positive experience of other 
Anarchist Bookfairs. In many different situa
tions, these bookfairs have proven to be 
important events and meeting places on both 
local and international levels.

This is why we need your help - come and 
support this event with solidarity and partici
pation!

Participation
To help us organize the Bookfair and finish 

the program on time, we need you to confirm 
your participation soon as possible. Our e-mail 
address is: ask-zagreb@net.hr.

Get in touch and let us know in which way 
you would like to participate. Here are a few 
questions, and we welcome any additional 
information.

Also, let us know if you need accommoda
tion. There are a few alternatives, but we need 
all the details soon as possible.

Some of the details that we need from you:

1. Questions for all guests coming from outsi
de Zagreb:
- how you want to participate?

- do you need help with accommodation (Free 
sleeping places are limited, but we can help 
you find cheap accomodation. There are few 
hostels in Zagreb, we can provide some more 
info on booking, prices, etc)

catalog]...)

You can download bookfair poster from our 
web page. To download it go to 
http:/7www.ask-zagreb.org/engleski2007.htm 
and see instructions on the left.

For more information: 
web: www.ask-zagreb.org 
e-mail: ask-zagreb@net.hr

This invitation in other languages (other trans
lations are welcome!):
Deutch - www.ask-zagreb.org/njemacki2007.htm 
Francois - www.ask-zagreb.org/francuski2007.htm 
Italiano - www.ask-zagreb.org/talijanski2007.htm 
Portugues - www.ask-zagreb.org/portugalski2007.htm

2. If you would like a booth:
- how big of a booth do you 
need?
- do you need help at your 
booth?
- can you help with the costs of 
the Bookfair? (This is not a 
condition to have a booth.)
- we need some basic informa
tion about you (contact, what 
books/publishers you distribute 
[not list, just short info for the

7—°

archwww.ask-zagreb.org
. /•.. zs -

-April 1st 2007
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“WORKERS RESISTANCE IN
THE NEW CENTURY. IDEAS 

AND ACTIONS”
MAYDAY CONFERENCE IN WARSAW; 

APRIL 28-MAY 1
April 28: Some of the topics: International solidarity campaigns, life without the work, 
how to fight against the employers, strategies of organizing non-hierarchical organisations, 
criticism of hierarchical workers unions. Presentation of the movies.

April 29: International meeting with activists of anarcho-syndicalist movement 
How to organize. Presentations. Organisational problems and how to deal with 
them. "Yellow" workers unions - what it is? Contemporary campaigns. Lunch 
and party.

April 30: Action against temporal work system.

Mayday: Demonstration and picnic.

“WORKERS
AUTONOMY AND 
TRADE UNIONS”

MA YD A Y CON
FERENCE IN

POZNAN
In days 2-3 of May another conference organi
sed by anarchist and anarcho-syndicalists 
groups from city of Poznan is taking place 
there. Its working title is "Workers autonomy 
and trade unions". There will be as well a 
Mayday demonstration and anarchist-libertarian 
Bookfair on May 1-2 in Poznan.

Through tens of years of communist dicta
torship any studies about the idea and history 
of anarchist movement were appearing less 
than rarely, and most often, and to put it mild
ly - not in a very objective way. After the 
rebirth of anarchist movement in Poland, a 
slow process of finding and de-deceiving its 
roots. The anarchist publishers’ natural reluc
tance towards national libraries and also not 
very active winning collections over by 
employed librarians who got used to "obliga
tory copy" caused the situation that unofficial 
publications were almost unavailable. There 
were and still are private archives but they can 
be used by only few people.

Poznan's Anarchist Library was founded in 
1997 inside squat "Rozbrat" in a small room. 
With time, the collection was becoming larger 
and larger and the activity of the Library was 
more and more popular. The number of people 
using the Library was increasing and people 
interested in collecting materials about anar
chism as sources for their scientific essays 
started to appear. After moving the collection

POZNAN'S ANARCHIST LIBRARY
to a bigger room separate section of the 
Library-Archive was created. In archive only 
documents and later also book publications 
have been kept.

The Library is situated in the buildings of 
Rozbrat squat, it is opened three days a week. 
Currently, it is the largest and the longest func
tioning anarchist library in Poland. It is the lar
gest and the longest functioning liberation 
library in Poland. Its collection is divided into 
archive and lending library. In archive there 
are documents, posters, books, magazines etc. 
describing the anarchist activity in Poland and 
abroad and about other social movements - 
you can use them only on the spot.

The Library still tries to support other libra
rian initiatives by e.g. sharing with the double 
copies and sharing with the experience.

We are trying as much as we can to perform 
scientific researches and to publish them in 
forms of studies, with what we are presenting 
historical facts about our movement that have 
not been widely known. Once in a while we 
organize presentations of collections on one 
concrete topic e.g. publications of under
ground printing, magazines from between 
WW I and WW II, art.-zines or poetry volu
mes from underground printing. As Library 
together "Trojka" Fellowship we started to 
publish pamphlets about the Library’s collec
tion. Since the beginning we are trying to get 
in touch with other places like this in Poland 
and abroad, we use them to get new and

exchange collections.

If you are willing to 
support the library, 
please send books, magazines or 

The Library is sustai
ned by its own funds 
from selling its publi
cations and support 
from its symaptizers 
and co-founders.

donations to the following by our postal 
address:

Biblioteka Anarchistyczna,
P.O. Box 5,
60 - 966 Poznan 31;
Poland

• /

or write us: bibliotel/a@rozbrat.org

During office hours there is a tele
phone available: 

(+48) 61 848 46 72

Open from Wednesday to Friday, 
5:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

“TROJKA” FELLOWSHIP PUBLISHING HOUSE IN
POZNAN (POLAND)

"Trojka" was founded in 1994, in the beginning as the development of the fellowship idea to share with finds of interesting texts found in 
second-hand bookshops and attics' sheltered spots. It turned put that the interest in that is much bigger that the group of friends, that is why the 
pamphlets started to be sold and advertised in wider spheres. Trojka was to publish cheap items to propagate anarchism, liberation ideas and 
creative thinking. With time, it started to publish more expensive items and those that were propagating the ideas and the history of anarchist 
movement. Nowadays, Trojka is one of the biggest distributions of items published in underground printing in Poland.
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NGPOMS

About Russian ABC

in Germany

All around Eastern Europe anar
chists went on the streets in solidarity 
with struggling youth on the streets of 
Copenhagen. Some anarchists from 
Poland even made themselves to the 
K-town, some of them got arrested 
there. Here are some quickly collected 
reports, certainly only a bit of the soli
darity which was given by EE anar
chists (we are giving this issue of ABB 
to print while the actions are still taking 
place).

Ungdomshuset solidarity in front of 
the Danish Consulate in Istanbul / 

Turkey

was sent claiming that "something is 
rotten in the state of Denmark" and 
promising to step up protests if the 
police actions continue. Unknown 
number of polish anarchists made their 
way to support the struggle in 
Copenhagen itself. Not all were allo
wed to enter the country. Two mem
bers of polish FA - Anarchist 
Federation - were among the arrested. 
After some time they got deported 
back to Poland. Many anarchists from 
Poland participated as well in the soli
darity actions in Berlin and in the mas-

We were about 50 anarchists in 
front of the building of the Danish 
embassy with @ flags, banners and 
placards. Some entered the embassy 
and talked to the officials inside.

RUSSIA

On March 2nd as a part of solidari
ty actions around Europe, anarchists in 
Istanbul also made an action to protest 
the eviction of Ungdomshuset squat 
and ongoing repression in Denmark. A 
press statement was made in front of 
the Danish Consulate with the signatu
re of anarchists from Holland, Bulgaria, 
Germany and Turkey mentioning 
about the repression and cops' brutali
ty against the Danish squat and acti
vists. About 20 people attended.

Polish anarchists taking part in 
actions in Poland, Denmark ... and

A number of solidarity pickets were 
held around Poland: in Poznan, 
Warsaw and Wroclaw. The protestors 
demanded an immediate release of 
the prisoners and hands off 
Ungdomshuset. A solidarity billboard 
was also put up near the Danish 
Embassy in Warsaw. A protest letter

sive demonstration which took place 
on March 10th where about 1500 auto
nomists, antifascists and anarchists 
participated.

Anarchists in Poland also started to 
gather music, books and clothes for 
the imprisoned in K-town. Centre of 
Anarchist Information and polish ABC 
kept the polish movement about the 
developments in Denmark up to date.

Solidarity with the Copenhagen 
Ungdomshuset in Tel Aviv / Israel

After heated years 1905-1907 thou
sands of anarchists and socialists 
were sent to labour camps and exile, 
first groups of Anarchist Black Cross 
(until 1919 called Anarchist Red 
Cross) were founded in 1906 to sup
port them. The organisation became 
international the next year, when a 
group was set up in London. Although 
contact with anarchist political priso
ners of the Soviet Union was lost in the 
1930's, the international organisation 
has continued its activity in various 
forms ever since.

The Russian anarchist movement 
newborn in the 1980's was immediate
ly targeted with repression, and during 
the following 15 years several suc
cessful and unsuccessful campaigns 
against repression were organised. 
But during the first years of the 21st 
century these initiatives disappeared 
completely from Moscow, and in sum
mer of 2003 it was decided to refound 
Moscow group of ABC, since still no- 
one is protecting anarchists against 
repressions except anarchists them
selves.

We support all anti-authoritarians, 
who are persecuted due to their politi
cal activities or acts which do not cont
radict the ideal of anarchism. And whe
never possible, we support also priso
ners who become anti-authoritarians 
during their sentences, so-called "soci
al prisoners" who were forced to break 
laws for subsistence or in the fight 
against despotism of the ruling class, 
and prisoners who fight against the pri
son-industrial complex from inside. As 
anarchists we are against all prisons. 
We believe in direct action for the 
destruction of capitalism and the state. 
We are not a human rights organisa
tion, since our goal is not defence of 
the laws but their destruction. In some 
cases we may support prisoners for 
purely humanitarian reasons.

The most elementary form of help 
is writing to prisoners, since the main 
goal of power is to isolate our comra
des from the movement. We are 
publishing lists of addresses of the 
political prisoners, so that anyone can 
send letters of support. We also have a 
support fund, which helps with legal 
costs and supports prisoners material
ly, fund also finances literature to pri
soners, such as journals Avtonom and 
Pryamoe Deystvie which we send for
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free to all those prisoners in the former 
Soviet Union upon request, who are not 
enemies of the anarchist movement. We 
try to react quickly against all repressions 
by authoritarians all around the world, and 
we are connected to Black Cross groups 
all around the world. We are not only 
reacting against the most outrageous acts 
against our freedom, we also distribute 
information on alternatives of the prisons, 
cops and the electronic surveillance of 
everyday life. We also try to prevent 
repression; this is why we distribute infor
mation about behaviour in interrogations, 
during arrests and other similar situations 
among the revolutionary movement.

Moscow group of Anarchist Black 
Cross is a common project of anarchist 
collectives in Moscow. Yet we have two 
members - Moscow group of Autonomous 
Action, and Inter-Professional Union of 
Labour (MPST, Moscow group of KRAS- 
AIT). We invite anyone to support and to 
participate in our work - the most elemen
tary form of support is to write to prisoners 
and to distribute our materials. It would be 
even better if you could participate in our 
projects, or to set up your own Black 
Cross group in your area - for that you 
need only thirst for equality and solidarity.

Contact for Anarchist Black Cross of 
Moscow: P. O. Box 13 109028 Moscow 
Russia (please do not write name of the 

group to envelope)

CZECHIA
Czech antifa prisoner needs your sup

port

Augustin Kraus is an antifascist from 
Czech city of Most, who has been recent
ly sentenced to 14 months of prison for 
his participation in attacks against local 
nazis. His charge was "body harm".

He speaks Czech, can easily under
stand Slovak and Polish. You can also 
write him short postcards in English. It's 
important he receives some support. 
Augustin Kraus, Vazebni veznice, PP-1, 
Litomerice, 41 201, Czech Republic.

TOLERANCE
schools. Giertych has also been behind
a wide-ranging campaign against the
teachers’ umonZNP.

Zero Tolerance” as a slogan is also
an attack on the slogan of ’tolerance
promoted by those who promote cultu
ral tolerance and tolerance towards
sexual minorities. This reference is
clear to everyone.

The whole idea of ’’Zero Tolerance"
is actually a set of programme measu
res meant to turn kids into Giertych
Jugend. After a series of high-profile
violent events in school, Giertych
announced that as sheriff he can clean
things up - but of course this means
that kids have to be whipped into
shape. (This can even be literally as
people from Giertych’s party have
openly called for the return of corporal
punishment in schools.) All the kids
need to be in uniforms, get religion,
lessons in patriotism, etc. and delin
quents (which is very broadly defined
by Giertych) need to go to a military
type reform school.

Parts of this program are being pres
ented to the public as a means of gai
ning support for the highly unpopular
minister. It should be mentioned that an
important propaganda tool for the
Minister has been the facts that the
Ministry has obtained EU funds for
implementing this - although it is
unclear exactly what the funds were
given for and whether or not they won t
be used to promote the Minister’s form
of patriotism and intolerance. So while
the EU is "upset" about the words of
the Giertychs, it is actually part of the
plan, which is his only hope of staying
in power.

InitiativeActivists from Students
held a protest in Warsaw against the
Ministry of Education’s ’’Zero
Tolerance" program. This program is
one of the cornerstones of a suite of
ideologically-inspired moves by the
fascistic, arch-conservative Minister of
Education, Roman Giertych.

Part of the ideological program of
the fascistic All-Polish Youth, the orga
nization which Giertych re-founded
after years of inactivity, is to penetrate
schools in different manners in order to
indoctrinate youth in their values.
These values include "God, Honor and
Fatherland" - but also spill into the
values recently propagated (note bene:
in their mild form!) recently throug
hout Europe by the Giertychs - Roman
and his father Maciej.

Roman, the Minister of Education, at
a recent meeting of EU education mini
sters, announced that there should be
something like a "European Card of
Nationalities" which promotes certain
ideas - like national identity. Also, he
proposed a EU-wide ban on abortion
and the "propagation of homosexuali-

ofMaciej, membera
Europarliament published a scandalous

Civilisations at War inbooklet,
Europe", which is full of sexist, natio
nalist and anti-semitic sentiments.

whatThis
To erance""Zero

really means to
Giertych. Among
Giertych’s many
acts was to fire one
of the heads of tea
cher training for
using a textbook for
teachers that had a
chapter encoura
ging teaching tole
rance for sexual
minorities. He has
made that topic for
bidden in public

< at tt
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“MISHA THE OLYMPIC BEAR
DEVASTATED SOCHI NATIONAL PARK”

Anarchist campaign against Sochi 2014 
Olympic Games candidature

Autonomous Action and including the ruling clique and oligarchs is we'd rather change the
other anarchists are organizing together with 
Russian eco-activists against Sochi candidatu
re for 2014 Olympic Games. Currently the 
campaign is centered on issues of ecology and 
socio-economic rights of the local people, but 
we are also developing a more fundamental 
critique of commercial sport. There has alrea
dy been one action in Moscow - 19th of 
January a few dozen people picketed Russian 
Olympic Committee, and organized a guerilla 
theatre, where Misha the Olympic bear deva
stated Sochi national park

★ ★ ★

aimed at some other things, but not at holding 
the Games. First of all it's stealing money from 
the budget.

Damage to nature
It's a fact that the Olympic Games in Sochi 

will cause huge damage to nature and biodi
versity of the Western Caucasus. Protected 
natural territories including the World Nature 
Heritage Site "Western Caucasus" which will 
suffer immensely. Olympic units partly will be 
constructed on the land of Caucasian national 
biosphere reserve which is closed now even 
for visiting. The anthropogenic influence of an 

enormous skiing resort and

Constitution". Accidentally the official of high 
standing expressed his real opinion about law 
and legislation.

Our network unites a number of environ
mental activists and anarchists. We want to 
start a world-wide protest by environmenta
lists and other people. Join our network and 
support public campaign!

★ ★ ★

International Olympic
Committee visit

rocnoMMK
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mass competitions will spread 
for many kilometers around 
and put a lot of rare species on 
the verge of disappearance.

The Russian government 
invests 10 billion euro to

Damage to socio-econo
mic situation

The Sochi' Games threaten 
the socio-economic well-being 
of the local population. First of 
all a strong negative impact 
will be rendered on the 

Mzymta River. This river is a main source of 
water for the southern and central part of 
Sochi. Some inhabitants will be moved from

18th-23rd of February Evaluation 
Commission of International Olympic 
Committee visited Sochi. We would ask eve
ryone to write to the following addresses of 
IOC, demanding not to organize Olympic 
Games in Sochi: jacques.rogge@ioc.Olym
pic.org, info@olympic.org, info@ioc.Olym
pic.org. Although it is not much time left, we 
would be happy for any other kind of protest 
actions that you could imagine. Evaluation 
Commission will be working until June of 
2007 with selection process of the host of 
2014 Olympic Games. Already now IOC is 
concerned with ecological protests in Russia.

destroy world nature her
itage

Help us to stop winter 
Olympic Games 2014 in 

Sochi!

their houses because this land will be used for 
Olympic constructions. It's not the Russian 
tradition to take into account the interests of 
the local population and we suppose that the 
rights of inhabitants will be violated. All 
attempts of people to enter against Olympic 
Games in Sochi were suppressed by authori
ties.

Links to websites dedicated to "Stop Olympic 
winter games 2014 in Sochi!" campaign:

Anarchists:
www.avtonom.org/olymp, 

contact: taoom@riseup.net

The Executive Board of the International 
Olympic Committee (IOC) selected Sochi as 
one of the Candidate Cities for the Winter 
Olympic Games in 2014. The idea of this pro
ject is a large-scale bluff". Russian government 
is ready to invest a fabulous sum of money in 
the development of Sochi - more than 10 bil
lion euro! They declare that the creation of 
huge and luxurious skiing resort is very impor
tant for regional economy. But economic 
bases of the project do not stand up to criti
cism. At the same time it will harm the local 
population and nature.

Putin and state support
The President of Russia Vladimir Putin has 

more than once expressed his support for the 
Olympic Games. All these events make a stir 
around the idea of conducting Olympics in 
Sochi. Obviously powerful Olympic lobby

"We’d rather change the 
Constitution"

The application committee "Sochi 2014" 
asked the Russian Federal Government to 
order the "appropriate bodies" to prevent pro
tests of citizens and environmentalists. This 
fact shows the level of "democracy in Russia". 
Russian government and local 
authorities systematically 
neglect the rights for demon
strations and ignore the opi
nion of population.

Furthermore, in autumn
2006 the head of the Russian 
Olympic committee Mr. 
Tyagachev stated: "If [the envi
ronmentalists] brandish the 
Constitution to declare that we 
cannot cut firs and pine-trees,

En vironmentalists:
www.seu.ru/projects/caucasus 

www.greenpeace.ru
www.dop.environment.ru/olimp2014 
contact: nolympicgames@gmail.com
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FOOD NOT BOMBS ANTI NATO 
ACTION® IN ZAGREB

The Food Not Bombs collective in 
Zagreb has been active since the year 
of 2000 with the occasional pauses 
and interchanging of people that are 
included in the collective. From the 
beginning its work has been closely 
connected to anti-NATO actions.

Now there are new people in the 
collective, a continuity has been achie
ved and the anarchist story is covered 
better by the use of various materials 
to inform people. Accompanying 
Food Not Bombs we started organi
zing "Take it or leave it" (free shop) 
which will from now on be a vital part 
of FNB actions, because both stories 
are closely connected and both strive 
to inspire solidarity and an alternative 
to the consumerist society. Also, we 
started a web site www.hranaaneoruz- 
je.net on which we are trying to cover 
the activity of all collectives in the 
region.

On the 10.2.2007. we had our first 
anti-NATO action in the series of *No 
to NATO!' actions. The action went 
well, even though we should have 
been organised better at the spot regar
ding the division of chores, but now 
we know better for next time. The 
taking on of responsibility for chores 
should be arranged and agreed on right 
to the smallest details - from cutting 
the bread, to handing out fliers or tel
ling people to wash up after themsel
ves. We have also encountered a pro
blem with the Socialist youth who 
came with their own propaganda 
fliers, even though our invitation to 
the action clearly stated that no parties 
are welcome (the Socialist youth is a 
part of the Socialist workers party). 
Unfortunately, we didn't notice that 
they were handing out their fliers, so 
we haven't reacted in time. Some peo
ple were expecting demonstrations to 
be led by FNB, but the key idea is for 
everyone to be active in their own 
way, to get involved so that we can do 
something together, and not have just

anyone monopolising the movement 
as well as the actions.

A varity of people were present at 
the action, the homeless, passers-by, 
people that came to support the action 
and friends...The ones who came to 
support the action took and started 
handing out fliers self - iniciatively,

which is the goal of every anarchist 
action.

The actions will continue, and we 
hope even expand, because, with 
NATO drawing near, this issue is 
increasingly important in our region.
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RESISTANCE IN POLAND

FUCK THE TRUCKS
REPORT ON THE ROSPUDA

Anarchists, environmentalists, 
some NGOs and just plain citizens 
have been involved lately in step
ping up the protest against the 
destruction of the Rospuda Valley 
Wetlands in Poland.

The battle has been going on for 
some time. The government plans 
to build the Agustow Bypass, part 
of the Via Baltica highway, though 
these wetlands, despite the fact 
that there is a proposed alternative 
route. Recently, the decision to 
start was signed by government 
bureaucrats, which means that the 
bulldozers can come at any 
moment. We suppose they are 
only waiting for the snow to thaw 
to start this work.

In response, a camp has been set 
up on the sight. So far there are 
some members of Greenpeace and 
other ecological organizations and 
some anarchists there. They are 
camping in rather rough condi
tions. We suppose that when it 
gets a little warmer next week, a 
larger group of people will go, 
including a large anarchist delega
tion.

In Warsaw, ordinary citizens 
started a daily action at the 
Ministry of the Environment, 
which is growing in number. 
Anarchists from FA Praga and the 
Praga Bicyclist Group, supported 
also by Green Mazovia, have star
ted some protests at the Budimex 
headquarters: Budimex is the 
company which is to start building 
in the Rospuda Valley.

At yesterday's picket, anarchists 
pointed out the political and eco
nomic aspects of the decision to

build in the valley, not only the 
environmental impact. It was also 
pointed out that while Budimex 
firm and some politicians who 
invested in the land along the 
highway route will profit, Poland 
will probably get a fine imposed 
by the European Union for 
destroying an area protected by 
Nature 2000 and that normal citi
zens will have to suffer because 
their tax money will be wasted to 
pay that fine. Complaints about 
how tax money is misused and 
wasted were of interest to the Tax 
Inspectorate, which by some 
strange coincidence shares a buil
ding with Budimex.

Today the pickets will continue, 
at the Ministry and Budimex and 
soon the radical direct actions will 
start. On Sunday there is a national 
day of protest.

The protest is supported by a 
large group of people in society, 
even though most don't come out 
to protest; a huge amount have 
signed protest letters though. 
There is a lot of support from 
unexpected quarters as well, for 
example yesterday the Lech 
Poznan football team also lent 
support to the protest.

People from abroad can also 
send protests: there are lots of let
ters to be found on the Internet: it's 
enough to start a google search 
and you can (jnd them. You can 
also check the web pages of NGOs 
like BankWatch or Greenpeace for 
updated information.
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IDEAS ABOUT SEX AT THE ILLEGAL FESTIVAL 
“GENDER PATHS 2”

"Gender Paths" once a year, is a step at 
bringing together all people interested in gen
der - primarily from Belarus, Russia, and 
Ukraine - in one place, from 8-10 December, 
2006, in the city of Minsk. I would name its 
distinguishing features as illegality, a full 
schedule, the diversity of visitors and partici
pants, and the absence of censorship on the 
part of the organizers. Scientists with artists, 
as well as punks, anarchists, and other sub-

this quality is assigned regardless of my wis
hes (determining me in various moments of 
my life to be either feminine or unfeminine) 
and dooming to debility all of my manifesta
tions (physical, economical, political, emo
tional, sexual) such an order arouses visions 
and aspirations of finding myself, not atta
ching any meaning to supremacizing, patriar
chal concepts of living. I never believed and 
hardly ever agreed that I was less strong or

as I'd expected - shock, amazement, and with 
some photos even disgust... But all those 
people who asked me to give them a picture 
for their personal collection really made me 
happy.

But enough about me, let's return to the 
festival... For convenience, it was divided 
into two parts - discussion and artisitic. The 
discussions began at 13:00 and the art sho
wings opened at 17:00 and lasted until 21:00.

cultural elements feel 
wonderful here. The 
organizers made sure 
the discussions and 
artistic parts of the 
festival were taken 
care of to an equal 
degree. The illegality 
of the festival beco
mes clear with the 
political situation in 
Belarus - dictatorship, 
no free press, certainly 
no gender festivals, 
where alternative poli
tics must live under
ground.

So it is that the 
brightest occurrence 
in the post-Soviet 
expanse in the field of 
gender occurred in 
2006 under the sign 
"Private Party" in one 
of the youth clubs in 
Minsk. It was a base
ment apartment with 
long corridors, a few 
small rooms, a huge 
bar, checkroom, huge 
double halls, and

This year the 
discussion segment 
took up such ques
tions as: the creation 
and distribution of 
tactical media; gender 
marketing; postmo
dernist practics of 
designing of perfect 
gender bodies, "A 
Different Femininity" 
(the styles of homose
xual youths); delibe
rate parenthood; gen
der studies in archi
tecture; women's 
bodies and postcolo
nialism; erotica in 
Soviet film from the 
1930s to '50s; repro
ductive politics in 
modem Russia...

The artistic seg
ment this year consi
sted of a series of per
formances, photo
exhibits, concerts, and 
two’ shows by the 
underground and very 
classy "Free Theater" 
of Minsk. People also

finally, technological apartments. One of the 
big halls with a few rows of soft comfy cou
ches are the starting point of the conference. 
In the second hall, the photo-exhibit 
"Femininity" was stationed, and in the eve
ning concerts were held there. The photo
exhibit "Mystery" was located in the small 
room to the left. Hanging on the wall of the 
corridor a little closer to the entrance were 
some impressive photos of feminist stencils.

For me, as one of the participants, the festi
val began early in the morning, with the set
ting up of my photo-exhibit under the name 
"Femininity" - a consciously scandalous pro
ject. The goal is in a subject which in official 
culture would be dripping with brutality, to 
give the understanding, to those who still

less smart than a man, but I can say with cer
tainty that for her personal development a 
woman has much fewer choices, inasmuch as 
the state makes her weak, dooming her to the 
function of domestic servant and childbea
ring unit. The outcome that flows from this, 
similar to menstruation, is a bloody answer to 
the question, "what is femininity?" With 
masculinity as with femininity - it's an illness. 
A social, unconscious illness. And it has alre
ady hurt women for many centuries (and 
maybe for more to come).

From more than sixty photographs I took 
thirty, in three working categories - body
image, menstrual, and fecal. People entered 
the hall to look around at what I had prepared 
for them... it seemed to me that they were in

awaited Mariolla Brilovskaya (who delighted 
crowds last year with colorful cartoons and 
porno-karaoke) as well as the Polish band 
"Maskotki," but for various reasons they 
could not come.

And now, for the best parts, in detail. I wish 
the lecture on tactical media would have been 
a workshop on this theme, because I already 
realize the necessity of such things - it is the 
practical knowledge I lack... Marketing rese
arch into gender is always interesting, since 
unfortunately we live in an age of consumer
ism and collide with advertising regularly, 
even when we consciously limit our contact 
with it. And that means, it has influence over 
us. Therefore, it is very important to perceive 
the hidden message that it carries. Arrogant

don't have it, that the physical can never sure
ly reflect a person's identity. The idea for an 
exhibit under the name "Femininity" arose in 
the summer of 2006, like a quest... Just what 
is femininity? For me, as a subject, to whom

shock. They hardly spoke, maybe they could-' 
n't find the words? But I suppose it opened 
new horizons in the minds of those who were 
held back from similar self-expressions and 
quests. The exhibit produced such reactions

specialization seems to be the distinctive fea
ture of some researchers from Ukraine, on 
account of their excessive academism. But, 
ignoring this, the lecture on "A Different 
Femininity," in the course of which they sho-
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wed photographs of young women from the homosexual subcul
ture in the Kiev city, aroused interest and a lively discussion. The 
most emotional discussion turned out to be one about deliberate 
parenthood, in which, besides parents, a two year old child also 
participated. It was discussing much about compulsory children 
vaccination. One of the funny things about Soviet ideology was 
the denial of sex, which was reflected in the culture and most 
immediately in cinema. A very funny lecture was dedicated to this 
subject, illustrated by Soviet films from the '30s-'50s, which put 
all those present in a good mood to the end of the day. 

The presentation about the reproductive situation in modem 
Russia brought us all back to reality. The proposed prohibition of 
abortion without the written permission of the husband; the pro
hibition against marrying foreigners (this concerns only Russian 
women, the men are free in their choice of partners), which is also 
a goal of the fascists by the way - the preservation of the Russian 
genepool; the official discussion on the possibility of polygamy 
(it's understood this would only apply to men)...

Themes similar to these are openly discussed on TV, utilized in 
advertising... Fascism is not just one of the possibilities for 
Russia, it's already a reality today. Various other post-Soviet coun
tries are also taking this path. It's a huge problem and we should
n't passively think that it will fix itself. Nothing will happen if we 
don't make it happen!

People who create art are like a thermometer for an ill world. 
Thanks to them, we can provide a diagnosis, and with that, begin 
the treatment. For that reason, the "Free Theater's" show 
"Psychosis 4:48" amazed me. The production was based around a 
monologue of a woman with a split personality. You can apply 
this metaphor to today's world, to the politics , to the oppressed 
position of women and not be mistaken. The double standard per
meates everything in the world today. This dichotomy has reached 
its critical point. It is time to throw down these enslaving forces, 
individually and globally. But there were such spectators who 
were attracted only by final part of show when both actresses 
bared their bodies... No less interesting to me was the second 
show of this same theater, under the name "Technology Breathing 
in a Vacuum." And what emotion did that play bring? For some 
reason - nostalgia, although unlike the frightening "Psychosis," 
the second play was funny. If you're ever in Minsk, definitely find 
(this is no easy task) and watch some of those plays, you won't 
regret it.

I loved the monologue "Domestic Hedgehog," as told by V. 
Sinkareva, with elements of street- and puppet-theater. A perfor
ming artist, using Soviet styles of street theater, portrays the 
whole world in two meters of space. A hospital, the fate of an 
artist, love intrigues, a warm fireplace, a train on the way to the 
city, Soviet chemukha [perestroika-era film noire], alcoholism. 
But it was all just puppets (hedgehog, cat, dog and ferret), they 
weren't real! No, they weren't real, but I cried anyway. And also 
the puppets were homemade (DIY), which in and of itself is very 
valuable.

Over the course of three days, in the artistic segment about six 
performances took place, and at the conclusion of the festival the 
group "Serebrenaya Svad'ba" (Silver Wedding) appeared in color
ful costumes. We danced and smiled. And afterwards I packed up 
"Femininity" and left.

In the future I would like the festival to take the form of a camp, 
or if possible, to happen twice a year - in the winter in festival for
mat (without changes) and in the summer in the form of a camp, 
somewhere outside a city (with workshops and large discussions 
of a general or specific character).

You can find my daily reports from the festival "Gender Paths- 
2" (from 8-10 December) in Russian, on www.zaraz.org and 
Belarus Indymedia http://belarus.indymedia.org/.

by Vlasta
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POLAND
DECENTRUM - STORY

CONTINUES...

After October re-squatting of 
DeCentrum building and ensuing 
few hours siege by security for
ces, squatters face trial. Initially 
the authorities tried to charge 
people with "harming personal 
integrity of city guards" (this was 
due to "somebody" pouring piss, 
throwing rotten veggies and other 
unpleasant items on attacking city 
guards during eviction) but nobo
dy admitted doing that and autho
rities couldn't find enough proof. 
Then they changed the charges to 
"disrupting house peace" (its bit 
less than breaking into the house 
illegaly). A month ago the city 
council hired a professional nego
tiator to try to negotiate some 
agreement with charged squatters 
as public opinion is very suppor
tive of us and local media have 
written bad articles about authori
ties all the time. So far all 
attempts at negotiations failed as 
conditions proposed by city coun
cil are unacceptable (apologizing 
to city guards for the harm they 
sustained during eviction, clea
ning off DeCentrum graffiti from 
city council building etc.) so pro
bably whole case will end up in 
court anyway.

CONGRESS OF 
POLISH ANARCHIST 

FEDERATION (FA)
FEBRUARY 17-18,

SZCZECIN

This Congress attracted spe
cial police interest; we were 
informed that police visited the 
space the day before and proba
bly left a listening device. They 
also decided to visit the space but 
left after people explained that 
they weren't invited and nobody 
would talk to them.

The Anarchist Federation 
accepted two new sections: FA 
Dublin and FA Pila. For the first 
time, observers to the Congress 
probably outnumbered FA mem
bers. Unfortunately attendance 
from the sections was rather low 
with only groups from Lodz, 
Warsaw-Praga, Gorzow, Krakow, 
Poznan, Silesia, Szczecin and 
Torun attending.

Special attention was paid to 
upcoming campaigns including 
protests and calls for a referen
dum on the placement of a US 
missile base in Poland, mobiliza
tion to the Rospuda Valley, May 
Day and the G8. It was also deci
ded to hold a few days of anti
militarist actions around the time 
of the anniversary of the war in 
Iraq.

It was decided to hold an 
anarchist integration camp in 
Poland at the end of August.

Other discussions and cam
paigns discussed included actions 
in defence of refugees, a project 
proposal to buy land for an ecolo
gical village and ways to promote 
direct democracy.

A number of internal and 
organizational matters were also 
discussed and decided. Many 
ideas were discussed related to 
increasing participation inside the 
Federation and improving the 
information flow and cooperation 
between sections.

It was also decided to do 
more to use existing resources 
and to publicize things like the 
collective secretariat more wide
ly-

The next Congress will be 
held in the fall in Krakow.

CZECHIA
CZECH POLICE USE 

FORCE TO BREAK UP 
CLASHES BETWEEN
NATIONALISTS AND

ANARCHISTS

24 February 2007 police 
used stun grenades on 
Saturday to break up clashes 
between rival nationalists and 
anarchists over the proposed 
stationing of a US military 
base on Czech soil, Czech 
media reported cited by AFP. 
Around 100 nationalists 
gathered in the central town of 
Beroun to protest the propo
sed siting of a US radar base 
in nearby villages. They faced 
off against an equal number of 
anarchists determined to pre
vent their march, the CTK 
news agency reported. The 
two groups threw Suit, bottles

and sticks at each other and 
the police before officers 
intervened with stun grenades 
to push them apart and allow 
the nationalists to start their 
march. A handful of anar
chists were detained by poli
ce, the agency added.

RUSSIA
ANARCHISTS MARCH

AGAINST WARS IN 
CHECHNYA

More than 100 anarchists 
took part in an unpermitted 
anti-war march in Moscow. 
They called for an end to the 
conflicts in Chechnya and 
Iraq and for Russians to refuse 
to serve in the military. The 
demonstration was planned to 
commemorate the 63rd anni
versary of the Stalin-era 
deportation of the Chechen 
and Ingush people from their 
native Chechnya to Central 
Asia and West Siberia.

Protesters who marched 
under the black and red and 
black flags shouted 
"Chechnya is not our enemy, 
our enemy is the Kremlin" 
and other chants. Three peo
ple were arrested during the 
demonstration and at least 12 
were rounded up and taken 
into custody after leaving the 
march. Everyone was released 
later in the evening, most 
were ordered to pay a 500 
ruble fine.

ESTONIA
ANTI-GENERAL
ELECTION CAM

PAIGN

One day before the elec
tions, on the 2nd of March, 
around 40 anarchists gathered 
in the square in front of the 
city hall with flags and ban
ners demanding "direct demo
cracy not oligarchy". The pro

testers headed to the Houses 
of Parliament to hold a peace
ful picket there. As the 
demonstration was "illegal" 
two activists from PunaMust 
got threatening calls from 
high ranked police officers.

The 3rd of March is the 
general elections day in 
Estonia. With right wing par
ties Central Party, Reformist 
Party and Union of Res 
Publica and Fatherland being 
the favourites. It's also the 
debut year for the newly for
med Green Party, although 
formed few months ago, alre
ady known for their homo- 
phobic views.

Last month activists from 
PunaMust 
(www.punamust.org) ruined 
large amounts of propaganda 
posters of the parties by 
pasting their own posters on 
them. Posters read "Enough of 
parliamentary state!", "More 
money = more votes" and 
more. Spokesmen of the par
ties, who spend millions on 
vilifying their rivals, and poli
ce decided not to start an inve
stigation calling the activists 
"just a bunch of bitter kids in 
need of attention".

On the night of 2nd, anot
her poster action took place 
with polling stations targeted 
this time.

LITHUANIA
ANTI-CAPITALIST

PROTEST IN CITY OF 
KAUNAS

On the 3rd of February an 
anti-capitalist protest was 
organized by activists in 
Kaunas. About 30-50 people 
marched through the centre of 
the town, leaflets were distri
buted. There were no pro
blems with police although 
the demonstration was illegal.

UNNOTICED NEWS I*.,
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ANARCHISTS ON THE BARRICADES 
AND IN THE TREES

J SHORT HISTORY OF ANARCHIST RESISTANCE
IN ECOLOGICAL TERMS IN POLAND

By Zbyszek (Correspondent from Warsaw)

of February this Year the
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highway will bring profits to the region, and 
among others the very promising for the local 
economy descent from the highway which 
would be built there. Finally, the ecologists 
had been fight back the common forces^ of 
state police and the private company security 
forces. Some activists were badly bitten; 
others were still sitting high in the trees when 
they were cut. There was kind of a wonder that

Green anarc 
an

and the Mountain of Sw.Anna ? would Provide the protestors" with meals

during the last 20 years, we have to see that the 
only successful one was the one against the 
nuclear plant in Zaronwicc. Never again have 
the united forces of environmentalists and 
anarchist managed to win the battle against the 
authorities. It is important to mention that 
behind every particular of these anti-ecologi
cal investments are standing the ministers of 
the environment which each time have accep
ted the devastation of the priceless nature with 
their signatures.
But even the success of the campaign against 
the nuclear power station might turn to be only 
reminiscence in a few years. The newly wor
ked out new energy program of two years ago 
for Poland until 2025 brings with it the con
struction of the nuclear plant in the upcoming 
decade. The nuclear lobby is not even hiding 
the fact that after the fiasco from the 80ies of 
last century, they will carry on a few years 
long massive pro-nuclear propaganda cam
paign before the project will be started. 

m - -

from Another massive ecological conflict began Nuclear power station - the

Poland towards the scale of the danger and the 
environmentalists from WiP got wide social 
support in their campaign. The situation chan
ged even more after the change of political 
power in 1989 and the beginning of the gover- 
nance of the so called democratic opposition. 
They allowed at least the popular referendum 
in the region of Gdansk in which 44% partici
pated from which 86% said no to the nuclear 
power station. One year later the government 
decided to liquidate the never finished plant.

during the whole period of the struggle...

reservoir in the region of Czorsztyn in the
south of Poland. In 1990 the movements of
Freedom and Peace together with the already Summarising this short history of the most 
existing by this time an Anarchist Federation spectacular ecological protests in Poland 
started an action campaign called Dam to the
Dam. The campaign consisted mainly of

r -I 

blockades against the building of the water
dam on the river Dunajec. During one of the
last blockades it came to dramatic events when
one of the drivers of the building site transpor
ters ran his heavy transporters directly against
the people sitting in the blockade and smashed
the feet of one of the activists who could not
jump away any more. This struggle was lost
finally and in 1996 the building of the dam
was finished.

Next large direct action campaign took
place in defence of the mountain of Sw.Anna
against its devastation through construction of

S- a * 1 R 5 ■ • y~e

the new highway in 1998. This protest was in
many means similar to the one going on in the
Rospuda Valley this year. Dozens of ecologists
set the protest in the trees - defending them
from being cut under the motorway site. The
area was a part of the landscape park and the
highway was about to cut it into two pieces.
Similarly to the present situation in Rospuda,
the attitude of the part of local population was
negative towards the protestors as the local
authorities were telling them that the new

The tradition of this branch of protests is 
quite as big and as long as the contemporary 
anarchist movement in Poland, which appea
red as a movement again in the beginning of 
the 80ies of last century. Its appearance was 
the parallel process to the establishment of the 
Solidarnosc workers movement. In 1982 the 
beginning of the construction of the first 
nuclear power station began in Poland. 
Curiously it was set in ZARNOWIEC, next to 
the city of Gdansk - the harbour city in north 
Poland, a cradle of the Solidarnosc movement. 
In the popular understanding of the people the 
decision of the localisation of the power sta
tion was not casual and supposed to be a kind 
of punishment for the inhabitants of the coast 
for their frequently appearing and violent 
rebellions against the communist power. The 
protests in the second part of the 80ies were 
inspired by the Wolnosc i Pokoj (Freedom and 
Peace) movement. This was an organisation

created in 1985, ideologically heterogeneous, 
gathering at this times anarchists as well as 
people of democratic and pro-state ideas. But 
in the city of Gdansk the core of the organisa
tion was made by local anarchists and it was 
them running the protests as the first, using 
among other methods the one of protest-hun
ger-strike. The catastrophe in the nuclear
power station in Chernobyl in the Ukraine rai
sed the consciousness of many people in there were not serious victims of this confron- 

‘ j tation. A short time ago the local TV station 
presented a report from this area nine years 
later. It came out that most of the promises 
made by the authorities to the local population 
were never met. The famous descent from the 
highway was never build. The road is dividing 
the park in two pieces which is creating many 
difficulties for the locals and the permanent 
noise has scared away the animals and is 
annoying to the people. People, when asked 
what they think now about the protests 9 years

LQ ago, are saying to the TV cameras that if they 
would know how this process would ends they

hists on the barricades 
(tin the trees

In the middle 
polish minister of environment Jan Szyszko, 
signed the decision which allows building a 
fragment of the international motorway called 
VIA BALTICA through unique region of peat
bogs and swamps around the town of 
Augustow (north east Poland). Shortly after 
that the protest village of tents were set in the 
valley of the Rospuda River, the village wasA 
initiated by ecological activists of polish 0 
Greenpeace being ready to lock themselves in 
the high trees to resist the disaster. At the 
beginning there were just a few of them but 
pretty quickly volunteers from all around the 
country start to join them. Against the extreme 
circumstances (the temperature was falling 
under about -20°C) after two weeks about 100 
people were participating in the camp with the 
largest part being anarchists. Some of the ban
ners hanging between the trees have been 
naming the names of the well known anarchist 
squats "Elba" from Warsaw, "Rozbrat" from 
Poznan and "Elktromadonna" from 
Czestochowa which communities were parti
cipating in the protest. This was however defi
nitely not the first case of anarchists to be 
found in the first lines of in defence of nature 
against the bulldoggers of the road industry. ■

Nuclear power station as a punish-
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scene who aren't, acting as if they 
were, ends embarrassingly. So I will 
not write a social analysis. If I analy
se something, it is me or our move
ment, but it is a question if this would 
be interesting for "people outside the 
usual scene". And anyway, if someo
ne wanted some serious political ana
lysis, I doubt he would be picking up 
ABB but rather something like Le 
Monde Diplomatique.

In search of 
Solidarity...

And while there certainly are faults 
in the likes of Le Monde 
Diplomatique, not to talk about main
stream press, many of their stereoty
pes are actually true, for example the 
following:
★ There is more poverty and violence 
in Russia than in the West
★ That there are huge income dispari
ties in Russia and that they are gro
wing
★ That the Russian elite is just inter
ested in looting natural resources 
instead of long-term development
★ That the course of the government 
is moving in an increasingly authori
tarian direction
★ That there is little resistance to all of 
this, people lack solidarity and the 
hope that something can be changed, 
or accuse various scapegoats (illegal 
immigrants, Jews etc.) for their pro
blems.

From the point of view of the global 
struggle, whatever happens between 
Russian Nazis and anarchists is mean
ingless. It is just some marginal freaks 
slaying each other. And also it is 
important to point out that it is a war 
started by anti-fascists only. As a rule, 
Nazis didn't have the slightest interest 
in killing white people before some 
comrades began beating them up - 
with a few exceptions such as the 
homeless. In November Nazis massa
cred 5 homeless people at in Himki, 
Moscow suburb. On the other hand 
antifascist activities have given anar
chist movement in Russia more public 
space than anything else during last 
15 years except ecological protest 
campaigns.

Abolishing the Borders from Below 
has been one of my favourite projects 
for years, but during last autumn I just 
began to feel frustration, that it is 
never going to make it to the next 
level. For me the current attempts of 
the editorial collective to regularly 
produce analytical issues on the most 
wide array of themes seems to be way 
out of the capacities of the correspon
dents, level of analysis and real situa
tion of the movement of Russia.

I am pretty sure that few of us want 
to be confined to a framework of 
some marginal subculture for all our 
lives. But as we seem to be there from 
one year to another, we really must do 
the analysis of what is this "subcultu
re"/" usual scene" and what are our 
needs right here right now. And I am 
wondering could "trying to reach 
more people outside the usual scene" 
bring something to me and my friends 
here in Moscow? And what could we 
possibly give to these "people outside 
the usual scene"?

Keep in mind that I am not a politi
cal or social analysist, and often 
attempts of those people in the radical 

of the economy may be much worse. 
People in the West do not understand 
that the "Communist party" does not 
necessarily mean left, and "left" per
haps means nothing at all. And people 
in the West do not understand, that as 
pro-market liberals, Politkovskaya 
and Litvienko were part of the same 
menace that eventually had them kil
led.

Thus I am not working in a realm of 
analysis, but in a more fundamental 
realm of worldview. And the’ireapon 
in this field, in my opinion, is not 
information but developing the 
"movement" - which in the current 
situation is in the phase of "subcultu
re". Thus instead of the often futile 
attempts to gain respect among people 
outside of our subculture by writing 
"serious analysis", I am trying to cre
ate solidarity by making our subcultu
re more strong.

This is why instead of writing ana
lysis of issues like the dynamics of 
nationalism in Russia, I am writing 
about some miserable group in some 
distant Siberian town giving soup to 
some homeless and waving some 
fetishist flag. This will never be inter
esting for people outside the usual 
scene (and obviously also not intere
sting for most of the people inside the 
usual scene). But also, I do not see 
what these people outside the usual 
scene may provide us. A typical pro
blem we may face right now is that 
someone stabbed some Nazi and 
some money is necessary to get him 
out of some trouble. Would people 
outside the usual scene be any help to 
us in this situation? No they would 
not be. And also, not any "syndicalist" 
or "base" unions would be of any help 
to us, as they are not interested in 
"subculture freaks" but mass workers 
movements. And none of the "solida
rity with
Chiapas/Oaxaca/Argentina/Venezuela 
/Palestina" types would be of any help 
to us, because here we have nothing 
like Oaxaca.

Actually the real question for me 
right now is if there will be anyone 
interested in helping us at all. This far 
I've had hope, that there are some peo
ple out there, for whom waving some 
fetishist flag and giving soup is a rea
son enough for solidarity, but it could 
well be that I am mistaken - in this 
case it would be definitely time for us 
to find something new.

And the problem among the public 
in the West is not a lack of understan
ding of what is happening in Russia, 
but a lack of understanding of their 
own society and social processes in 
general. And this is not a matter of 
analysis but a matter of ideology. 
People do not understand that civil 
rights in the West exist not because 
there is a strong "civil society", but 
because they are an important propa
ganda asset for the Western elite. 
They do not understand that no matter 
the liberal paradigm being hegemonic 
amongst the Western elite, the popula
tion almost everywhere is just as 
xenophobic and racist as in Russia. 
They do not understand that the vast 
majority of the authoritarian govern
ments in history have not been totali
tarian - that democracy and authorita
rian rule is totally compatible. That 
until now, the majority of 
Byelorussia's have indeed supported 
Lukashenko, because they see how 
the 90's were in Russia and they know 
that without Lukashenko they would 
have all that. Byelorussian people 
understand that the lack of free speech 
is definitely not the worst problem 
you may have - neoliberal ransacking 
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VQ S3
www.alter.mostorg.pl (good english)
www.abb.hardcore.lt (bad english)

★ “Proryv” - anarcho-communist group from 
Yerevan; vaga@freenet.am
★ Armenia Indymedia - vahagn@bem.am

* ABC Belarus - Belarus 230023 Grodno p.o.box 
217; intolerant@autonom.zzn.com; www..anar
chistblackcross.by.ru
* AFA (Antifascist Action) - Minsk; rest- 
less81@mail.com
* Anarchist Library - Minsk; antyfa@mail.ru
* Anti-McDonald - http://belmac.narod.ru; 
http ://kompaktor. narod.ru
* Antyfa - antifascist group; antyfa@mail.ru
* Autonomous Action / Lida - 2 (Grodno Region, 
Belarus) P. O. Box 11, 231282 Lida -2, Grodno
* Autonomous Action / Minsk (Belarus) bela- 
rus@avtonom.org; www.belarus.avtonom.org.
* BAF/ Belarusian Anarchy Front - baf@list.ru
* Belarusian Linux Community -
www.linux.hitech.by
* “Ecoresist” - anarcho-ecological group; ecoac- 
tion@tut.by
* FAB / Federation of Belarusian Anarhist -

- Minsk; P.O.Box 33, 220134;
- Novopoloc; nuts-l@rambler.ru

* Food Not Bombs - Minsk -
FNBminsk@yandex.ru
* “Free Theatre” - anarchist theatre from city of 
Brest; ksenia_izberg@mail.ru
* KDS “Razam” / Condefedaration of Active 
Initiatives “Together” - 230005 Belarus; Grodno 
P.O.Box 237; kds-razam@tut.by;
www.razam.by.ru
* “Navinki” - satirical anarchist quarterly newspa
per; Minsk; pauluk@tut.by, www.navinki.net
* “Rebellious girls” - anti-sexist initiative in 
Minsk; rebelgirls@mail.ru
* www.anarchistory.boom.ru - history of anar
chy in Belarus
* www.375crew.org - d.i.y. political punk \ hard
core culture of Belarus

Rfngni/A & raaroiinifl
* Anarchist Collective “Slobodna Krajina” - 
Banjaluka; ab_useyu@yahoo.co.uk
* www.osvajanjeslobode.bravehost.com -anar
chist info from BiH

★ Anarchist Portal http://a-bg.net 
★Anarchist writings http://savanne.ch/svoboda 
★Anarcho-saprotiva autonomous group 
aresistance@riseup.net
★Anarchy in BG http://change.to/anarchy 

★Animal rights, anarcho-primitivism, 
feminism http://http://anarchyfuture.a-bg.net/ 
★Independent media center http://bulgaria.indy- 
media.org/
★ ‘Katarzis’ - DIY zine, katarzis@riseup.ne
sfti.diy@gmail.com
★Subcultures, crust, punk, hardcore 
http://music.a-bg.net/

★Diy zine about punk/hardcore, animal rights, 
primitivism, art
★‘Svobodna Misl’ - Bulgarian anarchist 
newsletter, http://sm.a-bg.net/
★‘Vasil Ikonomov’ - anarchist group, 
ikonomov.a-bg.net; vasilikonomov@yahoo.com

★ AnFemA (Anarcho-Feminist-Action) - anfe- 
ma.action@gmail.com; www.anfema.tk
★ “Monte Paradiso” - squat/social centre in Pula; 
URK Monteparadiso ex Vojarna K.Rojc; Gajeva 5; 
52100 Pula; http.//squat.net/monteparadiso; 
info@monteparadiso.hr
★ Rijeka anarchist initiative -
www.rai.anarhija.org, rai2002@net.hr
★ “Skatula” - infoshop, I.Zajca 20/2, Rijeka, 
www. rai. anarhija.org, infoshopkatula@net. hr, 
every day 17-20h - weekend closed
★ “Tabula Rasa” - anarchist/libertarian infoshop 
in Cakovec; adress: Josipa Kozarca BB; post: 
Infoshop Tabula rasa, p.p. 18, 40315 M. Sredisce, 
Croatia
★ Z.A.F. / Zadar Anarchist Front - local anar
chist group in the city of Zadar; zadarskianarchi- 
sti@yahoo.com; www.solidarnost.mahost.org
★ www.stocitas.org - Antiauthoritarian publisher 
★”sto citas?” b.shop Zagreb Preradoviceva 34

★ Antifascist Action (AFA) - 
afa-praha@anarchismus .org, www. anti fa. cz
★ Anarcho-feminist group - anarchofemi- 
nismus@centrum.cz, anarchofeminismus.ecn.cz
★ -1155; KPK Praha (ex-Solidarita) - 
praha@solidarita.org, www.solidarita.org, tel: 
+420 604 247 218

- regional group of Brno, bmo@solidarita.org, 
tel:+420 732 616 695
★ Anarchistickl sdruDenl Lhersk6 HradiSte - 
Anarchist group of Uherske HradiSte), e-mail 
uhas@email.cz
★ “A-kontra” - anarchist magazine, c/o CAS, PO 
Box 223, Praha 1, 111 21, tel. +420 605 903 098, 
e-mail: a-kontra@csaf.cz, www.a-kontra.net
★ “Bloody Mary” - riot-grrl/anarchist zine, 
Bloodymary@bust.com, c/o CAS, p.o. box 223,
111 21 Praha 1
★ CSAF - Czechoslovak Anarchist Federation - 
P.O.Box 223, 111 21 Praha 1, e-mail:
praha@csaf.cz, www.csaf.cz

- Kladno, e-mail: kladno@csaf.cz
- Northern Czechia, e-mail: sever@csaf.cz
- Kutnohorsko, e-mail:

csaf.kutnohorsko@email.cz, e-mail: kutnohors- 
ko@csaf.cz, tel: +420 721 732 844

- Jihlava, e-mail: csaf.jihlava@email.cz, tel: 
+420 721 732 844

- Eastern Czechia, e-mail: undertakerdis@sez- 
nam.cz
★ FSA-MAP - Federation of anarchist groups, 
info@anarchismus.org, www.anarchismus.org, 
international scretary: fsa-
intersec@anarchismus.org

- Northern Czechia, fas-sever@anarchismus.org
- Zlinsko, fas-zlinsko@anarchismus.org
- Prague, fas-praha@anarchismus.org
- Brno, fas-bmo@anarchismus.org
- Jihlava, fas-jihlava@anarchismus.org
- Pardubice, fas-pardubicko@anarchismus.org

★ Info Cafd “Krtkova kolona” - (anarchist info
cafe), Socharska 6, 170 00, Praha 7 - Bubenec, e- 
mail: kk@czechcore.cz, kk.czechcore.cz, Tel: 605
983 191
★ Hudebni klub “Za vraty” - alternative non
profit club with anarchist activities, tea room, 
Vtelno 32, 434 01 Most 1, e-mail:
international@zavraty.com, www.zavraty.com, tel. 
+420 723 555 287
★ Squat “Milada” - Prague only squat, Na kind- 
lovce (small house next to the student residential 
halls), Praha, squat_milada@centrum.cz

★ Food Not Bombs - Tallinn - videomees@hot.ee
★ www.hot.ee/anarhism - Future Anarchist Party 
of Estonia

GJQE30GJ0V7
★ AFK - autonomous youth collective / social 
disease collective (anarchist hc-punks); www.soci- 
aldisease.tk
★ Barricade Collective - anarchist group; 
http: //www. anarkom. 1 apj a. hu
★ “Gondolkodo Antikvarium” - anarchist books
hop; www.ainfok.ini.hu;
gondolkodo@citromail.hu Logodi utca 51; 1012 
Budapest (it is near Metro station “Moszkva ter”); 
open Monday-Friday 12-18
★ Ruganegra - (street folklore staff); www.rugan- 
egra.tk
★ Social Disease Kollektiva (anarchopunk col
lective) - http://socialdisease.tk
★ www.geocities.com/anarchoinfo - anarchist 
web-site

★ www.almaty-liberta.boom.ru - Libertarian 
communists in Kazakhstan

★ Pretspars Collective - zine, distro, web, actions 
- http://pretspars.hardcore.lt; pretspars@riseup.net
★ “Zabadaks” - DIY culture house, 
zabba@inbox.lv, www.nekac.lv, tel. +371 
3320666.
DIY political/cultural project, infoshop etc.; 
Vijolisu 24; Kuldiga ; LV-3300Latvia;
www.nekac.lv, maris.steinbergs@kuldiga.lv

ooroacija
★ active@hardcore.lt - LT activists network
★ “Elnias” - space for various DIY activities; 
Vilniaus str. 72 (in the yard), Siauliai, 
gabrielei@takas.lt
★ “Gyvas” - space for various DIY activities, 
Kauno str. la (in the yard), Vilnius, xdirtx@hard- 
core.lt
★ “Pavasaris Infoshop” - Mindaugo str. 20-12, 
Vilnius, xdirtx@hardcore.lt
★ “Posedziu Sale” - DIY culture centre; 
Savanoriu str. 204 (4th floor), city of Kaunas; 
sgausiperemaila@yahoo.com,
fiorfraga@gmail.com, tel +37067809606 
http://posedis.mums.lt
★ booking@hardcore.lt - booking in Lithuania
★ www.hardcore.lt - Lithuanian diy scene info 
resource on the net

ANAR CHISM
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★ direct action - anarchist collective 
directa@freemail.com.mk
★ fuck yoga - a distro and label neveranswerthe 
phone@y ahoo. com
★ kaka - a distro and label surovo@yahoo.com
★ napravi sam - a collective
radexxx2000@yahoo.com
★ teror 13 - a infoshop info@terorl3.tk
www.terorl3.anarhija.org

★ ABC/ACK - www.ack.most.org.pl
- Warszawa - po box 30; 02-741 Warszawa 

121. ack-wawa@o2.pl, 
http://www.emilka.bzzz.net/porady/porady.html

- Poznan - po box 5, 60-966 Poznan 31, 
ack@rozbrat.org, tel. 0618484672 (tue 19-21, We- 
Thu 17-20), http://www.rozbrat.org/ack.htm

- Bialystok - po box 43; 15-662 Bialystok 26., 
abcbialystok@o2.pl, www.ack-bialystok.prv.pl

- Lodz - riefka@gmail.com
- Warszawa-Praga - zaczek@gmail.com
- Mielec - redakcja@innyswiat.most.org.pl
- Przasnysz - fnb-przasnysz@o2.pl
- Wroclaw - tomasso@riseup.net

★ Anarchist Library - ul.Pulaskiego 21a; Poznan.
★ Anarchist Library - ul Jagielonczyka 10D; 
Wroclaw.
★ “A-TAK” - anarchist magazine from Krakow; 
atak@poprostu (contact); atak.dystrybucja@wp.pl 
(distro); www.red-rat.w.interia.pl/atak.html
★ “A-zine” - an anarchist publication in english 
contains articles of polish anarchist groups.
L.Akai, po box 227; 00-987 Warszawa 4. 
cube@zigzag.pl
★ “Bractwo Trojka” - anarchist publishing house 
from Poznan; bractwo_trojka@wp.pl, www.bract- 
wotrojka.prv.pl,
★ “Bunkier” (“B 48”) - underground 
concert/party space; ul. Wschodnia 35; Torun; 
stagnation@wp.pl
★ Chaos Grrrl - anarchist-feminist zine from 
Warsaw; chaosgrrlz@o2.pl
★ “Czarna Emilka” (Black Emily) - local of 
G WA (Group of Warsaw Anarchists) in the very 
centre of the city
★ “Czarny Pajak” (“Black Spider”) - anarchist 
space with discussion club, movie-projections, 
anarchist-library, etc. in the city of Lodz; 
www.czsz.prv.pl; maciek@riseup.net
★ Dziewczyny w Akcji (Girls in Action) - anar
chist feminist group in Bialystok; www.dziewczy- 
nywakcj i .prv. pl/; dziewczynywakcj i@wp. pl
★ “Elblaska” - squat in Warsaw
★ Emancypunx - anarcha-feminist group; po box 
145; 02-792 Warszawa 78;
www.emancypunx.com; emancypunx@o2.pl
★ FA (Anarchist Federation) - federation of 
polish anarchists consisting of many local groups.

- FA- virtual collective secretary - 
biurofa@go2.pl

- FA-Bialystok - fa.bialystok@op.pl
- FA-Czestochowa - akielasiak@wp.pl
- FA/RSA Gdansk - jwal@pg.gda.pl
- FA-Krakow - lukasdab@poczta.onet.pl
- FA-Lublin - falublin@poczta.onet.pl
- FA-Lodz - falodz@riseup.net
- FA-Opole - soboll3@o2.pl
- FA-Poznan - fa-poznan@rozbrat.org
- FA-Rzeszow - xjedrusx@o2.pl
- FA-Slupsk - onetbifaid@poczta.onet.pl

- FA/RSA Sochaczew - antinazi@friko6.onet.pl
- FA-Szczecin - fa_szn@interia.pl; 

winanar@wp.pl
- FA-Warszawa - natakr@poczta.onet.pl
- FA-Warszawa/Praga - fapraga@o2.pl & fapra- 

ga@gmail.com
★ Food Not Bombs

- Gdansk - po box 118; 80-470 Gdansk 45
- Lodz - falodz@riseup.net
- Olsztyn - edelweiss@o2.pl
- Poznan - fnb@rozbrat.org
- Warsaw - fnb@op.pl; www.fnb.w.pl

www.rozbrat.org/fnb.htm, we serve food every 
Sunday at west train station in Poznan

- Rzeszow - ul.Kustronia 6/48; 35-303 
Rzeszow; tel.602769138.

- Gliwice - “S.E.K.W. Krzyk”; po box 2; 44-
101 Gliwice. www.food.gliwice.comwww.food- 
notbombs.prv.pl
★ Feminist & Anarchist Feminist Calendar - 
feminikalendarz06@interia.pl
★ “Freedom” - Centre of Animation an 
Alternative Culture / Anarchist Centre &
Collective; ul. Jagielonczyka 10D; Wroclaw, free- 
dom69@go2.pl
★ Grupa Anarchistyczna “Solidarnosc” 
(Anarchist Group “Solidarity”) po box 12; 60-975 
Poznan 61.
* Infoshop “Grapes of Wrath”
Targowa St. 22; Warsaw (300 meters from the 
Eastern Railway Station on Kijowska St.)
Open: Mon.-Fri. 18M- 2O00 or longer, Sun. 14"-17“ 
plus by appointment and during events (summer
2005 closed Aug. 15-31); fapraga@gmail.com; 
www.alter.most.org.pl/infoszop,
★ Inicjatywa Pracownicza FA I IP-FA (Workers 
Initiative of FA) - federation of groups linked to 
FA focusing on support for workers;
★ IP-FA I Szczecin - Dominik Sawicki, po box 
53; 70-474 Szczecin 34.
* IP-FA / Silesia - po box 2; 44-100 Gliwice;
inicjatywa_silesia@hoga.pl
★ Inicjatywa Pracownicza (Workers Initiative)
- anarcho-syndicalist trade union, Poznan; 
www.workers-initiative.poland.prv.pl
★ Kolektyw Autonomistow (Collective of
Autonomists) - group of activist po box 13; 87- 
116 Torun 17; michoo77@poczta.onet.pl
★ “Kromera” - squat/culture centre; ul.Kromera 
6a; Wroclaw.
★ LadyFest - there are few Lady-fests in Poland 
(in Lodz, Wroclaw and Warsaw);
www.ladyfest.webpark.pl; ladyfestwawa@o2.pl
* “Lesbians, Gays and Their Friends” - festival 
in Wroclaw with conference, workshops, films, 
street actions http://www.nts.uni.wroc.pl/festiwal/ 
(co-organized by the anarcha-feminist groups) 
* LETS - Local Economy Trade System

- Krakow - testcyf@kr.edu.pl
- Poznan - lets@poland.com

★ Liberta - anarchist-feminist group in Wroclaw;
libertagrrrl@o2.pl
★ “Little Mary” - anarchist squat in
Czestochowa; ul.Warszawska 249/25; ®
★ “Mac Pariadka” - anarchist magazine in 
polish; pariadka@polbox.com
★ “Marcowanie” - anarchist-feminist mailing list, 
bulletin and regular women camp
★ Obin (Warsaw) - radical street-art collective 
organising workshops, internet and silkscreen for 
free; www.obin.org
* “Pilon” - underground bar/caffe open Mo, Th,
Fr and Sa from 7pm; adress: ulica Bulwar 
Filadelfijski - Torun (under the only one car 

bridge in the city), pilon@poczta.onet.pl 
web:http://www.pilon.za.pl
★ RAAF (Radical Anti-Fascist Action) -
www.antifa-wildeast.prv.pl; po box 43; 15-662 
Bialystok 26. wildeast@poczta.onet.pl
★ “Radical Cheer Leaders” - anarchist female 
cheer leader team based in Warszawa; rchpl@02.pl
★ Refuse - underground label & mailorder (books, 
zines, music); www.refuserecords.prv.pl
★ Revenge of The Nerds (Warsaw) - anarchist
feminist zine distribution/editors; www.revengeof- 
thenerds.bzzz.net
★ Revolution Diva - anarchist-feminist zine 
(Poznan)
★ “Rozbrat” - squat/ collective/ anarchist center/ 
anarchist library - ul. Pulaskiego, 21a, Poznan; 
P.O.Box 5, 60-966 Poznann 31,
fa-poznan@rozbrat. org, www.rozbrat. org,
www.foto.rozbrat.org
★ S.E.K.W. “Krzyk” - squat / anarchist centre, po 
box 2; 44-101 Gliwice (ul.Sienkiewicza 25; 
tel.+48 504878370).
★ Sister to Sister - anarchist feminist group/net- 
work around Poland, mail-order and anarchist 
dyke zine “Lechtaczka”; sistertosister@o2.pl
★ “streFA” - infoshop in Szczecin;
ul.Domanskiego lc, tel.504935357.
★ “Szwejk” - anti-military service and Poznanian 
Anti-war Coalition; ul.Pulaskiego 21a; po box 5;
60-966 Poznan 31, www.antywojenna.prv.pl, anty- 
wojenna@rozbrat.org
★ “Tekno Collective” - underground techno crew 
from Torun; sadi@poczta.onet.pl
★ Ugrupowanie Feministyczno Anarchistyczne 
(UFA) - anarcha-feminist group in Poznan; 
ufa@robrat.org
★ Valpurgi Night - regular festival against homo
phobia and sexism in Warsaw, with workshops, 
conference, spoken word, concerts, films... 
www.myspace.com/nocwalpurgii; ★ Wiedzma 
(The Witch) - anarcha feminist group; PO BOX 
3321-500 BI ALA PODLASKA; POLAND; 
witchgrrrl@poczta.onet.pl ;
www.wiedzma.most.org.pl
★ “Ya Banda” - anarchist samba band 
Milanowek/Warszawa. olga23@go2.pl

★ Aactiv-ist Collective Timisoara, Antifa auto- 
nome - anarchist punk group aactivistcollecti- 
ve@yahoo.com; pinkpanthers@k.ro; aac@bume- 
rang.ro
★ A Nera - ecological, social and (counter) cultu
ral center; in the mountains Cheile Nerei; aacti- 
vistcollective@yahoo.com
★ Actiunea Anarhista (Anarchist Action) - 
spleenpatty@yahoo.com
★ C.A.F. (Craiova Anarho Front) - anarchist col
lective from city of Craiova;
1 ibertatero@y ahoo .com
★Fight Back - anarchist collective Bucharest, 
www.fight-back.tk
★ Gluga Neagra I Black Hood - distribution & 
bookings for diy concerts tours; g a rezisten- 
ta@yahoo.com
★ Info-Propaganda - anarchist leaflets publishing 
from Craiova; libertatero@yahoo.com
★ URA - anarchopunk fanzine from Craiova; 
WWW.ANTIFA-ANTITOT.BLOGSPOT.COM; 
libertatero@yahoo.com
★ Love Kills - woman anarchopunk zine / 
Craiova; www.lilith-lovekills.blogspot.com; 
jolierouge 101 @yahoo.com
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★ “Revolta I” - bymonthly anarchist & diy 
hc/punk newsletter I Timisoara; aactivistcollecti- 
ve@yahoo.com
★ Subteran Collecitve - anarchist-activists collec
tive in the city of lasy; subteran_iasi@yahoo.com
★ www.proiectns.org - grassroots activist site

★ ABC-Moscow - spt2003@email.com; P.O. Box
13 109028 Moscow (no name on envelope !!!)
★ Alliance of Kazan Anarchists -
antimil@narod.ru; http://antimil.narod ru
★ Anarchist League of Kamchatka - 4tan- 
kista@mail.ru
★ Animal and Earth Liberation in Russia - PO
Box, 135, Sochi, Russia, 354065. 
anliberation@rambler.ru
★ Anti-Fa Samara - anti_fa@mail.ru
★ Association of Anarchist Movements (ADA) - 
see “Noviy Swef ’ newspaper contact adress
★ “Epicenter Infoshop” - Evgeni Fayzullin, PO
Box 103, St. Petersburg, 190013
e-mail: epicenter-infoshop@nm.ru
http ://www. infoshop, spb. ru
★ Food Not Bombs

- Main Website: http://foodnotbombs.net.ru
- Volzhkiy - fnbvlz@mail.ru
- Voronezh - fnb-vrn@yandex.ru
- Irkutsk - fnb-irk@yandex.ru
- Kirov - punkauskirov@mail.ru
- Krasnodar - fhb_krsndr@mail.ru
- Moscow - fnb-russia@yandex.ru
- Nizhni Novgorod - fnbnnov@rambler.ru
- Novosibirsk - x316x@mail.ru
- Perm - fnbperm@mail.ru
- Rostov-na-Donu - subbacultcha@mail.ru
- St. Petersburg - epicenter-infoshop@nm.ru
- Tolyatti - fnbtlt@mail.ru

★ Free Trade Unions Confederation - Tomsk; 
http://kulac.narod.ru
★ Indymedia Russia - (in Russian language) 
http://russia.indymedia.org; indyru@nadir.org;
★ indymoskwa@pochtamt.ru (Moscow);
★ indymedia_piter@pochtamt.ru (Petersburg);
★ smeshno@riseup.net (Kiev, Ukraine)
★ IOKASI Irkutsk Organization Of Anarcho- 
Syndycalist Federation -
www.angelfire.com/ia/IOKAS; sidorovan@mail.ru
★ Jerry Rubin Club - Moscow punk club, coope
rating with anarchists and environmentalists;
j rc@nm.ru; http://jarryclub.narod.ru
★ KRAS - IWA (Confederation of Revolutionary 
Anarchosyndikalists) - Moscow: c/o Vadim
Damier; -Pereulok Alynova 13 Kv 24; 107258 
Moscow; comanar@mail.ru; http://aitrus.narod.ru
★ “Megaphon” - magazine of anarchist, anticapi
talist, antiwar, labour, environmental and other 
kinds of activism; megaphon@mail333.com
★ Network of Working-place Resistance - cok- 
kney@rambler. ru, http ://antij ob.nm.ru
★ “Noviy Svet” - anarchist newspaper; new- 
world@mail.admiral.ru; http://novsvet.narod.ru (all 
issues since 1989).
★ “Nozhi i Vilki” - political punk/hardcore fanzi
ne; zilonis@newmail.ru
★ Old Skool Kids - punk/hardcore label and 
distro; oldschoolkids@yahoo.com;
http://oskids.nm.ru
★ Petersburg Antiwar CommitteE - see “Noviy 
Swet” contact adress
★ Petersburg League of Anarchists - see “Noviy 
Swet” contact adress
★ Punk Revival - network of politically and soci

ally active punx from St. Petersburg 
http://www. pv. mahost. org
★ Rainbow Keepers - radical environmental 
movement. Contact adresses:

- Nizhniy Novgorod - klem@dront.ru
- Votkinsk - votkinskrk@mail.ru
- Kasimov - rk@rk.ryazan.ru (this is also the 

address of Tretiy Put magazine)
- Perm - puliark@rambler.ru
- Volgograd - maasha@rambler.ru
- Ekaterinburg - vty2@mail.ru, dpn@etel.ru
- Moscow - rkrzl@seu.ru, blatoba@mail.ru
- Samara - duplol@mail.ru, duplo@samtel.ru 

http://duplo.narod.ru
- Rostov - rkrostov@don.sitek.net
★ S.II. Sound System - label & distro including 

political punk stuff; http://svinokop.narod.ru; 
diyhc@yahoo.com
★ Siberian Confederation of Labour - Omsk; 
http://www.skt.org.ru
★ “Utopia” - anarchist magazine of revolution 
and counterculture Vladlen Tupikin, p.o. box 80, 
m-208, Moscow, 117208, Russia; 
utopia@mail333.com
★ “Victor Serge's Library” - anarchist & com
munist library - City Library no. 10, ulitsa 
Verkhnyaya Khokhlovka 39/47, metro 
“Marksistskaya”
Telephone/fax: +7 095 278 8156. 
http://www.sergelibrary.org/
★ “Volya” - anarchist newspaper (since 1989); 
obschtschina@pisem.net; http://volja.nm.ru
★ “Zhest” - anarcho-feminist magazine; 
zhest@pisem.ne
★ www.squatting.ru - portal, dedicated to squatter 
movement!

★ Contacts of Autonomous Action
Do not write names of the groups on the envelo
pes! Never republish parts of this contact list 
without this note! Contacts are from Russia, 
unless specified otherwise.
★ Federal site is http://www.avtonom.org
★ Collective members of Autonomous Action.

★ ASI / Anarcho-Syndicalist Initiative - 
is@inicijativa.org (international secretary);
www.inicjativa.org
★ Federation of Internationalist Anarchists - 
federacija@ml 1 .net
★ Subwar Collective - Belgrade; shavedwo- 
men216@yahoo.com
★ www.anarchy-serbia.tk - anarcho site;
★ www.afanovisad.tk - Antifa Novi Sad
★ www.kontra-punkt.info - anarchist information 
& discussion web-site
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★ AFA-Bratislava (Antifasisticka Akcia
Bratislava) - bacity_afa@yahoo.com 
http://blava.antifa.net
★ Alternative Magazine in Slovak language - 
biedaduchay@safe-mail.net
★ Antifascist Action from Trnava - antifa-trna- 
va@hushmail.com
★ Cirny Kriz (CK, Black Cross) - 
ciemykriz@yahoo.com.
★ CSAF / Slovakia (CSAF - Czech-Slovakia 
Anarchist Federation) - slovensko@csaf.cz

{international contact}; regional contacts:
★ CSAF Bratislava - bratislava@csaf.cz
★ CSAF B.Bystrica - bbystrica@csaf.cz

★ CSAF Trencin - trencin@csaf.cz
★ CSAF Vychod - csaf_sk_vychod@yahoo.com
★ FNB Trnava -jedlott@safe-mail.net
★ INFO-@-POLICE - anarchist Infoshop in 
Bratislav; info@infoapolice.sk
★ Priama Akcia (Direct Action) - radical social 
anarchist organization I anarchist union; po box 16; 
840 08 Bratislava 48; priamaakcia@yahoo.com
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★ A-distribution “Kontrakultura distribucija” - 
kul tura_kontra@y ahoo. co m.
★ Akd Izbruh Kulturni Bazen - autonomous cul
ture centre in squated swimm-pool in Kranj; 
www.akd-izbruh.tk; akd_izbruh@yahoo.com
★ Anarhiv Resource Center - Metelkova 6, SI -
1000 Ljubljana, tel. 00386-1-4340345, 
anarhiv@mail.ljudmila.org,
www.ljudmila.org/anarhiv
★ SAF / Social Anarchist Federation -
saf.info@email.si
★ Union of self-organised workers - SiSD/USW 
- is_usw@yahoo.com Tel.: 00386(0)31892967

★ Autonomous Action / Donetsk - 
redrash@mail.ru; redskins@mail.ru
★ Infoshop - infoshop in Kiev.
http://infoshop.zaraz.org; infoshop@gmail.com
★ Food Not Boombs - Kiev - die_young@riseup.net
★ www.zaraz.org - Kiev's portal of libertarian 
initiatives. Web-site of anarchist group in Kiev. 
info@zaraz.org
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★ Anarsist Bakis - http://go.to/anarsistbakis - 
archive of anarchist texts
★ ABC / Anarchist Black Crescent - abcanka- 
ra@yahoo.com
★ “Imlasiz” - www.imlasizdcrgi.cjb.net-anarchist 
magazine
★ “Isimsiz” - anarchist counter-magazine; isim- 
siz_dergi@yahoo.com
★ KaosGL - www.kaosgl.com - antiauthoritarian 
gay/lesbian group and magazine
★ “Kara Kizil” - http://www.karakizil.tr.cx-anar- 
chocommunist group
★ http://uygarligakarsi.cjb.net - anarchoprimiti- 
vists
★ http://ankarafanzin.freeservers.com - zine 
from Ankara
★ http://veganarsi.cjb.net - anarchoprimitivist 
zine
★ www.geocities.com/kaosyayinlari - anarchist 
publisher in istanbul
★ www.mecmu-a.org - magazine from Istanbul
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